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Daring Truthbringers:
Hope Of The Philippines
He is in danger as he prepares to testify in the
Senate impeachment trial. These few truthbringers are
RE: EXCERPTS OF CURRENT INTEREST; the HOPE of the Philippines. Truth is something that is
all but lost in the world, along with truth in spiritual
PERFECTO R. YASAY, JR.
expression. The lie has become the “drama” of the
day—and poverty the dragon devouring the people.
STANDING FOR WHAT IS “RIGHT”
The facts remain, however, that there are some who
stand
squarely against the lie in spite of the personal
I am asked to offer some excerpts from the local,
threats
BECAUSE IT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO.
but most prominently respected paper here in Manila,
THEY
RESPECT
GOD AND NATION AND, THEREFORE,
The Philippine STAR.
WE
ARE
CONFIDENT
THAT THROUGH THESE
I would ask that you readers especially focus on
this first offering because the man in point is having DARING TRUTHBRINGERS CAN ALSO FLOW GOD’S
to hide-out just to stay alive while taking his family GIFTS WE ARE PRIVILEGED TO SHARE.
Perhaps it is that by us walking through the fire
overseas to a different country so that they are better
and
making it, even if a bit tattered and singed, we
secured following death threats, bombing threats and
can
find
those who are destined to participate.
all manners of threats to career and person.
I
offer
this “opinion” article by Mr. Yasay because it is
This man headed the Securities and Exchange
also
our
hope
that there are some good men remaining in this
Commission of the Philippines and was the first daring
world—as
we
more and more resemble, in activities and intent,
objector to open the can of deceit and corruption
the
chaos
of
Sodom
and Gomorrah of old.
affecting the SEC and Stock Market. It goes beyond
As
“common
sense”
creeps within the fables and myths,
“insider” trading and gambling and, indeed, could
we
find
that
the
tales
themselves
are ever so much the better
include drugs, prostitution and counterfeiting, all
when
we
stop
preaching
war
and
bloodshed as handed down
under the control of the President.
through those so-called “Good
FIRST-CLASS MAIL Books” filled with hate and
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destruction. GOD IS GOODNESS AND CREATION—not
destruction and war. We even come to make religions out of
the killing, the bloodshed and the poverty of man’s SOUL.
Is Mr. Yasay remarkable? Yes, although probably
not as you might expect, for many write of God and
Nation—but few actually mean the words they write or
speak outside the recognition it gives in the moment of
denial or acceptance. For instance, the Senators get up
and give their written prayers on the television and the
words are sublime, the person empty. Mr. Yasay means
what he speaks and presents as example of his words.
Again, however, let us understand that it is the CONCEPT
of God-ness in reflections handed down that speaks the truth
through the PARABLE of that which we can recognize to
which we can relate our own understandings, be it through
Man as in “a” man or a story as in an example. Those are the
ideals that form our foundation of soul and belief structures
with which we can endure or stand forth in recognition of
what is, or seems to be, taking place around us.
I believe Mr. Yasay is an example of what is meant
by “a few good men” as being all that is necessary.
Since a lot of the message is in Tagalog I will be unable
to share other than the portions written in English. It is
sufficient for recognition of “intent” in this time of horrendous
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[D: THIS MAN ONLY REALIZES A TINY PART
terror and struggle in a world of chaos and
OF WHAT ARE GOD’S BLESSINGS BROUGHT BY
manipulation by the Adversary’s corruptors.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, “OPINION”, Wed., THIS WHICH WE DO IN HIS NAME.]
DARE TO BE INVOLVED
Dec. 27, 2000, message from Perfecto R. Yasay, Jr. (Former
Second, the Baby Jesus and the grownup Christ wants us
head of the Philippines Security and Exchange Commission):]
to be involved. The Christmas event was a happy news to the
shepherds and to those who had been waiting for the
WE ARE RICH BECAUSE WE ARE
Messiah. But the Christmas event was also a disgusting piece
GOD’S CHILDREN
of bad news to King Herod and the rulers who saw in Jesus
By Perfecto R. Yasay, Jr.
a serious threat to their hold-on to power.
Therefore, we, His followers, also embody His liberating
Christmas is a time ordained by God so that we can reflect
on the message of Love and Hope of His Son Jesus Christ. role; His refusal to take refuge in a corner; and His
I t i s a l s o t i m e t o r e f l e c t o n t h e a n g e l ’ s involvement in preaching the liberating force of truth and love.
I need not elaborate on the crisis our country faces
proclamation: Peace on Earth—and goodwill to men.
One, there is extreme economic hardship and uncertainty today. We have a crisis of leadership, where the
in the Philippines: Our hard-earned pesos are not enough to President is seen as in incompetent leader, lacking in
lofty ideals and noble intentions, thereby unable to give
buy goods and gifts for the Christmas season.
Two, we are witnessing the impeachment proceedings direction, honor and dignity to his High Office. We have
against the President of the Republic, and every passing trial a crisis of survival, where unless his leadership issue is
day in the Impeachment Court, the Filipino people are given quickly resolved, our already sinking economy will
new information and facts by witnesses on what they deteriorate beyond remedy, thereby engendering political
personally know against Joseph Ejercito Estrada with regards instability that could lead to the breaking up of our nation.
[D: THIS WILL HAPPEN “ONLY” IF SUCH AS
to the offenses he is being charged with.
However, if we look at the brighter side of life—and we PERFECTO YASAY ALSO FAIL TO HEED THE GIFTS
Filipinos are known to be optimistic—we also see God at AND PRESENCE OF MESSENGERS RESPONDING TO
work in a seemingly difficult situation. God is using our THE CALL UNTO GOD FOR SOLUTIONS TO THESE
hardships, however, today to turn our attention to the MASSIVE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS. GOD OFFERS
ABILITY FOR THE PHILIPPINES TO BECOME THE
sterling values and qualities of Christian life.
Today, the President is sought to be held accountable VERY HUB OF HIS GOLDEN AGE OF TRUTH AND
for corrupting our Christian ideals and standards; for being PROSPERITY—YOU KNOW, THOSE THINGS FOR
the worst example to our youth—and for plunging this WHICH WE PRAY CONSTANTLY.]
Are we going to be insensitive to the cry of the
country into unspeakable depths of depravity, spiritual
corruption and material poverty, so that with meekness and masses and ignore the Good Samaritan role each of us
broken hearts, we have to accept the chastisement given will have to play? Are we going to be unconcerned
to us for our costly error in electing this leader. What about their urgent needs and thus be unfaithful to our
Christian mission? Are we going to retreat to the
has happened to our Christian values and morals?
We are each being tried with President Estrada warmth and ease of our homes and not be involved?
[D: WE HAVE BEEN SENT AND WE HAVE
when we ignore or do not see anything wrong with his
shameful lifestyle that is inconsistent with the lasting ESTABLISHED THE “WAY”—PERHAPS THE ANSWER
TO YOUR ABOVE QUESTION ACTUALLY NOW RESTS
Christian values that we hold dear.
The courageous men and women who have come forward WITH “YOU”. WE SHALL SEE IF GOD CAN REACH
to testify to the truth again give us a powerful message: YOUR HEART, FOR YOU SHALL RESIDE SAFELY IN HIS
HANDS. SOME OF US ARE CALLED TO GREATNESS
When we seek the truth, the truth will set us free.
IN VERY SUBTLE WAYS, HIS WONDERS TO PERFORM.
SEEK THE TRUTH
This brings me to my first point. Seek the truth. PLEASE, LET HIM NOT FIND US WANTING. GOD’S
Christ came to this world to manifest the truth. It is the GIFTS DEMAND THE COURIERS AND MESSENGERS,
truth that is liberating. It is the truth that we can be free LEST WE CANNOT REACH “THE PEOPLE”—FOR THEY
from the enslavement of tyrants and superstition. Truth HEAR NOT, OR THE ADVERSARY REACHES THEM
was also the guiding light of many of our nameless FIRST WITH THE FALSE SPEAKINGS AND WITH FEAR.
Church heroes who suffered and died for the fulfillment THE CHRIST IS ALSO SAID TO HAVE ASKED: “WHO
WILL STAND WITH ME AND TARRY WITH ME
of our Christian dream of Justice, Peace and Love.
As for myself, Truth stared me in the face when I defied THROUGH THIS WATCH?” ALL AGREED—BUT NONE
the President. I took a stand on the issue of cronyism, STOOD. WE ARE ASKED TO BRING THE GIFT BUT WE
corruption and abuse of power that resulted in the biggest ARE “NOT” ASKED TO DO THE JOB “FOR”
stock market scandal that jolted our nation. The devastating ANYONE—WE CANNOT, EVEN SHOULD WE BE SO
aftershocks of this scandal on our economy and on our socio- ARROGANT AS TO ASSUME SUCH A CAUSE. WE ARE
political well-being continue to be felt today. I simply ALIENS HERE IN THE PHILIPPINES, BUT NONETHELESS
disobeyed the President, and I refused to accede to his wishes BROTHERS IN THIS GLOBAL COMMUNITY REACHING
and unlawful directives, against the advice of friends, who felt OUT FOR TRUTH AND SURVIVAL. YOU KNOW US
that going against a person, acting more as a bully than BETTER THAN YOU REALIZE, MR. YASAY, FOR WE
HAVE SENT YOU PERSONAL MESSAGES FOR WELL
as leader of the country, was outright dangerous.
I o n l y l o s t m y j o b , b u t I w o n t h e f i g h t b y OVER TWO YEARS. WE ARE FORTUNATE THAT
upholding the truth. I was able to stand my ground GOD “IS PATIENCE” WHILE WE GROW IMPATIENT
against the most powerful man in the country today, IN THE AWAITING HIS PERFECT SEQUENCE.]
Now is the time for God’s people to be together
because I fell on my knees before God. I was only
able to stand firm because I knew that God was with in taking a stand against all forms of dishonesty and
me. And if he is with me, who can be against me? deception in our national leadership. Now is the time
My experience is a lesson in utter dependence on for all of us to unite in cleansing and reforming
God. And the realization that HE is watching. HE is society, so that we can shape our dreams and build
fighting our battles and has already prepared us for on our hopes for a prosperous and decent life. As
victory in the most liberating experience one can ever light of the world and salt of the earth, we cannot be
content with our complacency and be satisfied with our
go through.
Truth will prevail and falsehood will be roundly studied indifference. As Christians, we are meant to be
part of the struggle for the uplifting of the lives of the
defeated. That is the first message of Christmas.
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least of our brothers, and God will ensure that we will
make a difference in the life of our country and people.
“Behold the turtle!! It only makes progress if it
sticks its neck out.” We must dare to be involved.
We must stick our necks out in fulfilling our mission.
SERVE OTHERS
Finally, Christmas tells about Jesus who was born
to serve and to save us. The Baby Jesus that we
picture in our minds today is the same grown-up
Christ who served a [dedicated] ministry on Earth—
healing the sick, liberating the spiritual slaves and
making life abundant. He is the same Jesus Christ
who continually reminds His people that the greatest
amongst us is the servant of all.
The true meaning of Christmas is realized if we
serve others. ONLY A LIFE DEVOTED TO SERVE
OTHERS IS A LIFE WORTH LIVING.
These are our lessons this Christmas.
We need not be sad and we do not have to envy
those who have lots of mansions—but whose lives
are actually empty.
We are rich because we are God’s children. We
are happy in freedom because we seek the truth. We
are blessed because we dare to stand up for what is
right. And we are great because we serve the least of
our brethren, as Jesus told us to do.
Let me end God’s message with a story. [D:
WELL, ENGLISH READERS, SORRY—WE WILL
HAVE TO GET MR. YASAY TO TELL IT IN
ENGLISH, BUT WE CAN GET THE DRIFT IN THE
FINAL PARAGRAPH OF HIS MESSAGE.]
Indeed, what the son saw, through the innocent eyes
of a little boy, was the beauty of a simple life that was
rich and abundant, not with materialistic trimmings of
what many of us want, but rather, with the essential
things that growing children like him need, in their quest
for the enduring and lofty values of human existence.
[END OF QUOTING]
Thank you, Mr. Yasay, for allowing us to have insight
within your expectations of service and may we remind you
that “abundance” is not something of the Adversary only—
but GOD “IS” ABUNDANCE—IN ALL MEASURE OF ALL
THINGS, including, Sir, those things which we “want”. Our
task is to “want” in worthiness and want what we have.
Honest gain means worthy self-esteem and that is
mandatory for a man or a nation. GOD HAS SENT YOU THE
“WAY”—AND THE TIME TO TARRY IS PAST.
You, Mr. Yasay, have stood against the strongest in the
nation, backed by the henchmen of the Adversary. God asks
no man to DIE FOR HIM—he only asks for willing people to
LIVE for truth and righteousness, in other words, FOR HIM.
HE tests us hard and HE measures our failings and our
strengths—and when we prevail in those—he tests us farther.
So be it, you will find many brothers and the way shall open
before you—it always does if we stay the course.
I repeat that I have been asked to write this “open
letter” to Mr. Yasay that we all might share in this “time
of change” come upon our world in an opportunity to
deliver that which offers hope to MAN.
Let us not dwell in the memories of that which is
gone except to learn our lessons, for it is time to move
forward AND CREATE A BETTER WAY IN TRUTH,
JUSTICE AND ABUNDANCE FOR ALL OF US
FELLOW-TRAVELERS ON THIS PATHWAY “HOME”.
It matters not who “I” might be—for I offer my hands
that they might serve the needs in communication. We are
but ONE walking hand in hand with our own hand in the
hand of “THE” Man. We stumble; HE picks us up. We are
hurt, and HE soothes our wound. We serve, and HE
shelters us in His wings. HE IS—THAT WE MIGHT BE!
With GOD, who needs more? The light is turned
on, we only need to pull away the shroud therefrom.
We will be available when you find time to call.
Thank you for sharing, DJE
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U.S. Owes Big Debt
To The Philippines
12/30/00—#1 (14-136)
RE: ATTITUDES AND INTERPRETATIONS
AND IT CAME TO PASS—
THAT ALMOST EVERYONE
MISTRANSLATED/MISINTERPRETED—
ALMOST EVERYTHING!
Hatonn—Perhaps the defining comment of the
topic heading here is missing: “AND STILL DO!”
Readers, when a comma in placement can
make a totally different and opposite statement
meaning, how can you be so misreading in your
interpretations of anything as to finalize WHAT
GOD SAID OR MEANT as actual fact or proof
of something?
Furthermore, you must have recognition of
standards of meaning of words in the setting of use.
Can I example: Indeed: “Blessed are the
poor...” which really OFTEN reads in full
expression: “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for
theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven.”
What means this? Let me share a few items and
hopefully you will stop and think of several more.
How about concerning a bit over the term “poor”.
Does that actually mean “poor” as “in poverty”?
Does the above mean that just because you
are in “poorness” that you turn about and have
the Kingdom of Heaven? Really?
How about the commas? Does “Blessed are the
poor in spirit, for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven?”
Might it be, “Blessed are the poor, in spirit, for theirs
is the Kingdom of Heaven?”
Oh, by the way, WHAT IS THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN? And, no, don’t give me what
Robert Schuller said it is, or Gen. Jack Mohr—or
certainly not Jerry Falwell. WHAT is the
Kingdom of heaven?
Ah, indeed, “the
heavens”—do you inherit empty spaces in and
“above” the clouds?
Chelas, YOU ARE HUMAN, a physical
aspect of YOU which is eternal in “spirit (soul)”.
Does the verse above mean that by far you
are better off with NOTHING?
My own perception is that one might wish to
be rich in spirit whether or not poor in material
possessions.
Ah, but—does this mean that a “rich” person
in physical form is barred from also having some
of the “Kingdom of Heaven”?
Is it just possible that the use of this
emphasis on “poor”—being such biggies in the
Kingdom of Heaven inheritance—might just be
trying to soothe the feelings through a little
“hope” at Christmas time when found in poverty
by the people?

The writers who use this as a big foundation for
preaching sermons, especially to the poor, usually
back up the teaching with the bit about “You cannot
serve two Masters.” Some will be a little more
“giving” and allow that the end of all is service to
God and money can be used as “a means”.
This then is usually followed by something
that says: “Money is the root of all evil.” No, it
does NOT say that. It says even in translation:
The “LOVE OF MONEY is the root of all evil.”
This sort-of goes along with the “Where your
heart is, there dwells thee.”
I would ask you next, if you must be totally
poor in both money and spirit—how can you do
unto the least of God’s, as proclaimed as well in
the “good book of rules”? How can a parent see
to the needs of the “least of these”, a child, if he
is destitute? Does he as well turn the child into
a beggar? If ALL are beggars, who shall put
tokens into the cup?
Can’t you SEE how differently every
THOUGHT and every word can be construed to
suit the needs of the writer or speaker?
I’m going to ask you a hard one: If there had
been only a penthouse room available in the inn—
would the babe have been thrust into the manger
within a stable?
Dear hearts, the message in myth is beautiful,
I suppose, but is it SO? And, does it mean that
all babes should be birthed in a stable with the
goats and sheep and wrapped in swaddle or the
Mothers dusty veil?
Many speakers rev it up even more and say
that God engineered the “census of the whole
world, so that Joseph and Mary would go down to
Bethlehem...” (???) The whole world? Since
the census was an annual event and since the
“whole world” had not yet been invented—is this
not stretching it just a tad?
I do not say these things to ruin good
Christmas stories that bring comfort to even a
small segment of society—but when you allow the
disinformation to ooze its way into that which is
proclaimed as truth, it becomes part of “the
perpetual lie”.
There is NOTHING more righteous in being
poor or rich, nor more evil in being rich or poor.
WEALTHY IN TRUTH or EVIL IN
PRACTICE brings in the confrontation. If you
are wealthy in truth through honest and just
EARNING of even that which is “money”, you
are, indeed, blessed for you will have practiced
that which further says: “God helps him who
helps himself.” This might very well mean that
if you have gains in honest acquisition, you have
blessings in abundance for “helping self”.
EVIL IS A NEGATIVE THING IN ALL
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INSTANCES, WEALTH OR OTHERWISE.
FURTHERMORE, TO STEAL FROM ONE TO
GIVE TO ANOTHER (POOR), YOU ERR—
FOR YOU HAVE STILL COMMITTED EVIL
AND, THEREFORE, HAVE GIVEN THAT
WHICH WAS NOT AND IS NOT YOURS TO
GIVE. TO LIE TO ACCOMPLISH EVEN A
GOOD ACT IS BOTH MISLEADING AND
EVIL IN ITS PRACTICE.
Let me give a bit of exaggerated example: If
your child bakes you some cookies perchance,
and he has inadvertently used alum power rather
than baking powder, sugar or salt and brings his
prize for your lips and the lips shrivel into a
pucker and the tongue summons all the saliva it
can muster—what do you say? Do you say to
the child that the cookie is delicious and unpucker
long enough to smile? The minute the child
tastes his own cookie he will proclaim you a liar.
Or, do you say, “I prefer other kinds of cookies
than this flavor”? Or, do you tell the truth and
simply say something to the effect of: “Oops, can
we check over what you used in these cookies?”
YOU CAN BLESS THE GIFT WITHOUT
HIDING, OR HIDING FROM, A BAD
PRODUCT. In this way you NEVER embarrass
the gifter.
Now let me ask another question: HOW DO
YOU RESOLVE FINANCIAL PROBLEMS OF
LACK, IF YOU HAVE NO WAY TO BRING
FORTH
FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS?
DISCLAIMING SAME IS “NOT” THE
ANSWER. ROBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL,
AS THE SAYING GOES, IS ALSO “NOT”
THE ANSWER.
Abundance in honor and truth MUST BE
CREATED and, therefore, there must be value
backing to either “create” more currency which is
in acceptable use—OR YOU HAVE TO CREATE
A NEW FOUNDATION UPON WHICH
ABUNDANCE CAN GROW AND FLOURISH—
AND MAN CAN EARN HIS SHARE IN HONOR
AND WONDROUS SELF-ESTEEM.
Charity is the thing which heals the heart
and soul and no, that is not “just a welfare
program”. There are other ways to have selfreliance, even if a person has no legs—but a
good mind, to serve and participate. Charity
might well provide a wheelchair and arrange a
JOB so that the man is a bit handicapped
perhaps, but is NOT a cripple.
If a person be mentally handicapped, then the
solutions are more varied and may well demand
charity and even, ultimately, community care, but
there is no need for negating the very beauty and
righteousness of the needy. If the retarded be a
child—there is no greater innocence.
By the way, to put your children to the
streets is the greatest of all evils, my students—
for you have negated and damaged the greatest
of the least of God’s innocents.
It is when a man, any man, takes the wealth
unto himself and allows these things to come
upon God’s creations that the path is downhill
from there forward.
Certainly a man must be gotten to and on his
feet and then, he must grow instead of being
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destroyed by some “welfare” program which
s h a c k l e s h i m f o r e v e r . This is called total
enslavement of the most demeaning kind.
What if a man refuses to work and there be
work? My, my, if he is able and there is a job
to be had and still he demands his daily bread—
stop the handout and the man will want to have
the job in about 10 hours.
I would also like to comment briefly on the
fact that Emmanuel went about with nothing on
his person save the clothes on his body and
nothing in his pockets. That was not to be
“poor”; it was to stay alive. Robbers had even
a bit of code of ethics and would rarely leave a
man naked by taking his last garment—but they
would take everything ELSE.
There was also a fact of necessity for staying
with friends or family in a village—THERE
WERE NO HOTELS OR MOTELS OR BIG
MACS OR EVEN GOLDEN STAR JR. FAST
FOODS. I further believe that you might be
interested that these drifters were more often
simply turned away as you might turn away the
hippies or questionable drifters.
I personally, however, like to see the homeless
and street children RIGHT IN THE FACES OF
THE RULING POLITICIANS—for if that does not
bring conscience attacks, they are hopelessly evil,
indeed. If you have a community of homeless and
helpless—bring them into the spotlight and do it right
in front of everyone—so that the DEMAND for
solutions to THE PROBLEM are sought and found.
When a child has to sniff glue to cover the empty
belly—YOU AS A SOCIETY HAVE FLUNKED
“LIVING 101”. Worse, when they must live in
a cemetery AND sniff glue to survive—you have
no worthy call upon God, for YOU have allowed
this to come about.
GOD DOES NOT
DISCARD OR STARVE CHILDREN—THAT
IS A TRICK OF MAN IRRESPONSIBLE.

We do not select out one above another
except to have continuity of flow if necessary
through those already established in a
position of being able to function.
Let us please not worry over who eats the
chicken when we have yet to crack the egg. Many
of you make your own jobs so much more difficult
in your inability to see the reasoning behind our
actions. This, I suppose, means that we cannot
please all of the people all of the time.
Stash those papers into safety and security and
HOLD. I repeat: “In corporation structure,
titles mean very, very little,” except to
legitimize the documents themselves and to
have human persons (required by law) to be
able to offer signatures. When you assume
otherwise as to some “title”—you err because
management of business and corporate
structure are two very different things. We
could do EVERYTHING with a nominee—but that
prevents us from structuring better flow into various
areas which some are simply not included in
understanding of either structure—or corporation use
and fundamental regulations and legal conformation.
Do not, further, consider that “God has finally seen
my value”, in some paperwork or other. GOD SAW
YOUR VALUE LONG, LONG AGO—AND LET’S
HOPE THAT WAS A GOOD THING.
There will be a whole bunch of you who are not
going to like some of the things I do—but the ones
who truly serve this mission will understand the
methods behind what you may well even wish to
call “insanity”. We have things under way of which
you have no notion. Yea, my people are stumbling
through as fast and as best they can with only 24
hours in each given day with which you are blessed.
Players are coming together now—so many and
so quickly—as to be staggering under the load of the
one or two having to service the information flow
and possibilities loops. Until we can afford other,
then we function with that which we have and—
even after there is some further abundance to fill
needs and support systems—we have to struggle
until we can shift in order to change “beasts of
burden” as well as change the “burden” a bit.
Because our focus of the moment is on
structuring in the Philippines does NOT mean
other than a shifting of SOME of our focus.
Remember that some upon whom we relied
for assistance cut, ran and turned against us
even unto the Federal law to destroy the
very gift we bear. We will sustain—we will
not sustain our proclaimed enemies.
We are going to begin to write even more
often and more in depth about the Philippines
and her place in this program and, therefore,
the best you readers can do is get the
information to the Philippine community
wherever you ARE. We have to do that NOW
by asking them to participate in the cost of the
paper so that we can continue production. This
mission will benefit the citizens of the
Philippines more than any other one group of
people on the globe today—TODAY.
They also are a good resource for our
products which were offered in the paper. They
desperately need those products. I don’t think

LET ME NOW CONSIDER OTHER FOCUS
When I ask my team to place in security
some covering documents or financial papers—
STOP, look and listen to me.
We will NOT place any person in jeopardy or
offer that which will surely cause you to be
targeted. Further, when we ask you to HOLD
something, it should be HELD—not discussed or
passed around nor chattered about—because
tomorrow a better approach might well be noted.
We will be very careful in the responsibility
placed on anybody and shelter will always be
invoked through some kind of corporate structure—
not setting any ABOVE another. Neither shall we
dump on anyone ALONE. Anything offered now
must be held anyway until possible other events
come into play. Misreading or misunderstanding
this intent and action is not acceptable. It is for
security of product and persons.
We structure things so that should anything
cause the removal of my team in charge, there is
immediate corporate backup. Any who interpret
our move in any other manner are mistaken in
understanding. TITLES MEAN NOTHING!
Responsibility in service means EVERYTHING.
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you have any idea how many Filipinos there are
JUST IN THE U.S.
I would also wager that almost NONE of you
realize that after the conquest by the U.S. of the
Philippines—and let’s just say about the time of
the 1906 laws and accepting of the Peruvian debt
in that year—that the Filipino became a citizen
of the U.S. UNDER LAW.
I would also wager that not 1 out of 100,000
have any idea that the Americans killed (murdered
in mass) half the Philippine population in that war!
So, do you of the U.S. OWE something or other to
the Philippines? Well, I guess so! You have
brought down the Philippines into destruction
and corruption and the most humble among
them have asked GOD in sincerest prayer to
HELP THEM. And so it is coming to pass.
May it also come to pass that they will see the
righteous way to achieve their goals as the
NEW CITY might well be structured.
This may well mean that my people can’t service
the individual squeaking wheels who would have all
things “otherwise” than whatever they happen to
BE. And, I suggest you be very careful in severing
ties to others, for the way becomes very lonely,
indeed. The JOB IS MASSIVE and no man is
EXPECTED to carry such a burden. Interim
MEANS temporary—AS IN TRANSIENT AND
PROVISIONAL. We all have to wait to embark on
what we ultimately “want to be when we grow up”
until we have accomplished the chores allotted us
today as a fundamental structure in the foundation
being laid. We are the masons (oh, goodness, that
term again) in the putting together of the building
that must last through the eons. We can do this if
we but stop picking out the mortar from between
the blocks as fast as we stack the foundation. Only
“man” does this to himself. If you would be a
cornerstone, then you must be content to have
surroundings of other bricks and a lot of mortar.
But is this fair? Who has said anything about
FAIR? GOD IS “JUST”.
This would remind you of some who came
early to Tehachapi and visited much. Their motto
was finally presented in full glory unto selves:
“No matter what—have fun...” AND “I intend to
do God’s will—but, by God, I intend to do it MY
WAY.” They quickly went where it was more
fun and they could actually play in “their way”.
This is not to say anything against such
attitudes—except it just doesn’t get the overall
task accomplished, does it?
There are many speakings in the good book of
wisdom, so-called. How about “The meek shall
inherit the Earth.” Well, if you inherit what is today
the state of the world—what awful thing did you do
to deserve it? And, does this mean that the loud
and confident won’t inherit anything? Meek means
“humble” as one definition. But remember,
“humble” is NOT the opposite of “pride”. The
opposite of “pride” is “shame”—so only in knowing
the difference can you establish your true status.
I am also amused by the example now used that
as a carpenter the Master Teacher went into the
forest (in Palestine??) where there were no lumber
mills. “He took an ax, chopped down a tree, lopped
off the boughs, tied a rope around the trunk of the
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tree and dragged it down the hill to his carpenter
shop. There he peeled off the bark, and sawed it
into boards with a model 52 B.C. saw...”.
Ok, I would like to present you with a
different picture of your current possibilities. If
you don’t stop “chopping down trees” and
destroying your forests, you are going to perish.
There are far better building materials for
furnishing your shelters themselves and that which is
within them. You can grow crop plants that make
far better fabric and, yes, building material for
bricks AND MORTAR. Once you destroy your
life-resource, you have destroyed your selves.
The most beautiful fabrics in the world are made
from natural fibers such as cotton, wool, even silk.
And, ha, you might say, “Yes, but the silkworm
feeds on trees.” Well, the worm factory can be
structured with its own supply of mulberry trees
which quickly regrow leaves. And NOW, you have
products from petroleum products which are called
“synthetics”—what a nice use to be made of
petroleum hydrocarbons—without polluting anything
because the byproducts can easily be attended and,
yea, even utilized. REMEMBER, YOU CAN CREATE
AND NOT CONTINUALLY DESTROY.
“But we have to have transportation and that
takes gas,” is your retort. No, you DO NOT
NEED SUCH A PRIMITIVE THING. But that
IS WHY you do have both corruption AND
pollution to such massive extent.
As a matter of fact, one of our major
projects is in deuterium harvesting—where
conversion to hydrogen for fuel is up and coming
with the least effort at transition of systems use.
“Oh,” you might say, “there you go again and
we are supposed to now think that magic comes
from some place like the Philippines?” Yes,
indeed, right out of the big, deep blue sea! And,
yes, indeed, if we can ever get beyond the hangups of the moment, we can get right on into telling
and sharing. And the byproduct? Water, which
you also need in a very big way! I remind you
that God provided you with EVERYTHING you
need to live in “physical” perfection—but, ah,
you are just “too busy” to learn or even to see to
it that the children are allowed to learn.
Let God do it, you might say. NO, GOD
SENT “YOU”. You claim to “love” your
children? DO YOU REALLY? What have you
done today to prove that nonsense?
Did my crew think the job would be this tough?
No, and neither did they think it would be this
difficult. Sometimes Dharma says right out loud:
“Can’t I just die for you and get it over with?” NO,
she offered to give a part of her “living” to this task
and it was accepted and we shall ask her to abide
with us. Does she, or you, have a choice? Of
course, have you not witnessed and experienced the
multitudes who turn away and drop to the wayside
at the first opportunity? Dark energies? WHOSE
dark energies?. What is YOUR definition of a
“dark energy”? Well, it is time you thought it
through and found out. The worst pretenders are
the worst dark energies—so you had best look
around at who you serve and what you “follow”.
By the way, writing about angels and light does
not a lighted-energy make. Check out what a

person is and does and you might have a bit better
insight. You might even wish to call it
“enlightenment”. When a man declares himself my
enemy, I accept that—I just wonder if “he” can.
Are we a bit melodramatic about some things?
I suggest it is time to get a bit serious about a lot
of things, for there are plenty of players ready to
upstage you at every curtain call.
* * * * * * * *
D: I was just “blown” out of whatever reverie
I might have been experiencing. At about a
quarter to two this afternoon the terrorists
started their attack that began in downtown
Manila somewhere. The impact rattled the hotel
and was so loud and frightening that I, of course,
headed in the wrong direction to make sure I
would be a good target for snipers.
E.J. was “meeting” as he does almost all of
every day and you know what, it really makes us
wonder what in “hell” (literally) we think we are
doing here. It wasn’t long until we were called,
put on alert and told to stay put—and that bombs
in the malls were expected also.
I listen to the distant sirens and one or two trucks
coming up our own Ayala Ave. to get to the area in
point and, right now, it seems pretty hopeless. How do
you get people to stop killing each other long enough to
accomplish anything? It truly makes us believers in
God because anyone or thing lesser is in deep yogurt.
What in the world will they do on New Year’s
eve when all the fireworks are in full blast, idiots
shooting off their guns (literally) and generally
having mayhem in the streets? My first impulse
is “God, I can’t do this any more...”—whine,
whine and where, oh where is my “basket”.
I was in my whine-mode when E.J. came with
some silk roses from a friend (actually, the gold
friend) along with two “Snoopies”, one for my
“doghouse” and one for my typewriter. And then,
while I am still whining the doorbell rang and
another beautiful person had sent up, if you can
believe it, a casserole for dinner and some local
grapefruit the size of footballs that are something
they call “Pamelos” (phonetically spelled, of course).
My gosh, it seems we can’t go on and yet there
is no way to stop, either. Even the precious little
hotel maid is too much for my heart. A couple of
days ago I simply could not get out of bed and again
I was alone and she had done her hotel stuff. I was
asleep and before she left she came in touched me
just enough to wake me and felt me in several
places and said, “Oh, you are so hot.” She gently
combed my hair back while I couldn’t even hold up
my eyelids. Then she told me to just sleep and
bent over and kissed my cheek, said she loved me
and I would be better. I WAS BETTER! Not only
was I better but I am continually better. No, we
can’t quit but something has to be done for these
precious little people—they are little people who are
not pale and white but tiny and perfect and yes,
indeed, SHAME wafts over me as I realize what
we of the White races do to people, even our own.
In every event there is always some humor as
we had to continue about our business and
pondered the trip across the street to get the
birds’ supper. Wow, big decisions in the “dare
God” department? Then E.J. got called
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downstairs again and we had to put off that big
decision. Is life just a big “postponement”(?) instead
of imminent? Makes you wonder, doesn’t it?
We laughed when E.J. came up after meeting
with one of the most important people in the
Philippines today and a little plan would be worked
out by “the natives” of which I won’t be specific. It
was politely FUNNY when this person said of the
other: “But he is awfully close with the CIA and I
don’t...”. E.J. just blurted out, “God I do hope so.”
We need somebody on our side in this mess of so
many NOT on our side. I might even join them if
they paid better! But I won’t because they don’t,
so I guess we’ll have to do it on our own.
The sirens have silenced and I find myself more
concerned because that means that all the help went
“over yon” leaving “over here” without. Oh, well.
As is said: “No where to run and no place to hide.”
It must mean, if we are still moving that we just
move right forward. We are well beyond the “leap
of faith” and are down to the little short steps one
after the other. That doesn’t, however, stop me
from being glad that the Abu Sayyaf don’t have
planes to bomb from the top down.
Unfortunately, to stop them the U.S. does.
Ok, I have to quit now because I note that
when I am typing from inside my basket (I found
it)—like a turtle, I can’t reach the keyboard
except with my nose and, oh, gosh, that means I
have to stick my neck OUT.
Bless you all and KNOW this is going to be
some year ahead! Be kind to one another
because we are all we have! Believe me there
are NO atheists in—er-ah—the baskets. Never
mind the foxholes. And now? Well, every carbackfire or firecracker pushes a bit of adrenaline.
Indeed, the New Year celebration, as offered up
Manila-style, should well be a very long night.
Actually, I will be fine right after I go have a dozen
of Margie’s chocolate brownies. I will still be sick but
I will know why! I was, frankly, on my way “out”
anyway; this morning I couldn’t remember whether we
lived at 12521 Adam Drive or 21512 and suddenly it
didn’t matter which. I haven’t learned my other
addresses either, so why wallow in the past?
E.J. has such a different outlook on things and
says everything like this that happens means
progress because something big has to be done.
No wonder I need chocolates.
One of our “callers” brought me a small basket
with a wine bottle filled with honey (a practical thing
to use) but right now I wonder “where’s the wine?”
I don’t need more waist-altering stuff, I very
definitely need some mind-altering libation.
OIP (Only in the Philippines)? Oh, don’t we
all just wish!
You know what? This really is a rather
exciting time we are experiencing in so many
ways, I could easily give up a few of them.
May Love and Joy come to you and good tidings
too. May we never forget, lest we have to repeat
the lessons. Even to the directions it seems an
illusion. North is generally north and South,
therefore, is usually south. However, it seems that
East and West depends on where you stand. In the
U.S. to here, you look West—but to see, you we
must face East. Enough brilliance for today.—D.
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Mind Will Manifest
The Matter Required
12/26/00—#1 (13-132)

aspects of experience than on the positive? Yes,
indeed, it IS important. LOOK AT THE NEGATIVE
RE: LIFE GOES ON BETWEEN CHRISTMAS BUT CREATE THE POSITIVE—FROM THE
AND NEW YEAR’S
POSITIVE AND PRECIOUS OFFERINGS OF
THAT NEGATIVE PERCEPTION.
LIFE IS WONDROUS
AND EVERYTHING IS SACRED
OPPOSITES ARE TRUTH
Hatonn — We wrote a book several years ago
which we called The Sacred Spirit Within. Little
Crow was also doing a book called The Sacred Hill
Within. Ours got “banned” because we spoke of
things like Walter Russell’s insight on LIGHT and its
very central being of “Sacred Creation”. Oh, didn’t I
word it that way? Sorry about that. Who is growing
now to be able to see beyond the moment and “into”
that realization of Light, Creation, and Realization?
You who would place POWER into a crystal ball
of some kind simply haven’t expressed your own
recognition that YOU ARE BUT A CRYSTAL
carrying the information needed for your own
experience and unique DNA structure and “mind”
capability. YOU are the crystal-reflecting MIND.
As you move into the “time” segment of annual
calendar change it is always with the notion that some
psychic will read some cards of chance or some
crystals or at the least SEE and predict tomorrow, next
year or next aeon. But precious ones, you don’t even
see what happened yesterday—only what you were
told to believe of yesterday. THE FUTURE WILL
BE EXACTLY AS YOU CREATE IT TO BE—
PERIOD AND END OF ARGUMENT.
WHAT WILL YOU CHOOSE
YOUR LIFE TO BE?

Just as everything is sacred, so too is everything
TRUE. BUT: Do not allow that which is negative in
aspect to BECOME your only Truth. To accomplish
the positive from the negative aspects of perception
and actual “action” you must, however, realize that from
the negative you have to use the same focus to recreate that which IS into that which is positive and
perceived desirable. Example: If you need money and
HAVE NO MONEY and perceive that to be a
problem (negative), then you are going to have to
consider how to get some money, aren’t you? This
means that you have to create a way—through mind—
to bring unto you that which you want.
To remain in Truth of goodness (God), however,
you MUST DO THIS TRANSLATION IN HONOR,
INTEGRITY AND TRUTH. THEREFORE, YOU
MUST “CREATE” AND THAT REQUIRES
“MIND” TO MANIFEST THE MATTER YOU
WANT TO ACQUIRE. This “creation” does not
necessarily demand that you go “create” gold, as
example, but something of value that can be then
converted to the exchange commodity.
While you are doing your exchange calculations
remember something: The currencies in all
nations—NOW in consideration—have no
basis for value. A troy ounce of gold may well
be worth a current price of $35 or $270—
according to the daily “fix”—but at least it
measures value against exchange currency.
When gold was $35 an ounce you could buy a suit
with an ounce of gold. Now that it is $270 per ounce
you can still buy a suit with an ounce of it. But at
a dollar value you cannot even buy a day’s food
with $35. So, the gold base is cast aside and the
value is based in currency according to the whims
of the manipulators and false gods. What happens
next? YOU move into the trap set by the LIARS.
Then, YOU BECOME THE LIE ITSELF.
Which, for instance, is more valuable, a dollar or
50 pesos? NEITHER—for neither is based on
anything except the air from the breath of the liars
and a bit of printing paper and ink. So, do you want
a bunch of paper or do you want VALUE?

And, no, don’t tell me that you just want to be rich
and live 300 years—for that is NOT at all what you
want. What you want is enough to live comfortably
and in “happiness” and to live as long as you wish to
enjoy. When the JOY of living is restricted by physical
limitation, you will want to move on. This IS just the
way of it. Furthermore, when you decide to choose
an illness or a focus that will draw the proper
attention to satisfy your “needs” or allow transition
in a somewhat “honorable” fashion, you will take the
opportunity to move on. It is not a big mystical
experience or expression—it is simplicity in
recognition. I know that most do not LIKE this
simplistic realization but, nonetheless, it is true.
By the way, if you are in pain yourself, it will be
noted that you have little patience to appreciate the pain
A THOUGHT FOR THE DAY, PLEASE
of another. If you look, however, upon the pain of
another, you can better appreciate that yours is not so
When we turn our attention to our TASK at
important to self or others. The attitude of others, say,
regarding YOUR important headache? Get a couple hand, of bringing some value to your system of
of aspirin and shut your mouth. Have you noticed how economic exchange, WE ARE LABELED AS
much MORE you share your pain than your JOY? DARK ENERGIES AND GOLD-HOUNDS.
I mention this, for I am going to tell you an
How much more often do you focus on the negative
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awesome FACT: 95 percent of the prayers of
man are to pray for “wealth” and “God send us
what we need in abundance because...” (you
name it, it’s your game).
The number one Protocol on the Manifest of
the Elders who work to acquire control of the globe
on which you live—is “GET CONTROL OF THE
ACCEPTED LIVELIHOOD EXCHANGE—
NAMELY GOLD”.
Therefore, if MAN prays for solutions to his
poverty problems, GOD must respond in KIND.
THE CALL DEMANDS THE RESPONSE. The
Evil manipulators, however, KNOW that you will
pray to God for, say, GOLD, so it is only reasonable
that he will tell you it is filthy, dirty and evil in
itself. GOLD “IS” and is nothing more than the
value upon which man places his philosophy.
GOD PROVIDES IN PERFECTION AND
POSITIVE ALLOWANCE—IT IS UP TO YOU
TO USE IT AS YOU WILL.
Lately in the Philippines, there are incredible
demands for the President’s head because he took
“dirty money” in gambling proceeds, as did the
Catholic Church. NO, it is not the money in point—
money just “is”—it is the perception. Was it dirty
money when the man laid his bet on the table in
small pesos?
CHECK YOUR VALUE
SYSTEMS, HUMAN, LEST YOU MISS THE
ENTIRE POINT OF THE GAME ITSELF.
Is the Church less evil in use of the end-product of
the money itself, than, say, Erap Estrada who bought
mansions for his mistresses? One is not relative to
the other except in the INTENT. If you see a peso
on the ground in the middle of the road, is it dirty or
clean (other than being on the dirty ground)? You
don’t know, so only if you KNOW the background
can you even begin to consider “good or bad”. It
is the thefts, lies, abuse and criminal actions that
tell the tale—not the peso. The NUMBER of
pesos in point only magnifies the problem by
evaluation of the magnitude of the given crime.
GAMES PEOPLE PLAY
We have another interesting consideration to
appreciate and that is sheltering that which you have.
I will likely shock you on this point as well.
The banks have aided Estrada in his ill-gotten
wealth schemes, etc. BUT SUPPOSE THERE IS
NO “ILL-GOTTEN” TO BE CONSIDERED, DON’T
YOU DESERVE SHELTER FOR HONEST
EARNINGS? IS THE POT RESPONSIBLE FOR
WHAT YOU PUT INTO IT?
Honorable business DESERVES the best
protection UNDER THE LAW that you can find—and
you are fiduciarily irresponsible if you fail to ferret out
the security demands of protecting assets. USE
THE LAWS FOR THE PROTECTION THEY
OFFER. USING THEM DOES NOT MEAN
THAT YOU BECOME EVIL AS MIGHT BE THE
CRIMINALS. If there is no “bad” manipulation
to report—then wherein lies the problem?
We have, for instance, NO INTENT TO
LAUNDER ANYTHING, except our very wearing
items. We not only welcome, but demand, open, clear,
and clean dealings. ONLY EVIL AND CRIME
NEEDS COVERING.
OPEN BUSINESS
DESERVES
THE
BRIGHTEST
LIGHT
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AVAILABLE TO BE TURNED ONTO THE
TABLES WHERE THE SIGNING AND
TRANSFERS TAKE PLACE. IN THAT MANNER
LAYS THE ONLY WAY TO INTEGRITY AND
HONEST EXCHANGE. Furthermore, the police
of the law are supposed to ensure that integrity—
not further mulct from the exchangers.
No, there is nothing wrong with gold as exchange.
The manipulators and criminals are always the
POLITICIANS who do manipulate and scheme
dark tricks to grab, in their need for riches,
control and POWER (over the population).
In direct answer to prayers, God then sends forth
solutions to the very problems which would open the
gates to growth and prosperity—and the ones who
“see” are the first to deny in the fear of being caught
in their own WRONG INTENTIONS. Well, God
doesn’t go away—man turns away and increases his
own protection patrols—lest he be found out in his evil
and crimes. These culprits pray the loudest in the
public places—with the lips, not the heart or soul; any
listener can immediately discern the difference. Why
would a Senator need to have a written prayer to speak
in public? Ah, indeed!, to APPEAR honorable and
FOOL THE LISTENERS! GOD HEARS AND
SEES WHAT A MAN DOES IN HIS PRIVATE
AND UNSEEN PLACES.

RESPONSIBILITY to see it through. Our people will
not stop in ceaseless efforts to get it rolling but it is
NOT OUR RESPONSIBILITY—IT IS “YOURS”. If
you, therefore, have ability to assist in the interim
needs, then why do you not participate?
Do I blame the ones who extract from us our
own blood? No, “blame” has nothing to do with it.
I am, however, finished with the pretenders who
claim to have but bring naught forth. Creating from
that which we have created is cheating. When the
funds come from the same basic pot, it is not worthy
to demand for self. Go forth and create otherwise—
in integrity of self. This in no way detracts from
sharing, readers, it merely states that taking from
the same supply for self is not what this game is
all about. Robbing Peter to somehow assist Paul
is not fair or just to Peter or his supporters.
Neither does this, however, mean that we can’t
help Paul abundantly as we can do so in
expectation of the contribution intended.
We must always be responsible in NOT
developing a “welfare” program of some kind
while all are stretched beyond their own means—
because they shared more than they could afford.
It is somehow assumed that Ekkers, for
example, have something you do not! No,
they DO NOT. And, yes, it DOES take
teamwork and backup to bring this program
to harvest but that is not because they
“seem” to have something that you do not.
One major problem with individual people is
that they somehow want it all in one swoop. NO,
GOD TESTS YOUR ABILITIES AND DESIRES
IN RESPONSIBLE INTENT AND ACTIONS.
Do first that which is necessary and all other shall
be added unto you according to your works.
It is very sad to realize that, indeed, it is so that
if Ekkers were removed from the site, there would
be immediate stoppage of ongoing work—for the
perception would be that I TOO have gone.
Someone would take over after a while and see
to the development—but truly enough, the whole
of the program would hang in limbo.
It would, yes, get going again because EKKERS
“have” successfully accomplished their purpose—
validation, how to use, and what are the guidelines.
This is set to documentation as in “instructions”
and security is set for moving on if any corporate
person is withdrawn. Reminder: Old corporations
never die, they just get a new President.

WHAT ABOUT THE PROBLEMS
IN THE INTERIM TIME OF BUILDING?
That certainly DOES require attention. When you
KNOW that a conclusion can take “time” to bring to
harvest—then you must plant and grow an interim
“crop”.
You HAVE THE CROP but people either fail to
see it or fear loss. This, even if the facts are that an
establishment of the necessary “other” crops than the
project itself produces, is also mandatory.
If you, for instance, are going to back your project
or your currency on gold—you have to have gold—
don’t you? SOMEBODY HAS TO START A
PROGRAM. More important, however, is that in
using the commodity there is then provision for
continuing and giving ability to bring about the full
program in its perfect presentation.
If, for instance, you hold a thousand tons of gold in
a cave and are starving, can you not spare a pound
of gold to feed your face? No, you somehow
expect GOD to provide it all for you and, therefore,
you pray harder and produce or hide more.

SUGGESTIONS
DAILY BREAD
Every day GAIA gets calls. Oh, my, do we get
calls. The bottom line is that somehow GAIA is to
do everything. Nobody reads their agreements
which STATE BLUNTLY AND IN FINALITY
that the partner who receives the DEED is to do the
very things that were, are and shall be expected, by
them, of us. NO. That is the very carelessness
which will destroy this program. So, NO.
If you come to us saying that you have
backup product to secure the transactions—and
you do not, then you lie.
We have worked for years and through endless
sums of pain—and pay to get this validated and
available for you-the-people. It now becomes YOUR

I have given you examples of how to make even
the paper grow. But that is not something Ekkers,
or ME, should be about. They can’t “network”—
BUT YOU CAN. Certainly Spectrum has used that
e-mail and Internet to damage—CAN’T YOU
FIND SOME WAY TO USE IT FOR YOUR
VALIDATING AND GROWTH? If bad press can
destroy “you”, then good press can bless you!
SINCE WE ARE FOCUSSED TODAY IN THE
PHILIPPINES—GO TO THE FILIPINOS.
The major industry, I remind you, in the
Philippines—IS THE OVERSEAS WORKERS.
Most of those workers would like to be able to
live and work AT HOME. THEY ARE THE
ONES
WHO
CAN
PUSH
THESE
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POLITICIANS AND NOW IS THE TIME, FOR
“THIS” YEAR LESS MONEY FLOWED THAN
BEFORE, BACK TO THE PHILIPPINES
FROM THOSE WORKERS, BECAUSE OF
THE POLITICAL THEFT OF THE NATION.
Ah, but what does that mean? It means that every
one of YOU must get acquainted and conversant with
EXACTLY WHAT YOU HOLD—no fudging or
dumping—KNOW WHAT YOU HAVE. We have
sent back via information flow, everything you need,
from the product itself to the public notices.
Just because we have agreed to not lodge
these “debts” does NOT mean that use is
unavailable. “Off shore” does not mean that
building can’t be ON SHORE. It is only the
asset that can’t be negotiated domestically.
We have this happening all the time as
business associations or corporations set forth
their operations and assets “off shore” rather
than deal domestically within a given nation.
Most of our team simply want to perfect
performance rather than build major projects in
industry. Our team is to SERVE in order to
make available THE WAY TO SUPPORT SUCH
DREAMS AND VISIONS.
I found it amusing that, just as we had warned,
one of our holders went to his bank and after checking
with the Central Bank, he said he was “laughed at”.
Being ridiculed is the worst form of insult and the
bankers KNOW it, so why don’t YOU?
We have told the holders until we are hoarse and
speechless, “Go to a bank and IF that person is so
weak as to have to check it out, they are to say, ‘We
are going to use this asset.’ If there has to be more
discussion then, ‘Do you have any objection?” covers
it. Listen for the results of that inquiry BECAUSE IT
IS UNLAWFUL TO DENY THIS PARTICULAR
ASSET—PERIOD. The big bankers are warned to
NOT DENY it—but anything short of denial is
seemingly OK, from laughter at such a preposterous
thing to trying to get the holder to not believe it.
Our product is a U.S. Treasury Debt, pure
and simple! It is the same thing in value as a
warehouse receipt for gold. We don’t even push
that but that is what the documents represent.
Frankly, we don’t care who DOES NOT believe
it—for we limit ourselves to outgo to protect the
stability of the global economy. Ours is NOT to
destroy or damage but to stabilize and shift assets to
the people. But, readers, it is all in the package
of which you all have access. If you don’t want
to learn or waste time at the calculations, then so
be it. What you “believe” is totally up to you
but if you make your conclusions without
bothering to learn that which is available for
learning—that too is your choice. However, your
negative “belief” does NOT affect our
KNOWING. Or, is it that you think your political
manipulators (government) wouldn’t lie to you?
PHILIPPINE EXAMPLE: Yesterday an
announcement that President Estrada’s lead
defense counsel had an attack of some kind and
was hospitalized. Even a hospital and room
number was given and then, more interestingly,
death of same was passed around in hushed
tones and zillions of “text” messages.
No, the man is fine. He, like all the others involved
in this impeachment trial going night and day, is
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TIRED. Remember also that through the “Sacred”
holidays there are other performances demanded
and the annual CAUSE to overdo, overspend,
overextend—and basically overdull selves.
Another example: Yesterday came a full
confession of an “anonymous” trader who claims
to have sold the Philippine National Police
millions of dollars in surveillance equipment now
being used to snoop on the Senators and
Prosecution Team. Today the headlines state
that our friend Gen. Lacson of that PNP claims
that no such thing has even been considered.
Another: Yesterday it was scattered about
EVERYWHERE that it was Christmas and Erap had
decided to resign his position as President. Today: The
headlines are that Erap says he will never resign.
My point is to get informed, stay informed, and then
when you have lots of information—take the positive
and the negative and turn it all into strong positive
action. DO NOT BE A WIND CHIME BUT
NEITHER BE ONE WITHOUT A STRIKER. Until
the tone-maker is struck, there is only POTENTIAL.
Load that tone-maker with pure energy and strike it,
chelas. DARE TO STRIKE IT!
You are given a window of opportunity right here
and right now. Will you stand and let it shut on your
fingers or will you climb through it into safety? I
certainly don’t expect you to jump from the 25th floor
of a highrise, but for goodness sakes, if the window is
at ground level—try a leap of TRUTH which doesn’t
even have anything to do with “faith”.

program is mandatory as to a lunch or two or
preparation materials. However, you will note that it
always is expected to flow from you to “them” because
your cause is somehow connected to God. NO, that
is where responsibility is demanded.
Consider these things because to just sit and wait
for perfection to strike you will NOT work. You may
well run out of waiting while I wait for you to get your
job done. I hope that is not “harsh” to your eyes and
ears. I.E., STOP SHOWING US PICTURES OF
CAVES FILLED WITH GOLD—BRING SOME TO
GET ASSAYED AND EXCHANGED SO THAT
YOU ARE READY TO GROW AND BUILD.
Ah, one of the stories is that the individual bars are
sometimes too big and require four to six men to lift
them. Has anyone ever heard of a SAW? These are
the most basic solutions to your acclaimed problems.
Gold is soft, my friends—so don’t give me the “I can’t
because...”;
YOU NEED YOUR OWN
EXCHANGE INDUSTRY—NOT JUST MORE
“SOMEBODY” ELSE TO DO IT FOR YOU.
And, apologies to you who can’t bear
disappointment, but: IT IS BETTER TO KNOW IF
YOU ARE WORKING WITH A FRAUD “NOW”
THAN ONE MINUTE “LATER”. I keep reminding
you that there are ever so many more toxic toads than
goodly frogs or princes than you can imagine.
Do not tell me: “Buy a bank” and then ask me
for “lunch money”. I weary of the game in play.
The bank will come when the funds are available
and the funds are available just as soon as there is
production. Lunch is easily purchased if you get
some interim mode of self-sustaining base.
So, you who claim product, we have
processors—plain and simply put. We are
not going to longer play the inch-by-inch
draining of our very emotional beings like
the little fish dangling on someone’s hook
until quite dead and dried.
THIS IS MY NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION
FOR “YOU”, MY FRIENDS. IT IS CALLED
“BACKBONE”. IT DOES NOT LESSEN LOVE;
IT PRESENTS “KNOWING” OUT OF
“BELIEVING” AND “WAITING” FOR US TO DO
SOMETHING ELSE REMARKABLE. WE ARE
GOING TO GET IT DONE WITH OR
WITHOUT THE HANGERS-ON—SO LOOK
AROUND AND SEE WHAT IS REAL AND
WHAT IS FOOLISH.
This is not to present tight shoes to give
discomfort—it is to demand that you get correctly-sized
shoes so there are fewer blisters to infect the feet.

NOW TO MY TEAM IN MANILA
This is not “just Ekkers”, readers. We have
at least some 1,200 “partners”. It is time to
produce and stop pretending God or GAIA is
going to serve success up on your empty platter.
There are many involved who CLAIM to have
access to assets. Get some interim support
working. I have to remind E.J., for instance, that
no, we are not the supply wagon. WE ARE NOT
IN THE GAME OF MAKING A DRAMA—WE
“ARE” THE DRAMA. YOU WILL ONLY
PREVAIL WHEN YOU CAUSE OTHERS TO BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR OWN PROMISES—
JUST AS I CAUSE YOU TO BE UNTO ME.
JUST AS YOUR ERRORS ULTIMATELY
REFLECT ON ME—SO TOO DO OTHERS’
IN YOUR LOOPS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
ACTIONS REFLECT ON YOU.
We, for instance, can’t badly “judge” one Mr.
Jeffers for inability to get others to do what they
promise. Neither can we cause others who have no
way to produce—to produce. However, there should
be no such CLAIM if there is no truth in the
circumstance. Well, we know that there is truth in the
human “promises” to Jeffers—the fact that nonproduction of expected returns is the outcome is both
an embarrassment and a disappointment. HOWEVER,
you can only SHARE what you are told and/or
promised. IT IS, THEREFORE, MANDATORY
THAT THE PROMISES BE IN EXPECTATION OF
FULFILLMENT AND NOT JUST ANOTHER “OH,
WELL” AND A BUS TICKET HOME TO STIR
UP ADDITIONAL DRAMAS.
There must be responsibility in the stewardship of
our assets. And, yes, indeed, investment in the

YOU WILL HAVE GOD’S GIFTS
WHEN YOU ATTEND THEM PROPERLY!
No, this is NOT some after-Christmas sale to
prod you on. It is that there is no time off for
goofing or further blinding of eyes; this is the
time of TRUTH—and the need of guidance is at
hand for some of our very own contacts.
If a man says, “I am on my way to see you,”
and he does not show up—the second or third time,
can you not realize that you cannot depend on that
person? You can, however, work around him.
If you are uncomfortable in the same space
with another—can you not work around that even
if it requires self-discipline when events make it
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mandatory to be, at the least, gracious?
It is very often noted that the tests you think are
for another—ARE ACTUALLY YOURS.
This is not a good Season for business this
year, my friends, and you who dream otherwise
in the system THAT IS, are going to find a lot of
disappointments. However, we who stay the
course are going to experience incredible growth
and breakthrough.
A lot of businesses will close THIS WEEK as
the economies shift and wobble. You are as a
pyramid swaying upside down on its tip. We
must broaden the REAL BASE or it will fall—
and in the falling it will crush the many.
However, in the falling there will be provided a
lot more sunlight on the other side set free.
Get on the positive side of that pyramid,
friends. The toppling is only “negative” to those
who fail to respond to the warnings. YOU
HAVE BEEN WARNED—HEAR IT. I cannot
make your choices FOR you and that, again, is
simply the way it IS. I can, however, make it
miserable or worthy to get our assets into
security out from under the falling stones.
There is no merit in attending color, race or
“religion”—BUT YOU BEST ATTEND “CREED”
BECAUSE IT CAN DESTROY MORE QUICKLY
THAN IT CAN BUILD.
When you rattle off the fact that you do not
attend a man’s color, race, language or creed,
you both lie and are foolish, indeed. If a man’s
creed demands that he rule the world—you had
better beware and look at your own foolish creed
that allows such an attitude. THAT IS THE
VERY LIE WHICH DESTROYS TRUTH AND
GOODNESS. GOD ALLOWS—IT IS NOT
YOUR PREROGATIVE IF YOU ALSO WANT
GOODNESS TO PREVAIL IN YOUR
EXPERIENCE. This does NOT mean that you
go about judging men—but you had surely better
judge the actions and projections of men—as
reflected by their “creed”.
You don’t need to know how to build a
television but isn’t it at least intelligent to learn
how to operate it if you are going to plan to use
it? That holds true for something as simple as
gold. It matters not how to alchemize it—you
just have to know how to use it in worthy cause.
God provides, so why can’t you devise—better
methods of utilizing those gifts offered?
Even as regards the television set—you seem to
have forgotten how to use the OFF button but would
rather complain that somebody else is feeding you
garbage. So be it, for it is not the gold in life that
is hurtful—it is the greed for money that is
unworthy, for a piece of gold is not even edible
and too much of it will cause you to sink and
drown if your boat gets holes as you cross the
water—and for what else is a boat’s purpose,
than to traverse UPON the waters? You would
not take a boat if you wish to fly. So why do
you drag around your tonnage of baggage?
I ask you to “think”—for it is ONLY in
THOUGHT that there can be CREATION.
Thought in creation can produce manifestation—
and only in that order.
Thank you, chelas, DAD
dharma
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Take Responsibility:
Stop Lying To Selves
12/24/00—#1 (14-130)
CHRISTMAS EVE, YEAR 2000
RE: END OR BEGINNING OF PLAN 2000?
STOP AND LISTEN TO ME!
Hatonn—It dawns today as Christmas Eve—into a
world raging in pain and agony—pretending to be at
peace, in love and generally doing what you are TOLD
TO DO—LIKE TRAINED SEALS WITH A
CHRISTMAS PACKAGE TO BALANCE ON ITS
NOSE. NO, NO, AND AGAIN, NO. GET INTO
TRUTH, CHILDREN. CHRIST MEANS GOODNESS.
STOP ATTACHING THAT PHRASE “CHRIST” TO
MAN—ANY MAN, OTHER THAN AS A
REALIZATION OF THE MEANING OF GOODNESS.
“CHRIST” IS NOT A MAN’S NAME, IT IS A STATE
OF BEING—IN RIGHT-NESS.
Being passed about is a little two-liner supposedly
from some writing excerpted in meaning from something
called Romans 5: 6-11: Christ’s birth brought God to
man; Christ’s death brings man to God.
PHOO-EE AND AGAIN, NO, NO AND NO.
GOD “IS” CHRIST! GOD IS “ALL” AND,
THEREFORE, THE PRIOR NIFTY “SAYING”
CANNOT BE SO: GOD WAS, IS AND ALWAYS
SHALL BE! THEREFORE, GOD WAS BEFORE
THERE WAS ANY “BIRTHING” OF ANYONE OR
ANYTHING, IF YOU WANT TO GET A BETTER
PICTURE WITHIN FACT. GOD HAS ALWAYS
BEEN, IS AND SHALL EVER BE “WITH” MAN.
CHRIST, THEREFORE, NEVER WAS BIRTHED NOR
BROUGHT TO “DEATH”. SO READ AGAIN THE
WORDS AND THIS TIME READ THE TRUTH!
SATAN MAY IN EVIL “WISH” TO “DEAD”
“CHRIST”—BUT THAT IS SO IMPOSSIBLE AS TO
BE A SICK CONCEPT IN AND OF ITSELF.
GOD (CHRIST) IS, WAS AND SHALL FOREVER
BE, AND, THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS DEATH,
MUCH THE MORE NOT DEATH OF GOD (CHRIST).
You, therefore, have MAN tampering with everything
manifest—EVERYTHING—ESPECIALLY AND PRIMARILY
“YOUR” MINDS. GOD IS NOT DEAD AND SHALL
NEVER BE DEAD—MOREOVER, NOT EVEN “GONE”.
GOD SENDS HIS GIFTS UNTO YOU—THIS
VERY CHRISTMAS, AND YOU SEE THEM NOT!
YOU ARE THE LIVING PROJECTION OF GOD’S
VERY “THOUGHT”—SO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY
AND STOP LYING TO SELVES ABOUT “SAVIORS”
AND DUMPING YOUR SINS ONTO OTHERS. You
CANNOT “dead” God. Moreover: GOD WILL CAUSE
YOU TO STAND RESPONSIBLE AND “THAT” IS
JUST THE WAY IT “IS”.

can be harvested from our orchard long waiting.
It is right now the land of political upheaval and
terrible poverty tossed about on a sea of international
intrigue. But we have been promised that: “From the
least of mine shall come the most.” We do NOT need
to argue with God about HIS OWN PROMISES.
Neither do we need to put them to bindings in books
to be tossed aside—GOD IS, THEREFORE, CHRIST
IS. THIS “IS” BECAUSE GOD IS AND “CHRIST”
IS A STATE OF BEING “AS GOD”. GOD IS NOW
SIMPLY ANSWERING THE PRAYERS OF THE
SINCERE PETITIONERS FOR THAT “BETTER
WAY”. YOU HAVE MADE THE CALL AND THAT
ALONE MANDATES THE RESPONSE. “THE CALL
DEMANDS THE RESPONSE,” EVEN THOUGH
MOST OFTEN THE ANSWER IS NOT WHAT YOU
THOUGHT YOU WANTED.
GOD NEVER SAYS “NO”, HE ONLY PRESENTS
THE “YES” IN STRANGE WAYS IN PRESENTING
PERFECTION AND WONDERS. CHECK OUT HOW
“YOU” MIGHT RECONSIDER “YOUR” STANCE—
FOR GOD MAKES NO MISTAKES IN HIS PERFECT
CREATION(S).
I do not want to preach a sermon here, for we can
become voiceless (or fingers nubbed) by pounding upon
you. TRUTH IS—and you shall come to know it
however suits your program.
But back to the Philippines and the ongoing example
of examples in and of CHANGE. You readers who
don’t know of what I speak shall have to do your own
homework, for we are going to pick up every day where
the day begins and in this, as in actual life experience,
you shall have to paddle for self or let your canoe drift—
YOUR CHOICE. I ask Dharma to simply type here the
short Editorial comment from today’s STAR:
[QUOTING:]
A TIME FOR REFLECTION
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and is accused of carousing with inveterate gamblers,
gifting his mistresses with mansions and investing P500
million under a false name?
The President has often said that his sins were
known even during the 1998 campaign, but this isn’t
quite accurate. The offenses he is facing were all
allegedly committed during his incumbency: the
skimming of tobacco taxes, the share from jueteng
operations, the inaccurate statement of assets and
liabilities, cronyism that sent the stock market plunging,
new mansions and the extravagant upkeep of his
mistresses, and now money laundering using a forged
signature. No, the nation did not know these sins would
be committed within just two years when Joseph Ejercito
Estrada won by a landslide in May 1998.
How did the nation mess up so badly? We must
reflect on this as we await the resumption of the
impeachment drama, so that we can draw up plans to
prevent a repeat of this national tragedy. In this sad
chapter in our history, there are still causes for rejoicing
in this season of hope. We can give thanks for the
courageous people who are coming out to tell the truth,
for Chief Justice Hilario Davide who is deftly steering
this search for truth, and for the impeachment process
that could be a catalyst for peaceful change and
significant reforms. The darkest hour, it has often been
noted, is just before dawn.
[END OF QUOTING]
Then comes the “Ah, but...?”, the big question of
after this, what next? And surely, your heart must have
compassion for those delivering their lives onto the block
for the bringing of truth.
When E.J. offered an inquiry about the security and
safety of this daring lady in a question of: “Who is going
to keep her safe and alive?” Erick answered: “Nobody
can. Only God can protect ‘this lady now’ and,
therefore, she is safe enough.”
You see, God is given credit for producing the need
in this person to tell the truth. Facts are, the ONLY
security these people have—along with the survival of
the Bank in point is: that people start to TELL THE
TRUTH. So, if GOD is “CONSCIENCE” to do the
“Christ” thing—then God did it—but, give credit to the
goodness in each, for the decision to act must come
from the human in point.
In other words: IT IS NOT A MIRACLE; it is
TRUTH coming from the innermost soul of individual
person—in an attempt to clear self, clear the lie and bring
TRUTH to a dying nation. This IS, in fact, the greatest
miracle Christmas gift to ever be received by one Joseph
Ejercito Estrada.
Why him? Because we are now going to give you
copy of some other, deeper information against which
these people must balance their upcoming choices. The
“opposition” is not all peachy-creamy whipped cream
and sugar—unless, of course, you recognize “sugar” as
the poison it is. Please pay careful attention to what
message is in the following:
[QUOTING from “Domino”, sent to Dharma’s desk.
Date: Dec. 20-22, 2000:] [H: Please note that this
writing is prior to the events of Friday’s unexpected
events in the Senate trial.]

With her testimony that depicted the President of the
Philippines as a liar, forger and corrupt official, EquitablePCI Bank senior vice president Clarissa Ocampo set the
mood for this Christmas weekend. Yesterday several
groups renewed their call for President Estrada’s
resignation. The president did his best to keep his mouth
shut regarding Ocampo’s testimony, probably to the great
relief of his lawyers. Trying to project business as usual,
the President made his usual Christmas rounds, visiting
an orphanage in Manila and distributing gifts. He wished
for a speedy impeachment trial and called for unity and
understanding.
Most people will agree, however, that this is no
Christmas-as-usual in the Philippines. The impeachment
trial saw to that, and the final hours before the
WHO TAKES OVER FROM ERAP?
impeachment court went on a 10-day Christmas break
revealed enough bad news to give the nation an
After only seven trial days, it is now clear that the
indigestion during the holidays. President Estrada said
THIS CHRISTMAS IN THE PHILIPPINES
country’s
political landscape has dramatically changed.
this is a time for reflection, so let’s do just that. One
Contrary
to the great expectations of the political
Yes, I can use this place as a focus—for this is point of reflection: What does the nation do when the
where our work brings us and where, furthermore, fruit man at the helm gives away P1 million in mah-jongg tips opposition, notably, the 1988 EDSA People Power
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crowd, Vice-President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo’s (GMA)
chances of breaking the continuing historical jinx of a
presidential son or daughter also occupying Malacañang,
are slowly fading. Why? The overwhelming support of
the Filipino people is simply not there.
GMA’s biggest blunder is to announce a shadow
cabinet composed mostly of political “has beens”,
particularly those who have gained notoriety as members or
associates of Cory Aquino’s KAMAG-ANAK INC.—the
carpetbaggers and swindlers of EDSA, and the IMF boys
of Fidel Ramos, the champions of globalization, with its
twin towers of deregulation and privatization. This
monumental error on her part made the nationalists conclude
that GMA is chosen by London-Wall Street to accomplish what
her predecessors failed to do—that is, take the economic
policies of the past 14 years to the extreme of treason.
A close associate who used to work for Langley,
insists that GMA’s “secret mission”, which her bosses
in the globalist Mafia have assigned her, has something
to do with dismantling of the Republic, demolition of the
institutions, the selling off of the national patrimony, the
surrender of national sovereignty, the dismemberment of
the national territory, the annihilation of the Armed
Forces, the dollarization of the economy within a regional
or even a continental free-trade agreement, and
promotion of drug legalization. In short, the Philippines
shall be transformed into a banana republic, talking in
terms of GNP (Gross Narcotics Product).
GMA’s biggest allies, Cardinal Sin and the Catholic
bishops, are far from helping her cause, what with their
division and hate campaign. And no less than STAR
publisher Max Soliven castigates these churchmen for
taking God’s Name in vain. He states: “I cannot accept
that God meddles in politics, even if the noble aim (so
self-righteously proclaimed by Cardinals and Bishops,
priests and nuns) is to uplift the poor, promote the
welfare of nation and country. What hypocrisy it is for
the ‘anointed’ to command us one way or another in the
affairs of the material world.”
FVR’s “Fidelistas” too, are not doing a good job
either. Eddie Villanueva’s JESUS IS LORD movement’s
prayer rallies fail miserably in attendance, compared to
pro-Erap ally Mike Velarde and his EL SHADDAI
Pentecostal movement. A known FVR man, Villanueva
has become a politician instead of a cult leader.
The United Opposition’s woes are multiplied when it comes
to the so-called “Trial of the Century”. To the impartial
observers, the recent behavior of some Senator-jurors no
longer provides the usual comic relief to an otherwise
tedious impeachment proceedings. They now fear that the
jurors are incapable of voting outside of partisan lines.
Thus, a truly fair trial no longer seems possible.
To begin with, the non-use of the title, “People of the
Philippines vs. President Joseph Ejercito Estrada”, is strange
if not eerie. For, contrary to the thinking of pro-Erap
members of the house of Representatives, the real
complainants are the Filipino people—not the Lower House;
the Constitution (Section 3, Article XI) merely designates
the congressmen as “initiators” of the impeachment case.
There too, is the problem of adhering too faithfully
to the U.S. impeachment proceedings. Many feel that
since U.S. President Bill Clinton was acquitted, his
Filipino counterpart too, will be found “not guilty”. And
this, mind you, is no idle speculation. Somehow, similar
events do end up with similar conclusions. Those which
occurred in the not-too-distant past reinforce what we
are saying here. For instance, right after the assassination
of John F. Kennedy, the Warren Commission, a superprobe body, was formed to look into the circumstances

surrounding JFK’s untimely demise. But since some
members of that investigative commission were part and
parcel of the conspiracy, nothing ever came out of it. The
same thing haunted its local counterpart, the Agrave
Commission, which was formed to look into the
assassination of Senator Ninoy Aquino. Obviously, working
under the instructions of their hidden masters, the
commissioners also came out “empty-handed”. So wellorchestrated was the plot to kill Ninoy that even
President Corazon Aquino failed in her promise to
identify her husband’s killers before her time expired.
Next, is the apprehension of Senate Majority Floor
Leader Francisco Tatad, that “Many are convinced
Estrada is a mere victim of a political plot,” although he
does not qualify how great are the number of conspiracy
theorists. If there is, indeed, a well-funded campaign to
overthrow Estrada, there is nothing anybody can do
about it. We only have to cite the example of Peruvian
statesman Alberto Fujimori who, despite his
overwhelming popularity, was successfully extracted
from power by the international drug trade’s financiers.
Tatad’s premonition may, therefore, be taken as a clear
indication that the pro-Erap senators will vote, not
according to conscience but according to prenotion.
Should this happen, and there is no reason to doubt that
it won’t, the polarization will deepen, leaving the country
with one last option: a military-inspired “constitutional
rescue” according to Article 3, Section 2.
The die, therefore, is cast. And Senate President
Aquilino Pimentel Jr. would do well to heed the advice of
political analyst and FVR speechwriter Alex Magno, to “stop
being a modern-day version of King Canute, ordering the
political waves to halt while the trial develops into a mistrial.”
Erap’s woes are also multiplied, due to the changing
political climate. His much-ballyhooed public relations
offensive, secretly hatched and conducted by erstwhile
Boris Yeltsin handler, Paul Bograd, is fast losing steam. The
two pollsters commissioned—SWS and Pulse Asia—have
lost their credibility a long time ago. If this isn’t so, why are
there periodic curtailments of press freedom, the latest of which
is the axing of the weekly radio program of Jarious
Bondoc, Joe Torres and J.P. Fenix at RMN News Manila?
The expensive surveys have failed miserably in
convincing the people that President Estrada has mended
his ways. In fact, Erap’s latest pronouncement sacking
the death penalty was not met with euphoria by the
Catholic faithful. The thinking Catholics are aware of the
existence of a drug-related pressure group behind the
President, who has been quietly lobbying to save the lives
of their pushers languishing inside death row.
Another problem which confronts the President these
days is the presence of a crack inside his so-called
“military component”, which is not the AFP headed by
General Angelo Reyes. We are told that Senator Gringo
Honasan and PNP Chief Ping Lacson cannot “work
together” in the same manner as the former cashiered
RAM Colonel could with his fatherly patron, Senator Juan
Ponce-Enrile. If this is true, then Erap is seeing his “end
of days”. My close associate who used to work for
Langley, has many times stated in different fora that for as
long as the Enrile-Honasan duo remains with the Partido ng
Masang Pilipino (PMP) or its coalition, Erap could count on
an extension in his stay at the presidential palace. Enrile
has repeatedly said that the opposition has no military
component, no “battalions nor brigades” that can be called
to mobilize against the present administration.
But how sure are the pro-Erap senators about the
absence of an opposed military component? According to
the silent whispers we hear from the grapevine, we are
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close to witnessing the emergence of—not one but three—
potential military components not friendly to Erap. One,
they say, is the Reyes-Calimlim faction which is the biggest
and most prepared, because they are in full command of
AFP facilities. Second, is FVR and his civilian-military
“junta”, made up mostly of retired personnel who can still
deliver a mighty wallop if provoked; after all, the former
generals have a substantial following in the active service.
FVR too, can still count on the services of his former
National Security Adviser, General Joe Almonte, whose
shadow remains visible in the minds of Erap advisers.
A third force, which is hardly known, lies
dangerously waiting in the wings. Initially, this group is
made up of pro-Marcos “Lost Command” officers and
men who, in recent years, have established a modus vivendi
with the NPA Bicol Command led by one, “Commanger
Gallego”, whose present political option is to install a leftist
head-of-state like Senator Raul Roco, as the viable
alternative to a vibrant democracy. This group could stage
an “upset” of sorts, if assisted by the NPA-Sison faction
and the Muslim Marxists inside the MNLF and MILF.
The traditional corps of patriotic officers and men, the
RAM-SFP-YOU, has become something like a “wild card”,
waiting for the arrival of a socio-political figure who has the
guts to follow the footsteps of Malaysia’s Mahathir...
impose exchange controls, limit speculation, and protect the
national market. This kind of defense of national
sovereignty should be done immediately, if we are to
survive as a nation. We may not be able to protect
ourselves from the dangers of narco-terrorism if we do not
put up the necessary defenses needed to destroy it.
The wait-and-see game which these different military
components are playing is made even more interesting by
FVR’s new role as a “timetable crier”. Does he,
perhaps, know something which the others don’t? Don’t
forget that there is always the presence of the “American
Factor” in Philippine politics. And FVR comes closest
to it, having been educated at the U.S. Military Academy
at West Point. This, of course, is a big drawback to
non-Ramos admirers who still believe that the former
president is nothing more than an apologist for the
hedonistic consumerism and social Darwinism of our
time. For FVR’s greatest blunder was to support the
speculation-based casino model of the international
financial systems and the IMF.
Why do political analysts insist on post-Erap scenarios?
Can we not survive an Erap impeachment acquittal?
We must reply with an unequivocal NO. To borrow
the words of Alex Magno, “The greatest irony of this
trial is that our most unremarkable Senate is now being
called to make the most remarkable collective decision in
the political history of our nation. A collective body
infected with mediocrity is now being called upon to save
the nation by its wisdom (or lack of it). It is this irony that
explains why there is so much doubt and so little
confidence in the Senate today. It is the mismatch between
the low popular appraisal of the quality of our senators and
the gravity of the political act that must be performed
that animates massive popular protests in the streets.”
Accept it or not, therefore, Erap will remain “dead”
politically, despite his impending acquittal. He can no
longer hoodwink the people easily. How can he, when
his last caper involving big trucks going in and out of a
huge compound in Forbes Park that once belonged to
discredited Prince Jeffrey of Brunei, was witnessed by
many people, including the pro-Erap media?
[H: I would certainly hope that Rick Martin who
tries to quash our work and teams as to credibility
might certainly, on inquiry, remember about one,
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Jeffrey of Brunei AND THE FACT THAT HE HAD
FACILITIES RIGHT CLOSE TO HERE, CALLED
FORBES PARK. This, people, is where TRUTH
UNFOLDING is coming to the top of the entropy
pile and giving proof of our presentations. Rick,
Charles and whoever else that wishes to do the
quashing and denying can continue right on doing
so—but the danger for you now rests in your
continuing lies and perceptions otherwise. Jeffery of
Brunei was a VERY BIG THING IN THE
EXISTENCE OF BOTH RICK AND CHARLES—
ATTACHED TO “MANNY”—REMEMBER!!
While we are interrupted here—to you others who
think we have no real valid anything going on, please
note that there is today brought forth that our bad-kid
Soros is going to have to face court trial in France.
Yep, that same country involved with Princess Diana.
I will remind you of this at the end of this copy.
I also want to remind such as Rick Martin who gives
blessings for bashing the instruments we bear that it is
not wise to continue such tricks and non-treats because
of all people involved with us are the Rays (John and
Jean) and they were RIGHT THERE IN PERSON WITH
YOU IN ILLINOIS!! IT IS “REAL”, ALRIGHT, AND IT
IS TIME YOU WISE UP A BIT BECAUSE IT IS NOT
“US” IN QUESTION—BUT YOU, MY FRIEND.]
Neighbors swear they saw expensive furniture and
furnishings being carried and loaded by trucks having “El
Shaddai” markings painted on their bodies. The whole
lipat-bahay operation was all done by Nov. 25—an
operation which the new owner wanted kept hush-hush
from start to finish.
In the long run, however, it will still be the elite—
the Makati Business Club, the A and B crowd, Atenistas,
La Sallistas and the like—who will have the final say.
Why? Because the new form of democracy we have
under the New World Order is one made up of “those who
possess, or more simply can move, huge masses of money
from one place to another, exploiting market liberalization,”
unless, of course, Divine Providence puts His foot down
and puts an end to the demonization of this republic.
[END OF QUOTING]
Touché, Mr. Domino. Divine Providence knows exactly
where HIS feet are planted! Furthermore, my people, who
may not think they can endure “long enough”—CAN.
So, now to reference again the Soros mention:
[QUOTING AFP, Paris, France, 12 Dec., 2000:]

Investissements—which ended up acquiring 10 percent
of Societe Generale’s capital.
The raid provoked a political storm at the time
because of allegations it was conducted with the
knowledge of the Socialist government of the time.
Societe Generale had been privatized by the
outgoing rightwing government in 1987.
According to Le Monde newspaper Friday, Soros
made $2.2 million dealing in Societe Generale shares in
the run-up to the raid, and Peyraud $4.6 million.
The trial is to take place next year, the court officials said.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, in reference to getting interchange with people
from or in the Philippines all you need do is think.
The Filipino people are very close and are extremely
bright as to Internet and e-mail (don’t forget the Love
Bug virus). So, staff, get us started as a resource in the
groups in various places, for there are hundreds of
thousands of REGISTERED Philippine workers of all
levels of education (physicians, lawyers, etc.) living and
working in the U.S. and AROUND THE GLOBE. The
major industry and at this time of year the “saving
product” is the return of funds to the Philippines from
these overseas people—who have the most interest of
anyone—IN THE PHILIPPINES ITSELF. Tell them
about us and get them interested in CONTACT because
we will be THE voice of the “outbreak of prosperity” in
their native homeland. But they need to HELP US.
They NEED to be a part of it—so they can come home
and regain esteem and family unity. THEY KNOW GOD
WILL SERVE THEM WHEN THE CRIMINALS ARE
PUT ASIDE. THEY ALREADY KNOW THAT THE
PHILIPPINES IS TO BE THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
AND SO IT SHALL COME TO PASS—THEY
DESERVE TO KNOW AND SHARE.
Remember, however, that Ekkers have no access, so
keep them out of the loop in the transmission network.
We have neither the time nor the backup or funds to
even receive much e-mail and time keeps us from
responding—so take care, keep us informed as through
what is already working and take a little time to call
“spare” and get organized as we allow ourselves the
ability to move back into “business”. You will be able
to find those who want to serve as information hubs.
Perhaps we can help put “CHRIST” back into Christmas
and protect our projected program at the same time. It
is a new year starting and this should begin the ability to
have OUR plan set forth. Let us not let it die before it
is birthed—that is called murder by abortion.
DO NOT ENCOURAGE THOSE, EVEN RJ, TO
START BOMBARDING HATONN, FOR I SHALL
SIMPLY NOT RESPOND—I WILL NOT DO
THAT TO MY OVERTAXED TEAM. I PUT IT IN
THE PAPER AND THAT IS WHERE READERS
NEED TO GET THEIR INPUT.
Thank you and may you “THINK” clearly that you can
establish the way and the backup needed in order to prevail.
Redemption, atonement and GRACE are God’s!
Salu, DAD
dharma
12/24/00—#2 (14-130)

SOROS TO STAND TRIAL IN
FRANCE FOR INSIDER TRADING

A Paris judge has ordered American financier George
Soros to stand trial on insider dealing charges in connection
with a hostile bid for part of the French bank Societe
Generale 12 years ago, court officials said Friday. [H: Now,
readers, this doesn’t even mention the really dirty
laundry built up in the last 12 years around the globe
like as in an Asian meltdown in 1997 onward.]
Soros was committed for trial on Dec. 19, along
with three other leading businessmen including JeanCharles Naouri, former cabinet director of the late
Socialist finance minister Pierre Beregevoy.
CHRISTMAS EVE, YEAR 2000
The other two named in the order are Lebanese
financier Samir Traboulsi and French banker Jean-Pierre
RE: CHRISTLESS CHRISTMAS
Peyraud. Seven others connected to the case have been
amnestied or had charges against them dropped.
D—After closing down the computer for the day and
The four are suspected of having benefited from
privileged information in 1988 in advance of a stock- thinking I would run about and peer at Christmas
market raid by a French investment company—Marceau decorations, I found that atop my entropy pile had slipped
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the newspaper for today, Christmas Eve.
I tossed it aside, being quite tired of the sad and
politically grave Season upon us, especially here in the
Philippines where the hurt is pulsating in its intensity.
No go, said my teacher, there is one more
from the Philippines as a lesson for all: Read, then
put to print for publication with whatever is
necessary to give it full attention, for it is only
through realization of truth that we will prevail and
that, after all, it what CHRIST is all about.
So, here it is with no further comment other than to note
it is directed to the Philippine people experiencing this burden
of evil today—but it is obviously for all of us around the globe.
[QUOTING “GOD’S WORD TODAY”, By FR.
RUBEN M. TANSECO, S.J., a regular columnist for The
Philippine STAR. Sun., Dec. 24, 2000:]
CHRISTLESS CHRISTMAS
Authentic Christmas means CONVERSION OF
HEART. Welcoming Christ as the Way, the Truth, and
the Life. Following Him who was born, lived and died
for the sake of compassionate justice, truth and social
morality. Not just remember His birth with nostalgic carols
and exchange of gifts. Thus, as a nation, we are still very
far from experiencing the true meaning of Christmas. For
us as a nation, tomorrow will be more like a phony, fake
Christmas. A Christless Christmas—in our political
system, in our legal system, in our economic system.
Even after centuries of Christian evangelization, what
moral character as a nation can we really be proud of?
What concern for the common good and love of country do
many or most of us actually live by? Our religious education,
formal and informal, is more focused on doctrinal refinements,
denominational boundaries, rituals and devotions. The
letter of law, more than the spirit of the law.
So what kind of Christmas are we celebrating
tomorrow? You tell me. Some individuals, families,
local and national leaders may have succeeded in truly
placing Christ at the center of their lives. Let us praise
and thank God for them. But our nation as a whole?
You know the answer as well as I do.
CHRISTLESS POLITICAL SYSTEM
President Estrada was elected by our people, in spite
of the fact that he was a known gambler, drinker, and
womanizer—not to mention his intellectual inadequacies.
Now what does this tell us about the people who elected
him? The answer is obvious. And now that the massive
jueteng scandal has been exposed, and Erap has lost moral
credibility, why are many poor—as well as not so poor—
Filipinos still supporting him? What does this say about the
people who still support him? For all these past decades,
so many of our people have accepted institutionalized graft
and corruption, cronyism, and nepotism in government.
And the current government is the climax of it all!
CHRISTLESS LEGAL SYSTEM
A legal system that prioritizes legalities rather than
morality is unchristian, to say the least. And this is what
we insist on practicing. With clever counsel, a morally
guilty person can get away with it and be acquitted as
“innocent”. Blatant lies are proclaimed under oath.
Doctoring of bank records is committed without guilt.
This is the height of unchristianity.
Through tortuous, tedious, legal gymnastics, this is
what the defense is now doing in the Estrada
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impeachment trial. A leading and brilliant legal consultant
of Erap is a “blue-blooded” Atenean, graduated through
the years of scholarship grants! What does this tell us
of our educational system? Top priority is given to
intellectual excellence. Moral character and valuesformation are often presumed or informally attended to,
or relegated to extra-curricular student activities.
Moreover, academic theology courses per se will not
do much at all. One can get brilliant grades in theology
and still impregnate his girlfriend, cheat his parent, and
be a gambler and drinker on the side. As a
consequence, you will find Ateneo graduates blindly
supporting Erap among the members of the cabinet,
congress, and the business world. My heart sinks in
anguish and shame, for somehow or other, I feel I am
a part of the total scenario.
With relentless and renewed efforts, we in the
educational ministry must explore new and more
efficacious ways of educating our youth. Formation of
the person with the intellect only as a tool, an
instrument—and not an end in itself. De-Westernizing
and inculturating our educational system is our challenge
for the future.

Focus On Making

CHRISTLESS ECONOMIC SYSTEM
For as long as laissez-faire capitalism without a social
conscience is allowed free reign in our country, I do not
see any hope of bridging the gap between the rich and
the poor. The minority and powerfully rich will continue
to be richer and the majority, powerless poor will
continue to become poorer. [H: Ah, but what is
described is NOT pure and simple “laissez-faire”
capitalism—this is simply controlled greed.] This has
been our system for so long—and you expect us to
celebrate a holy and peaceful Christmas? Where is
Christ in all this?
I make this urgent appeal to our political, legal, and
economic leaders and take Christ’s message to heart, if
you want to remain Christian:
“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites.
You lock the kingdom of heaven before human beings.
You do not enter yourselves, nor do you allow entrance
to those trying to enter...
“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites.
You cleanse the outside of cup and dish, but inside they
are full of plunder and self-indulgence...
“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites.
You are like white-washed tombs, which appear beautiful
on the outside, but inside are full of dead men’s bones
and every kind of filth. Even so, on the outside you
appear righteous, but inside you are filled with hypocrisy
and evil doing.” (Matthew 23:13, 25-28).
Much as I would like to greet you all with a
“Merry Christmas”, let me pray instead that with
God’s help and our courageous efforts, we may
experience the real Christmas in due time. And
may God have mercy on us all!
[END OF QUOTING]
May we of the United States equally pay
attention to the message offered here—for we live
the same lies and politically immoral games.
I do, however, suggest that the only way THIS
article will be read by those in the game is to premark it as an exhibit and pass it out as part of this
impeachment trial. THAT alone seems to be the
only attention given anything.
Thank you, Father, for making the effort.
dharma

GAIA Project Work
12/22/00—#1 (14-128)
RE: THINGS
SPIRITUAL

HUMAN

AND

THINGS

TWO SIDES TO EVERY”THING”; THAT’S LIFE
Hatonn—Up and down and all around come
the pressures. That, in fact, is the advantage of
a pressure-cooker. It is also the law of pressurecookers that the positive responses ALSO come
equally up and down and all around!
I am constantly asked to make decisions regarding
personal “things”. I have to respond: “It’s up to YOU,
for YOU are the experiencing human in the arena.
Knowing your offenses and defenses along with wise
strategy is YOUR PREROGATIVE.
When you LEARN all there is possible to know
about anything from the laws on impeachment to the
laws and operations of corporations, you will not have
to demand input from ME on either. I have offered it
ALL unto you as to possibilities and potential and,
therefore, YOU must attend your business—hopefully
in wisdom while always in good intent.
Good business MANDATES that you get the best
covenant in all you do, from contracts to operations and
always the further mandate is that you attend and help
yourself so that you can be independent and selfsufficient to the best of your ability. Then if you have
that with which to assist another, so be it—for then the
sharing is equally appreciated by the giver and the
gifted. Always realize that the “cheapest” or the “free”
is most often too expensive. Remember that God is
never on one side or the other—except in the focus of
good vs. evil. However, note that you always only give
CREDIT to God when something falls “in your own
favor”. GOD ALLOWS—YOU CHOOSE.
With that said, however, it is noted that there are
constantly times where input from others is not only
welcome but necessary as in the only way to make it
through a given set of circumstances. However,
number two: If you have found a turnip to be drained,
it is wise to not go back to that turnip for a transfusion
of your own. If the “source” is the same as that
which has been unable to provide more, already, then
how can you expect it to produce more for YOU?
Will we get everything accomplished to which we
are committed? Yes, but obviously NOT on “your”
schedule. Therefore, what are YOUR alternatives if
you are waiting totally on our successful conclusion in
our program? I cannot answer that problem FOR
you—for we can only attend that which WE ARE
DOING. This is not dealing with Spirituality; this is
dealing with the presentation of life incidentals.
God did not dump boils on Job. Job had boils.
Would it not be wise to try and clear up the infection
on his own body? The fact is that Job had what later
became known as Smallpox. God did not give it to Job
but Job recovered. Either way, the soul was not in

jeopardy as long as Job held to his dedication and truth.
Where do you stand in your own circumstances
and to which direction do you turn to demand or
command problem solutions? One thing for sure; you
should never bite a hand making an effort to help
you—for it might well be attached to a body and mind
which will save your very life.
Walking ONLY with God may well suffice the
SOUL—but it will never suffice for the needs of MAN.
But oh ,yes, indeed, God tests in every way, for the role
of his team is too large to skate through with lesser than
fundamental strength. Indeed, it is sometimes that you
depend on the toad to be a good frog until a lot of
precious time is gone—but the experience is NEVER
without positive and incredible knowledge which will
forever serve you in positive learning and growth.
I write on these matters because of the confusion
and chaos which happens while you want to get on with
abundance and calm seas.
The lesson? Well, surely you can see if you hear
and see at all. Man demands his “way” but does not
see beyond the immediate gratification needs of the
moment. This includes every one of YOU. We now
have “Christmas” and more confusion within the heart,
while the soul demands TRUTH.
In the Philippines, in the midst of such trouble as the
country has not seen in political history, Christmas has
“happened” because it comes around every December 25th.
And, the New Year will come around on January 1st.
What is happening here? Oh, “Let’s just shut
down the controversies until next year.” Everybody is
supposed to put aside everything so those “with” will
not have their Holiday parties and gifties put aside.
Christmas parties must be had, you know, and the Elite
must have parties to which to wear their new “show”
dresses and trinkets.
In other words, let’s just pretend!
My suggestion? Let us just pretend we are
responsible; face the confronting “problems” and solve
them. If everyone would just be “responsible”, the
solutions flow. The starving man cannot stay alive for
another two weeks until the parties and Santa days are
once again put into storage. But, he won’t have to
concern over “next” Christmas or the New Year or
any yet to come. A better example is perhaps to kill
all the Palestinians and you won’t have to worry over
Palestine. The Israelis claimed that is what was tried to
accomplish in some Holocaust. Obviously, the solution did
not meet the requirements. HOW CAN YOU SHAKE
A MAN’S HAND AND HUG HIS CHILDREN—
AND SHOOT HIM TOMORROW MORNING?
Isn’t there something lacking in this picture?
I can further remind you of something which will
also not please you in the moment, but—THIS TOO
SHALL PASS. Perceptions of good or bad—will
pass. It is what you do in the passage that matters to
both physical and spiritual aspects of being.
One of the most difficult positions Ekkers, for
instance, hold—especially Dharma, is being “my” mail-
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box. Everyone wants a physical relationship with source
aspects. This keeps everything on a PHYSICAL plane
when your course of action needs to be directly
connected and not on the bypass machine.
I find it sad, indeed, that often the prayers come
out like a threat to Creator: “If you don’t fix this for
me, my wife, friend, child, client... will leave me.”
What do you usually want to have fixed? The money
holdings, income, sexual relationships, change of the
“other’s” attitudes and dispositions to suit YOU—YOU
can do far better than me at personal response.
People claim to want to assist in “my”
mission—but what they really seem to want is me
to fix their journey problems FIRST.
I am sorry to have to decline in favor of the
mission undertaken, for each of all seven or more billion
people expect the same thing—a solution to their
individual problems.
Let me example further here. If we send or spend
funds for an individual’s rent back home, we may very
well not afford to send the necessary documents to
Malaysia which will solve the entire problem for
BOTH, and millions more. The facts remain that you
will do whatever you choose to do. However, the
same PROBLEM in point will remain with you like
superglue with a side reaction to the glue itself.
Some would say that Ekkers could move to a
cheaper place to survive. Oh, say what? What
happens to contact possibilities with GAIA? What
happens with the business NECESSITIES? They are
in the cheapest place in Makati which can find the
ABSOLUTE BUSINESS NECESSITIES within
walking distance and meeting allowances.
There are TWO classes of people here: rich and
corrupted—and poor, headed for total poverty. The Rich
can’t “afford” to get involved because they will be
uncovered and the poor can’t afford to offer anything
except service. We walk the tightwire between the two.
The demanding then break the back of the donkey trying
to carry the load which gets ever more unbalanced.
So, why don’t we just shake hands, hug one another
in honor of some holidays and take a vacation? That’s
exactly what the bankers do, so that you can’t do more
than SPEND, SPEND and SPEND some more—that
you do not have—while the interest piles up into a
collapsing mountain. Ah, but we have to live and work
within that which IS and therein is the fact of the matter.
Get CHRIST in your heart—and you won’t need
anything else to get through this ragged Christmas-New
Year celebration of discontent.
Lack is only a lack of ideas. And as you might
say, Phoenix Institute or Hatonn or GAIA are just
AMONG the multitudes of alternatives. If one does
not find harvest in your time allowance, then you need
turn to other alternatives. This does NOT mean that
this is not going to bear fruit—but you can’t harvest
before the fruit is on the tree matured and ripened.
Pick it green and immature and you have lost both the
potential and the fruit of the moment.
I have regular recurring inquiries about individual
corporation management and how “I can’t afford the
corporation...”. Fine, LEARN THE LAWS AND
REGULATIONS and let it set. You can pick up the
status to current when you can, or, let it simply lapse.
That is your decision. Furthermore, if you have a
friend in Nevada through which you can ask favors,
they can pay your annual fees for you, to the state, and
their address will serve you until other choices are

made. You do NOT have to go through an agency—
only have an agent. We will recover and reorganize
agencies later but we will not repeat what happened
with NCH—ever again.
We have MANY corporations in limbo status in
order to separate away from NCH. We will
reestablish as and when we can do so. Some of the
important corporations were deliberately thrown into a
lapsed status because of mismanagement on the part of
the NCH corporation agency itself and some
“interested party” therein who was deliberately trying
to destroy the very corporations involved. If your
corporation, which is waiting for use, lapses and finally
is null-and-void, that is fine—for it only takes a few
days to open a NEW ONE. Let us focus on the
need to make the PROJECT work so that there
is something for which to use the other
corporations for your own projects.
The Nevada phone book is overflowed with names
of willing “agents”. However, when involved in
business it is nice to have the facilities offered by a
full-service agency. If you would wish, however, there
is always the potential of moving to Nevada and being
your own agent/agency. And yes, if you know how to
fill out your records—you can do your own corporation
except for agent, from anywhere. You can, further,
get a “nominee” anywhere. BUT YOU DO HAVE TO
KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING OR YOU WILL
BREAK REGULATIONS GUIDELINES AND THAT
IS CERTAINLY NOT WISE BUSINESS PRACTICE.
STUDY YOUR BOOKS! LAUGHLIN ASSOCIATES
AND NCH HAD/HAVE VERY GOOD MANUALS
FOR INCORPORATION.
If you are in Tehachapi, you can get together and
share information—from people having to deal with
corporate STRUCTURE WITHIN THE LAW, right
now. It will be both interesting, socially enjoyable and
ideas will flow like fine wine from properly aged
barrels. However, perhaps all you need in the “present”
is to hold steady. I am not going to try to go this route
to teach you—from Manila—and Ekkers don’t have time.
Be careful you don’t blunder and cut noses off to spite
faces as did the Spectrum crew. There is no shelter if
you poke holes in your own umbrella. Remember that
Cort Christie, as example, knew NOTHING about
Nevada Corporations when he came to Tehachapi—and
neither did others involved. YOU MUST LEARN AND
THEN TEND THE BABY YOU CREATE
Enough on that topic, please, for you are capable
of managing these things—if you want to do so.
By the way, a business person can charge anything
they wish to their customers. It is up to the customer to
be a good consumer as you evaluate your own status.
BE a good consumer and you won’t be disappointed.
In the case of NCH and Cort Christie, it was the
personal interchange and, yes, greed, that separated the
right actions from the cover-up. This is just the way
it IS. You had opportunity to acquire, at good prices,
information from seminars and books that are priceless.
Ekkers learned from a Master teacher, Harley
Laughlin, and later Green interrupted the personal
relationship as he took over the hit-and-switch games.
These things are part of living but if you don’t LEARN,
you are destined to repeat errors.
Harley was an elder statesman retired and
when we started NCH we shifted to the more
convenient location of Las Vegas and our own
establishment (we thought). We paid for the
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establishment of NCH and Cort Christie—so we
all learn the hard way?? GOD ALLOWS.
Laughlin went to the son, Louis, who last year died
at a very early age. But, that leaves our choices to be
many as someone would have taken the corporation
left. Old corporations never die—they just get a new
President! Thus is the meaningful key to the shelter.
Remember something else, however: WHEN YOU
ACCEPT A RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN THE
CORPORATION STRUCTURE, IT BECOMES
YOUR FIDUCIARY RESPONSIBILITY TO
MANAGE IT! LIKE IT OR NOT, YOU ARE
STUCK WITH IT—AS IS AN AGENCY/AGENT
STUCK WITH PERFORMING PROPERLY.
A LOT of people actually establish residency
requirements to act as their own agents. A lot of
retired people actually will establish residency in mobilehome parks or apartments and stay the allotted (legal)
time requirements to maintain their own corporations.
It is THAT simple but the responsibility does not
change. YOU MUST HAVE AN AGENT WHO IS
A RESIDENT OF THE STATE IN POINT. It so
happens that Nevada has the best shelters in the U.S.
system and the best PRIVACY laws. Therefore, when
a registered AGENCY betrays those privacy agreements,
they are LIABLE under the law. There is no law which
mandates issuance of shares in a corporation and there
are protective laws which do not offer ownership
publication. If criminal elements get shelter from these
laws, that is certainly unworthy—but if there is only good
business, it is extremely worthy for so many reasons
as to not stay distracted in order to name them.
USE YOUR LAWS TO THE BEST OF YOUR
ABILITY—AND LEARN SO THAT YOUR
ABILITY IS SUPERB. THAT IS THE NUMBER
ONE RULE FOR CORPORATE BUSINESS OR
SHELTERING. USE—DO NOT ABUSE!
What many of the “miscreants” did by turning in
certain “parties” to the Feds and thus and so—
SIMPLY TURNED IN THEMSELVES as regards
those Federal RAIDS. Will it stand in Federal Court?
Yes, IF the legal counsel uses his own laws of his own
State of “incorporation” relative to the entities involved.
Moreover, it is going to show that those who TURNED
IN THE DEMAND will prove to be THE very ones who
received remuneration from the company itself—into
their now personally owned (publicly) companies.
Now, isn’t that an interesting ball of wax?
I would appreciate it if someone back home would dig
out a set of incorporation manuals and send them to Manila.
This would also include, please, the book of “forms”—
along with the computer disc provided with same.
We intend to make available to every joint venture
partner the incorporation in Nevada to both insure our
shelter in legal documentation and as a convenience for
“them”. Indeed, that will turn an agency into a fine
business, for when we are viable, so too will be our joint
venture partners.
Then, as we establish “off shore” or within Native
American sovereign property, we will make available
the incorporation suitable to that relationship.
Is it not time for CITIZENS to have opportunities
“accepted” as only for the ELITE? Yes, indeed, the
laws MUST reflect the least of the citizens.
Therefore, if you simply “assume”, because you are
told something or other, you miss the very opportunities
of successful and involved living. YOU ALLOW THE
OPPRESSORS AND THE OPPRESSION.
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STOP BEING A VICTIM!

You can only be a “victim” if you allow it, for
victimization is like a gift—it is NOT until it is accepted.
You may not LIKE what is taking place and you can
perceive it any way YOU CHOOSE. Then, you can
change it (the perception) to any number of differing
attitudes and perspectives. In turn, then, you can begin
to ACT on the choice you make and manifest the
outcome on which you focus. It is called “CREATING”.
GOD CREATED “YOU” IN THE PERFECTION
OF “HIS THOUGHT”. HE CREATED YOU TO
HAVE FREE-WILL ABILITY TO FUNCTION AND
“CHOOSE”. If this comes as a surprise, then I must ask:
“Where have YOU been?” If you don’t know this
FACT, then you are waffling around in the influence
of what is thrust off onto you—IN THE LIE.
Any ONE can make this program WORK. But
what happens is that there is a perception of someone
ELSE doing it. That is an accurate assumption and,
therefore, in some instances the thrust is to allow our
immediate team to get it pushed through. Mostly the
“waiters” are simply doing exactly that: waiting.
Others go further and purposely try to destroy any
possibility of allowing it to “work”. These latter
persons often attract the most followers because they
respond to the impatience and “I knew it wouldn’t
work” crowd—also who are waiting—for failure.
To those who EXPECT failure—ye shall gain same.
YOU WHO COMMAND SUCCESS SHALL HAVE
IT. It is universal law of “Creation”. Therefore, we are
very comfortable, yea, happy, to have the failure-oriented
persons out of the loop of our ongoing program.
If the laws were used IN NEVADA—there would
be NO CASE AGAINST THE EKKERS OR ANY
CORPORATION involved. THERE ARE NO LEGAL
BASES FOR RAIDS OR LAWSUITS—LITERALLY!
Ignorance of the law seems to only serve the lawyers
and judges. (!!!) A lawyer or a judge doesn’t even have
to tell the truth and anyone can sue anybody. Now those
are the sad facts of your life-style, patriot. Thus the rich
get richer and the poor are the “victimized”. Refuse to
play in the game, however, and you often have to spend
time in prison to shut you down, or up. JUSTICE is
best received through corporation management whereby
the STATE stands as the sheltering defense—and
agreements are met with realization of responsibility. For
instance, a “demand” note is only on “maturity”—and
THAT in itself negates the legal suits. USE THE
LAWS YOU CAN, FOR GOODNESS SAKES, AND
DEMAND THAT YOUR LEGAL COUNSEL
KNOWS THE LAWS. That means, of course, that
YOU must learn the rules, regulations and laws FIRST.
GOD KEEPS VERY GOOD RECORDS
Do you always expect God to keep records while
you are unwilling to keep any for self? How can a
professor of any course be responsible for students
who refuse to attend classes or use the teachings? No,
that is exactly what happens almost 100% of the time
with human “beings” who are “being”.
As with corporation agencies, for instance, the only
thing REQUIRED is to reside or have your company
organizers reside in Nevada. Some parts of Nevada
are absolutely wondrous. Other parts of Nevada are
pretty inhospitable and certainly Reno and Las Vegas
are INTERESTING. The positive benefits of residing

in that state are GRAND.
Had Ekkers not gone to Tehachapi—they would
have happily settled in Carson City, Nevada. It was
because they were considering shifting FROM
Tehachapi to Carson City that caused Greens to make
that fateful move. You sometimes act as if your roots
are screwed or bolted into the ground “somewhere”.
Ekkers moved to Tehachapi as a part of a major
WIND POWER PRODUCTION company. The
house which has come under such fire and hurt—was
their HOME prior to anything to do with Phoenix
Institute or any associated parties. They were
associated with the wind energy program of
Westinghouse. They also considered moving to
Nevada TO DO AN INCORPORATION AGENCY.
Thus the REASON they established one for Cort
Christie’s development and our use thereof.
I would say, in observation, that they would
certainly have done VERY WELL, indeed, and still
could if attention was turned to only that focus. And
by the way, if you can be happy and do your work in
a hotel room in Third World Manila, Philippines—you
could certainly be happy and make yourself content in
downtown beautiful Carson City, Nevada (the capital
thereof). I also note that even Las Vegas has quite a
variety of entertainment facilities to keep your spare
time occupied. Crime? My good friends, how much
more crime can you find than in Washington D.C. and
Manila, Philippines? You can be “bad” anywhere and
you can do good or bad business “anywhere”.
Is this an “upper” writing or a “downer”? That is
entirely UP TO YOU, isn’t it? Well certainly it is
comforting to Ekkers to realize they can build a good
livelihood from their own store of knowledge—just in
the incorporation business—IF THEY SO CHOOSE,
IN BEAUTIFUL DOWNTOWN LAUGHLIN OR
CARSON CITY OR SEARCHLIGHT, NEVADA.
Come on, chelas, you are in the land of opportunity—
truly, truly, truly, wherein you can grow up to be
anything you choose and are willing unto which to turn
your attention—and DARE to CREATE.
Yes, we are going to do all “that” and MORE.
Even the Master Teacher said: “All these things that I
do—you can do, AND MORE.”
It does, yes, indeed, include having to DO some
things which you would “rather not”. I have to
continually get Dharma’s attention and remind her that
other’s decisions are not her responsibility just because
she types for ME. We will get this job DONE and
nothing would please any of us more than for each one
of you to become totally successful in the interim.
Being self-sufficient in the meanwhile is the greatest gift
of all in the human physical aspect of living.
E.J., get your visas extended timely because
everyone except your enemies is going to shut down
into their “do nothing but resent their own plight” status
until after the “holidays”. We must move smartly
onward. We can get some needed attention while the
court is closed. And NO, do not even “think” about a
trip back for court claims, depositions or otherwise.
Our needs are served HERE—not there—and after all
these years if the attorney can’t get it extended or
closed—fine, we continue to attend our business.
If it be over PI, then Ron can attend and if it is
personal, you don’t have anything anyway, so what can
you offer to “settle”? There is NOTHING to settle, so
stop the nonsense. If Brad will LEARN THE LAWS
OF NEVADA (HIS HOME STATE) HE HAS NO
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CAUSE TO CONCERN AND WE HAVE PLENTY
FOR HIM TO USE, SERVE AND PROSPER AFTER
ALL THESE OLD ASSAULT CASES ARE OVER.
We will meet our agreements under the “desire” to
do so—not because we are obligated through mandates
of old “partners”. I repeat, there is NO “case” and never
was—after hundreds of thousands of dollars later.
With that behind you—get on with getting on, while
protecting both person, status, and in consideration of the
possibilities presented by such as Martin-Young
advertising. We must run NO RISK with ability to travel
where appropriate. Note the first thing wanted was
Diane’s passport to secure position. NO, don’t do that—
USE THE LAW TO PROTECT YOURSELVES—
EVEN IF YOU HAVE TO DO IT YOURSELF. And
further: Don’t push on that raging river called
government—unless you want a course in incarceration.
The criminals make enough laws to protect their
own interests—so USE THEM for yourself. There is
no “magic”—there is only learning, knowing and acting
(using). Remember that removing a splinter from the
foot allows healing of the wound. Just removing the
focus of the center offices in Tehachapi removed the
chronic infection source from the abrasive contact and
watchers. Some things simply DO BETTER with
dormancy periods. You will also begin to note your
friends—won’t you? But, your enemies won’t be in
your face either. That alone is healing in itself.
Frustrations are the things upon which progress can
be made. When you allow the frustrations to control your
focus, you waste precious energy and “time”. Study
those frustrations and solve them positively and you will
find fulfillment instead of confusion. DO NOT TAKE
ANOTHER’S BURDEN, OR PROPERTY—FOR
THEY HAVE A RIGHT TO HOLD BOTH!
Merry Christmas? Whatever in the world does that
mean? It means that someone came up with a saying,
a greeting—a thought. I suggest you have a time of
consideration of your circumstances and together we can
begin to build that superhighway to a better destination
than the day after Christmas bills, merry or otherwise.
May you, however, HAVE JOY IN YOUR
BEING WITHIN THE “BEING” OF CHRIST. This
does not mean a “man”, a “prophet” or a “guru”. It
means within SELF in the righteousness of TRUTH.
DAD
dharma
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Mischief Taking Place
In Impeachment Process
12/21/00—#1 (14-127)
RE:
DISCUSSIONS
ON
LEGAL
IMPEACHMENT VS. CRIMINAL TRIALS
POOR FILIPINOS CAUGHT
IN THE “TRAP OF LAW”
Hatonn—Everything in the Philippines is patterned
after the colonial rule of U.S.A.-British control. In
addition to that bad pattern they also make things worse
when they cut the rules in change of any kind.
THE WORLD IS RULED BY LAWYERS,
READERS.
Worse, you are now mandated “by law” to have
“lawyers” just to get into a courtroom and the lawyers
don’t even have to keep your case if they choose not
to—if you get a payment behind. This is truly the tails
wagging the dogs—and a full blown PUBLIC showing
of this circus is taking place as a videodrama daily
here on the ABC channel in the area. If everyone
turned “State’s evidence”, you would have no one left
in any part of public “service”.
The taking of graft does not stop here at high
levels—the police mulct (DEMAND payoff kickbacks
after they stop your driver for no cause); even the
Postal Service employees charge and we have watched
this happen in both of these examples.
We had a taxi driver get locked into a no-win situation
at the shopping center and literally watched as the police
(two of them) took and KEPT his license until he went
back and paid them the demanded “hush” funds which,
of course, he didn’t have and we had to furnish. The
driver had become a “friend” here at the hotel, so we
couldn’t leave him without means of a livelihood—
you know, a taxi-driver without a license to drive.
Then just this week we received a gift box from
“Two-by” and this is the second time the P.O. has
MISDIRECTED the package (obviously, deliberately)
and then to get the package released cost over $75. It
would have cost even more, except that Erick’s
delivery person went personally to retrieve it. That,
however, also requires an additional tip—and he had to
make two or three trips just to get the box. But then,
who can live on $5 to $6 a day? Well, let me tell you,
the alternative side of that coin is that nothing is
cheaper here—as in hotel accommodations—and we
just got our own rent raised yesterday.
What do we do? We have to have room for living
and for office, both to work and for contact reference.
We had to give up even hoping our Corporation Agent,
NCH, would get our business handled and too many of
our documents bore (and, therefore, still bear) the NCH
address. There is nothing to do about those documents
already out, and now, often, in other countries.
The “check’s in the mail” problem has not yet, to
our knowledge, been resolved, although there is noted
a return of the package—over two weeks later,
supposedly returned from NCH. Where WAS that
mailing for all that while? Perhaps it is only we who

maintain that doing good business is the ONLY way to
go? Certainly, “we” have seen no funds from the
acclaimed transaction covered by THAT transfer of
mailings. Was it all just a game?
And how is it that the eternal revolution of the fan
and Rick Martin happened at the same “coincidental”
time? And is similar to the actions of the President’s
men, somehow the cover tales get presented and/or
the communications or documents are tampered.
So, it obviously is NOT “only in the Philippines (OIP)”.
Next, you have to consider privacy, of which there IS
NONE. Now, today, are hearings in the Senate [here]
of published (in the paper) reports of tapped phones,
surveillance of calls (the journalists provided the billings in
point)—and that, just involving the Senators who are about
to vote against the president’s longevity in office.
What about the rest of us poor people? Well,
we have been under surveillance and hold tapped
lines since we arrived in Manila in August of
1998—Rick and Charles as well. It has protected
far more than having been a nuisance.
So what is the secret to longevity in this instance
where such big sums and programs are involved?
THERE IS NO GAME-PLAYING, NO DIRTY
LAUNDRY OR LAUNDERING, AND THERE
SIMPLY IS NO REASON TO HARM OUR PEOPLE.
WE INSIST ON PUBLISHING EVERYTHING
AND OUR FULL PROGRAM IS OUTLAID, AS IN
E.J.’S PUBLIC LETTER TO THE PEOPLE.
We welcome any kind of scrutiny within the
banking system—for there is nothing to hide and
everything to GAIN by doing honorable forthright
business and DEMANDING IT BE IN FULL
AND CORRECT ACCOUNTING.
The GAIA program is open to everyone, including the
President of the Philippines, if anyone would let the
information through to save the man’s assets. However,
he is too busy trying to cover all the dark trails and deeds
that he has no time, it is assumed, to consider an avenue
that will salvage “his” nation. So, we publish and
publish—everywhere to anyone inquiring about GAIA.
After all, there are over 1200 deeds of assignments
out there ready for the “go”. The whole of the
Philippines could recover and surpass every dream—
based on good hard-metal gold. But the bankers get
caught, don’t they? Well, they don’t “have to” get
caught—all they have to do is “start”.
My goodness, however, it is that even the IMF can
blackmail poor Erap for the 20% kickback from the IMF
annual dues. The annual interest is over $6B, so the
kickback is pretty hefty. No, it is NOT an easy task to
get much done while everyone is hiding or trying to get
a hiding place established. The Philippine national debt
has now gotten so high that even the IMF won’t play.
Now go check the numbers for the United States of
America—but look at the difference in PLAYERS
and methods of “kickback” in such as “superfunds”.
The bankers have got to have some major WARS,
friends, and the stage is certainly being set for IsraelPalestine. It is also obvious that Erap Estrada was and
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is a “simple” Mafia-type ganglord—and you know that
is a New World Order NO-NO.
It is also funny to watch the clear-out of some of
those “mansions” provided for Erap’s mistresses. Even
the gold-plated bath fixtures are packed and removed
since the court actually demanded an “ocular”
inspection. Ah, but—that is somewhere in the third or
fourth article of impeachment, so what’s the hurry?
It was decided by the Senate at upstart to work
right through the holidays, excepting Christmas Day.
That has flopped and they will close down until “next
year” while they have two other side hearings taking
place at the same time in the same court. These are
brought on by the Senators themselves—as they
feel insulted by the truth in the papers. It gets
harder to cry, though, as there is an authorized
camera crew inside—and they don’t seem to miss
much as the Senators sleep and fiddle while taking
every opportunity to grandstand and “run for
reelection”, which is coming right up straight ahead.
The President’s “defense” team is truly the best
that money can buy and they are running this like a
puppet show on the basis of a “criminal” trial of
“beyond a shadow of a doubt”—when it is simply an
impeachment trial to see if possibly the “man” is not
qualified to “RUN THE NATION”. Well, that is
quite obvious in the economy, the total disrepair of
infrastructure—even to polluted drinkwater in Manila.
By the way, here you must boil even the purchased
water—just to be sure—for some water companies were
bottling water out of the faucet water. Yes, indeed,
Ekkers boil and filter the water along with treating
it. It is a good idea anywhere, World and U.S.A.
Likely the safest water in the U.S. is right in
unexpected Los Angeles where the water is treated
with OZONE. That system has been discussed for
Manila—and that would be good—along with seawater purification plants. Just “living” in the Philippines
is a hazard to your health. Some of the subdivisions
still have standing water, with all that implies, since the
last typhoon weeks and weeks ago.
I could ask Dharma to write here for another
week or so and not cover it all, so let us take some of
the daily topics and, because our writings get published
over here and scattered around, I need to make note
of some things the public seems to know better than
does the Senate—but nobody can seem to be heard.
An impeachment trial has one purpose and requires
NO LAWYERS (oh, wow) and, in fact, there should
be NO lawyers—because Senators “should not” hold
titles of nobility as in “esquire”). Oh, well.
Being that even in our circumstances it is that an
article gets written which is exceptional and informative—
but gets tossed with the day’s trash. When we can pass
the information along a bit further and can do so, we will
offer honor and reprinting of some of the things written
on the topics of the day.
This one is on
“IMPEACHMENT”. I ASK THAT OUR FILIPINO
FRIENDS PAY VERY CLOSE ATTENTION.
It is further noted for foreign readers that the
Senators are supposed to act as jurors in the trial—but
HERE the Senators are ALSO “JUDGES”, WITH
THE SUPREME COURT JUSTICE ACTING AS
CHIEF JUSTICE. It takes 30 seconds extra just to
get all the titles presented in order to have judicial right
to act as Judge who, by the way, can interrogate each
witness. We are grateful, I am told, that there are only
22 Senator/Judges involved, along with some 11 legal
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counsels on each side. BUT the prosecution team
HAS TO COME FROM REPRESENTATIVES IN
THE “HOUSE” and are thus quite rusty in their
legal skills and therein lies the circus act.
[QUOTING The Philippine STAR, Thursday, Dec.
14, 2000, “From a Distance”, Carmen N. Pedrosa:]

noted the officiousness of the defense lawyers which run
contrary to that spirit of the liberalization of impeachment
proceedings as intended by the Constitution.
On the grounds for impeachment. It may be
useful to refer to what Commissioner Maambong said
during the deliberations on the provisions for
impeachment. “We have now in the present
proposal the following grounds for impeachment:
culpable violation of the Constitution, treason,
bribery, other high crimes, graft and corruption or
betrayal of trust. I think we have no problem in the
case of treason and bribery because these are all
covered by law. I do not think we have also any
problem in the case of graft and corruption because
it is covered by RA1319... We will now concern
ourselves with the interpretation of the phrases other
high crimes and betrayal of trust... I would like to
indicate this to the Committee that in the case of
official misconduct... Official misconduct is supposed
to fall into three categories: one, exceeding the
constitutional bounds of the powers of the office in
derogation of the powers of another branch of
government; two, behaving in a manner grossly
incompatible with the proper function and purpose of
the office; and three, employing the power of the
office for improper purpose or personal gain.”
Impeachment and criminal law serve
fundamentally
different
purposes.
Commissioner Maambong then cites from Power
of Impeachment—Guide to Congress:
“Impeachment and the criminal law serve
fundamentally different purposes. Impeachment is
the first step in remedial process. The purpose is
not personal punishment. Its function is primarily
to maintain constitutional government. The general
applicability of the criminal law also makes it
inappropriate as the standard in an impeachment
proceeding; a president is called to account for
abusing powers which only a President possesses.
Impeachable conduct may include the serious failure
to discharge the affirmative duties imposed on the
president by the Constitution. Unlike a criminal case,
the cause for removal may be based on this entire
course of conduct in office. It may be a course of
conduct more than individual acts that has a Face
tendency to subvert constitutional government.”
Brilliant litigation lawyers can be a
disadvantage in an impeachment trial. The
discussion in the 1986 Constitutional Commission offers
a beacon for judging the way the trial is being
conducted. While it is generally agreed that the
defense panel composes lawyers who are brilliant
litigators in court trials, that expertise is not what is
called for in impeachment proceedings. Indeed, it can
be said that expertise may be to their disadvantage.
Because of their experience and professional
backgrounds, they will be more likely to stray away
from the intent of the Constitution as far as
impeachment proceedings are concerned. On this, the
public should keep this in mind, lest they are
demoralized by this brilliance—and indirectly allow the
impeachment proceedings to descend to questions of
legal technicalities. It is important that the public not
be misled by this so-called “brilliant litigation by brilliant
lawyers”, if what is meant is their ability in criminal
procedure. The intent of the Constitution was
precisely to liberalize impeachment proceedings so that
the truth on the impeachable acts of the public official

IS THE SENATE TRIAL CONDUCTED
ACCORDING TO INTENT OF THE CHARTER?
Since Erap & Co. keep reminding us with full-page
ads that we abide by the Constitution now that the
Senate trial is ongoing, we might add that they practice
what they preach. Therefore, the first stop for them
and us is the Constitution.
Impeachment is removal from office [if
convicted], nothing more and nothing less. It must
be made clear to everyone following the trial now
taking place in the Senate that impeachment is political
in nature, although the proceedings adopt judicial
methods. What does that mean? It means that if Erap
is found guilty of the charges being brought against him
in the Senate trial, he will not be punished with
imprisonment or damages. Moreover, impeachment
proceedings, although using judicial methods, must not
be misconstrued as criminal proceedings. Hence,
procedures for criminal cases—such as proof beyond
reasonable doubt—do not apply. If found guilty in the
ongoing trial in the Senate, it only means that Erap
will be removed from office as President of the
Philippines. In ordinary parlance, he will be fired
from the job of President. Here is the pertinent
provision in the Constitution on that point:
Article XI Section 3(7) of the Constitution: (7)
Judgment in cases of impeachment shall not extend
further than removal from office and
disqualification to hold any office under the
Republic of the Philippines, but the party convicted
shall nevertheless be liable and subject to
prosecution trial and punishment under the law.
The 1986 Constitutional Commission was haunted
by the abusive Marcos regime which could not be
impeached. The framers of the Constitution were
haunted by the memory that despite the widespread
anger and discontent of the people against the abuses
of the Marcos regime, he could not be impeached. It
was those difficulties that they wished to address when
they made the provisions for impeachment in the 1987
Constitution. They resolved that the next time around,
impeaching an abusive President will not be as difficult,
nay impossible, as it had been with Marcos. I think
that time has been reached with Erap’s impeachment.
We should heed the counsel of the debates that took
place then. The commissioners foreshadowed the
impeachment trial against Erap circa 2000. Therefore,
what they said then should help everyone—the
prosecution, the defense as well as the Senator-jurors
and the public in judging whether the trial being
conducted is in the spirit of the 1987 Constitution.
Happily, the man to whom the constitutional body
assigned the procedural aspect of an impeachment trial
was none other than then-Commissioner Hilario Davide,
who is now Chief Justice and Presiding Judge of the
Senate Impeachment Tribunal now trying Erap. More
than any other man in the Senate tribunal, he would
understand whether the impeachment proceeding has
been liberalized and reachable by sovereign citizens.
In recent days some observers of the trial have
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can be known. Other than that, Erap is made aware
of the charges, that he is able to answer the charges
and that the proceedings be generally fair and impartial,
the Senate Impeachment Tribunal should not be drawn
into arguments on legal technicalities or what the
Constitutional Commission described as “the minutiae of
a criminal proceeding”. That is not the intent of the
Constitution. In short, details such as the conduct
of prosecutors, or the form in which they present
the evidence are not as important as the evidence
itself being presented to support the charges.
[END OF QUOTING]
E.J. and Dharma continually badger me with the
realization that “if it can be done in the Philippines,
it can be done anywhere.” Not because of
expected circumstances but that OIP is the rule of
the day here in this confusion of a Republic
Videodrama outdoing Dallas or Dynasty.
Clinton is the measure of impeachment perception,
so perhaps Erap has nothing, after all, to concern
about. Clinton got caught with his zipper down—while
Erap builds castles for his “pants-down” mistresses and
illegitimate offspring of which there are dozens of both.
Ah, but, the man can still have “Holy Communion”,
even claiming MANY “wives”, and that without the
inconvenience of confession to the Holy Pope. He
is, in fact, now shown in the position of the Christ
child in the nativity scenes sprinkling the paper in
pictures. Yesterday he was praying to the Saint of
“Good Luck” to strip away this terrible burden thrust
upon him and that he might have better “Luck”.
Hummnnn—Front-page material.
God offers him the WAY, but you see, man is mostly
too blinded by intrigue and looking for “good luck” to even
hear the harking herald angels singing. If he, for even one
moment, would pray FOR HIS NATION, he could
win the race. GOD TOO HAS PROBLEMS!
Could Erap survive and salvage himself? Of
course—this afternoon or most certainly by New Year’s.
But he has to do it right, for if he remains in power, even
in acquittal, he is so crippled as to be lost. Moreover,
there will be one criminal case after another against all his
cronies and buddies (“Erap”, remember, means “buddy”.).
The major showing, however, in all this focus on
gambling, money, Mafia-style rackets, etc., is that the
BANKING SYSTEM is now under floodlights and the
mice are running as fast as they can scurry. Yesterday
a 35-year bank Chairman was asked to resign because he
is implicated in the “big money shift of Erap”. Moreover,
Erap will fry his friends without hesitation to get away
unsinged. He shall, however, have great problems if and
when they turn evidence against him. Some have and—
after all is said and done—he can’t kill them all.
This Mafia-style organization which operates under
organized gambling Lords is now called a
“CONSPIRACY” and, yes, rightfully so. This is why
the continual denial of “conspiracy theorists and
theories”—to cut down on the use of the term—
properly. But it certainly is turning out to be a very big
conspiracy which is ruining a lot of nice Christmas
celebrations here today—and, yes, around the globe.
General Gordon “Jack” Mohr made an observation in
the forward of his book which is shocking in that certainly
half the paragraph offered here as example is credible—
while the other half is something that CANNOT BE SO.
This is the very conspiratorial stuff of which evil is made.
“To identify a conspiracy, you must know who is
being conspired against. The Bible tells us that this
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great conspiracy is against God and His people. Not
the people we call Jews today, who are the ones our
Savior mentioned in Rev. 2-9, when He spoke about:
‘Those who say they are Jews (JUDEANS) and are
not; but are of the synagogue of Satan.” [H: I won’t
even comment on the very inconsistencies in
this portion, for it is the next that is so off the
wall as to negate any other thing the man has
to say.] “I’m speaking about God’s true Israel
people, who we know are the Anglo-Saxon,
Scandinavian, Germanic and related peoples of the
Earth, because they are the only ones who bear the
Biblical fingerprints of Israel in these days.”
IF THAT ATTITUDE AND BIGOTRY
DOESN’T SCARE THE DAYLIGHTS OUT OF
YOU, THERE IS LITTLE LEFT THAT
COULD! FURTHERMORE, WHAT KIND OF
A CONSPIRACY IS HIS GAME?
Be careful, friends, that you are not sidetracked
into an intentional pit with no means of Spiritual
escape. Keep your reasoning and thought streams
CLEAR and UNCLOGGED—or you are going to
get caught in the eddy of the river as in the
whirlpool of disinformation. GOD ALLOWS; MAN
AVOWS—and most often incorrectly so.
Thank you and may some of our “narrow” friends
be better able to see the mischief taking place in
this “impeachment trial”. If the President escapes
by “luck” and through “praying for LUCK”, you are in
for a very long and oppressive reign—for there will be
no other recourse to crime than through revolution.
The game won’t be as “nice” as “people power” in the
Marcos play because this one may well be
orchestrated by the CIA, and it won’t be easy on the
bodies of the man in the street—or on the throne. The
United States NEEDS control of the Philippines—
badly. However, Mr. Estrada needed Gore to
win that election and even before it was final the
“cut” had come as an edict. You do not “steal”
from the Lords of Crime and get away with it—
and thus it has always been.
To the people of the Philippines: Be alert and
KNOW what it is you do and make and effort to
produce. Otherwise, you will be only further
drained and plundered.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
SHOOT-TO-KILL POLICY IS EXPOSED IN ISRAEL days before he leaves office, for both sides to strike a deal
that could lead to the establishment of a Palestinian state.
Israel’s left-wing Meretz Party voted not to back
From Sam Kiley in Jerusalem, The Times—UK, 12/22/00
Shimon Peres’s candidacy for Prime Minister in the
The Israeli military establishment operates a shoot-to- February 6 election, destroying his chances. Mr. Peres,
kill policy against Palestinian guerrillas, an army 77, architect of Israel’s seven-year-old peace drive with
the Palestinians, said he would not oppose the decision:
intelligence general said yesterday.
The admission embarrassed the armed forces, and “That is the result and that is that. I will continue to
officials were quick to distance themselves from the radio work towards peace.”
statement made by the unnamed general. The officer [JR: The end justifies the means according to
said the forces were hunting down and killing “known the Israeli occupiers of the Palestinian lands.
terrorists”. The preferred method in carrying out the To deny (Kol Nidre) any responsibility for the
deaths of the innocent is what Zionism is all
extra-judicial killings, he said, was through sniping.
In the past month more than a dozen Palestinians about. Too bad the leftist didn’t allow Shimon
have been killed by Israeli troops and policemen P e r e s t h e c h a n c e t o l e a d I s r a e l t o p e a c e .
employing sophisticated techniques. These have included Maybe they feared he could actually succeed.]
a booby-trapped mobile telephone and a bomb planted in
BUSH AND VENEMAN
the headrest of a car driven by a member of an Islamic
PUT AGRICULTURE EXPORTS ON AGENDA
guerrilla group.
At least another four civilians were also killed in what
By Roger Runningen and William Roberts,
the Israeli army calls “pro-active operations”.
Bloomberg News, 12/22/00
Two of them, middle-aged women, were blown up by
a rocket fired from a helicopter in Bethlehem. Overall,
AUSTIN, TEXAS—President-elect George W. Bush
about 340 Palestinians, many of them children, have died
and
Agriculture Secretary-designate Ann Veneman will
since the outbreak of violence three months ago.
Israel has made no secret of the assaults and has discuss with agriculture industry leaders today how to
been quick to publicise operations once they have been improve U.S. farm exports and whether to rewrite U.S.
carried out. The attacks have also sown fear among farm law.
The U.S. farm economy is in its worst slump in 15
armed Palestinian activists, who have complained to
Yassir Arafat’s Palestinian Authority that they need years because of near-record harvests and tepid demand
for exports. Veneman, a trade expert, said when
protection, sources in the governing body said.
Military officials refused to discuss the general’s appointed that she’d work “to expand markets for our
statement yesterday. Officials, however, confirmed food and fiber both at home and abroad.”
“Her nomination signals that President-elect Bush
Israel’s policy of killing its most dangerous enemies. One
military spokesman said: “We have a policy of attacking intends to follow through on his campaign pledges to open
those who have attacked our military or our civilians. new markets for agriculture,” said Bob Stallman, president
There is no secret about that. We have been doing it for of the American Farm Bureau Federation, the nation’s
biggest farm group, one of those attending the meeting.
years. We don’t wait for them to attack us again.”
The meeting between Bush and 20 farm leaders and
The general’s disclosure came hours before the death
of two Palestinians in Gaza yesterday. Rashid Barhoun, state agriculture officials, his fourth group session this
26, a member of Hamas, was shot in the back while week on a specific topic, comes as Congress has passed
fleeing from a gunbattle with Israeli troops at the Rafah three years of back-to-back farm bailouts totaling $24.3
crossing into Egypt. Ahed Mreish, 18, was killed near billion. Cash income for farmers is projected at $55.4
Karni, where there was no fighting. An Israeli military billion for 2000, close to the 10-year average. Forty-two
percent of that income this year comes from the
spokesman denied any involvement in his death.
An Israeli was shot dead yesterday by a Palestinian government, a record.
In 2001, the nation’s 1.9 million farmers face their
north of Jerusalem in the West Bank. The victim, whose
identity was not given, died when the Palestinian opened fourth straight year of depressed markets. The average
fire from a vehicle that passed him on a busy road linking per bushel price for corn and soybeans will be the second
Jerusalem to Tel Aviv. With killings continuing unabated lowest in 14 years, the Agriculture Department says.
“Something is broken, because we’ve had to put in
in the occupied territories, Palestinian and Israeli
negotiators were upbeat yesterday after three days of talks $25 billion in the last three years,” Representative Larry
Combest, Republican of Texas and chairman of the
in Washington.
“We are close to achieving recognition of Palestinian House Agriculture Committee, has said. He plans farm
sovereignty over Arab East Jerusalem, including the holy bill hearings early in 2001.
Exports are slowly improving, projected at $53
sites,”Yassir Abed Rabbo, chief Palestinian envoy in the
talks at Bolling Air Force Base near Washington, said. billion in fiscal 2001 compared with $50.9 billion in the
Shlomo Ben-Ami, the Israeli Foreign Minister, previous year.
The focus is on the 1996 Republican-backed
described the talks as productive and said that there
could be an agreement if they continued in the same Freedom to Farm law, which expires in September
2002. The goal was to deregulate agriculture, permit
positive spirit.
President Clinton has set a deadline of January 10, ten farmers to plant according to market signals, and wean
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farmers from federal subsidies step-by-step over seven
years. Instead, Congress retreated in the face of
plunging prices, essentially converting the law into a huge
program of emergency bailouts each year since 1998.
Farm policy wasn’t a major issue in the campaign, in
part because government checks kept agriculture afloat.
Beyond that, there’s little consensus on what to do.
“We’re headed for a Wal-Mart of agricultural
policy—always low prices—and that’s the basic policy
tension,” Chip Conley, chief economist to House
Agriculture Committee Democrats, said at a conference
earlier this month.
For Bush and Veneman, the challenge is how to
overhaul federal farm law. In campaign speeches, Bush
pledged to provide farmers “with a strong safety net and
the means to manage cyclical downturns in the farm
economy.”
That suggests support for a plan advocated by
Representative Charles Stenholm of Texas, the top
Democrat on the House Agriculture Committee.
Stenholm wants to overhaul farm law next year, before
it expires, and write into law a formula for federal farm
subsidies that automatically increase during hard times
and shut off during good times. Advocates call it
“counter-cyclical” aid.
“There hasn’t been any decision on that
whatsoever,” Veneman told Bloomberg News
Wednesday. “We’re going to look at all the options
before we make any statements.”
The administration’s recommendations for farm law
overhaul aren’t likely to be disclosed in her Senate
confirmation hearing, either, Veneman said.
During the campaign Bush endorsed continued
industrial subsidies, such as the ethanol tax credit, which
benefits Archer Daniels Midland Co., and supported
federal spending for new agricultural technology. He
embraced fast-track trade negotiating authority, and
“common sense regulations” that don’t place agricultural
in a production straightjacket. He pledged to “guard
against potential anti-competitive practices” raised by
growing consolidation in agribusinesses.
Bush opposes unilateral sanctions on U.S. farm
exports because they “only punish our own farmers”.
That doesn’t apply to Cuba: “Until (Cuba) frees political
prisoners, and holds free elections and allows free
speech, I will keep the sanctions in place,” Bush said,
according to a review by Agriculturelaw.com, a
Washington-based agricultural consulting firm.
On gene-altered crops, Bush pledged to fight to
ensure that U.S. farm goods are permitted to enter the
European Union. “Study after study has shown no
evidence of danger” in the consumption of gene-altered
foods, Bush said.
The cattle industry, which accounts for $45 billion,
or 24 percent of U.S. farm sales, will tell Bush to knock
down trade barriers, said George Hall, a rancher from
Mustang, Oklahoma.
“Priorities for cattle producers include fair trade laws
and increased access to overseas markets for U.S. beef,”
Hall said in a statement.
That’s because U.S. beef and pork exports are
valued at $5.2 billion this year in fiscal 2001, up 24
percent, as Asian economies recover. Almost 10
percent of U.S. beef is exported.
[JR: Government handouts to farmers don’t provide
the markets needed for export of our products. How
many of those mega-farm conglomerates got richer
while family-owned/run farms went under? There
was a time when our government purchased excesses

for reserves and sold some overseas to help the
hunger in poor nations. Such a noble project is no
longer considered in D.C. I can’t agree with Bush’s
support for fast-track trade deals, as it can diminish
Congress’ authority and our nation’s sovereignty.]
CLINTON LEAVES WITH NEW RULES GALORE
MSNBC News, 12/25/00
Business groups accuse him of stifling commerce
WASHINGTON—Departing with a flurry of activity,
the Clinton administration is rushing out a stream of
regulations—integrating public housing, roping off millions
of acres of federal land from developers, requiring lesspolluting trucks and protecting miners with black lung
disease, among many other actions.
President Bill Clinton is determined to fashion a legacy
of major initiatives in areas of public health, the environment
and worker rights, administration officials say.
Business groups already are preparing for a
counterattack. They hope that Congress, the courts and
the incoming, more business-friendly Bush administration
will soften some of the still-unfinished rules and possibly
roll back others.
“What Clinton is trying to do is put the next
administration into a regulatory straitjacket,”said Bill Kovacs,
vice president for environment and regulatory affairs at the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. “Once these regulations
are in effect, it’s very difficult to change them.”
The regulatory rush before a change of
administrations “is not all that unusual”, especially for
Democrats, who are traditionally more active in crafting
a social agenda, said Pietro Nivola, an expert in regulatory
politics at the Brookings Institution.
He noted there was a flurry of such activity at the
close of the Carter administration 20 years ago, although
Republican administrations have generally been active as
they leave office.
A spokesman for Republican President-elect George
W. Bush declined to comment on any of the rule
changes. But he said the incoming administration would
“closely review” the rules and could take action once
Bush takes office Jan. 20.
The White House played down the significance of
the late regulations, saying every president wants to close
unfinished business as his administration winds down.
Many rules were in the works for months, even years in
some cases, they said.
“There’s been ample time for the public to weigh in,
for interest groups to weigh in,” White House press
secretary Jake Siewert said.
The flow of major rules, regulations, standards and
executive orders—a “midnight binge” of rulemaking,
according to some Republican lawmakers—have been
eye-catching. Among the areas affected:
Diesel fuel and truck pollution
Privacy of health records
Labeling standards for organically-grown foods
Coal miners’ ability to get benefits for black lung disease
Pollution from cattle and pig feedlots
Mercury pollution from power plants
Protection of Hawaiian coral reefs
Protections for employees against repetitive-stress injuries
Tighter environmental rules for the hard-rock mining industries
The president is not finished, administration officials
acknowledge.
Expected early in 2001 is a ban on new roads on
nearly 60 million acres of federal forests. The
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Environmental Protection Agency is preparing regulations
to protect wetlands and tighten arsenic levels in water
and lead levels in soil.
Like last week’s diesel fuel requirements, the
expected restrictions on large, pristine areas of federal
forests is meeting sharp resistance in Congress.
With energy prices high, Republican lawmakers have
characterized the diesel rule and forest road ban as
threats to energy supplies. Environmentalists scoff at
such claims as untrue.
Although time is running out, Clinton is not done
using his executive authority to protect more public land
under the 1906 Antiquities Act. He used that power in
1996 to set aside 1.7 million acres of the Grand
Staircase-Escalante National Monument in Utah, as well
as a half-dozen smaller areas since then.
Among the federal lands expected to gain monument
status—and special protection with it—is a 150-mile
stretch of grasslands along the upper Missouri River
known as the Missouri Breaks.
Clinton also has come under pressure from
environmentalists to ensure permanent protection of the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska from oil
development.
Interest in declaring the refuge’s oil-rich coastal plan
a federal monument took on added weight after Bush
made drilling for oil in the reserve a key part of his
proposed energy plan.
The arctic reserve is now protected against oil
drilling, but lawmakers could enact legislation allowing
development.
While Clinton “was looking at the issue”, it is not
under active consideration, Siewert said.
[JR: While Congress is in “Winter” recess, Clinton
is making excessive numbers of appointments of
board of directors to “government” corporations and
even a judge position that had been vacant for ten
years, not to mention all the immunities and
pardons for many of his “friends”. Here it shows we
are constantly being strangled to death by executive
orders, rules, regulations and standards set upon us
by the socialists in Washington. You don’t need to
look through bars to know you are in a prison.]
CHINA BLOWS UP
HUNDREDS OF ILLEGAL “CHURCHES”
By David Rennie (Beijing), Daily Telegraph—UK, 12/13/00
Chinese authorities in the city of Wenzhou have torn
down or blown up more than 200 illegal churches and
temples. A further 239 small places of worship in the
east coast city, many of them linked to the underground
Roman Catholic church, have been forced to close.
China’s millions of underground Christians, especially
those who have defied Beijing to remain loyal to the
Pope, face a bleak Christmas, as a long-running
campaign against illegal worship of all varieties coincides
with a crisis in China’s relations with the wider Christian
world.
Joseph Kung, head of the American-based Cardinal
Kung Foundation, which monitors the underground
Catholic church in China, said: “In the past week, I have
received several reports from China that bishops and
priests have been detained by police, and I am now
trying to authenticate them. Probably this is the
beginning of the crackdown for the Christmas season.
All these important feast days, like Christmas and Easter,
they always crack down.”
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The underground churches demolished were not
established church buildings, Mr. Kung said, but were
often private homes where Christians unwilling to
worship in “official” churches gathered for prayers and
secret services. He said: “Sometimes they build a house
specially for religious services, but from the outside it
looks like a small factory.”
This autumn, China reacted with fury to the Pope’s
decision to canonise 120 Catholic martyrs on Oct. 1,
China’s National Day. Most of the martyrs were killed
in 1900 by the Boxers, fanatical xenophobes whom
Beijing calls patriotic heroes. China called the new saints
a collection of notorious criminals and rapists.
Christianity, especially Catholicism, has traditionally
been regarded as a foreign, “imperialist” import, in a note
of fierce nationalism underlying the atheist communist
dislike of all religion. Frank Lu, director of the Hong
Kong-based Information Centre for Human Rights and
Democratic Movement in China, said last night that the
latest campaign against religion in Wenzhou, in the
eastern province of Zhejiang, had begun in August, and
intensified in recent weeks.
Mr. Lu said: “Wenzhou is an important centre of
Chinese Catholicism.” Wenzhou, a chaotic boom town
of shoe factories, sweatshops and dealers in pirate goods,
has a long history of Christianity because of its trading
links with the outside world. Last year, Wenzhou police
arrested three leading members of the underground
Roman Catholic Church. Those detained included an 81year-old bishop, Lin Xili.
The places of worship closed and demolished in
Wenzhou were reported to include Buddhist and Taoist
temples as well as Catholic and Protestant churches.
Officials admitted blowing up Catholic establishments in
neighbouring Fujian province last summer. The 449
centres that were targets of the latest campaign had all
failed to register with the State Administration for
Religious Affairs, officials said.
Religious worship, though protected by the
constitution, must be “patriotic”, and can only take place
in establishments under the control of the atheist
Communist Party. A spokesman for the Wenzhou
foreign affairs office said: “To maintain social stability,
the local government demolished underground churches
and temples and other illegal places. They were operating
under the cloak of religion. They hoodwinked people,
interfered in normal religious activities,” a spokesman for
the Wenzhou foreign affairs office said.
There are 12-million registered Christians in China.
Missionary organisations put the true total at nearly five
times that.
[JR: I wonder how many of us would dare practice
our faith under these harsh conditions that exist in
China? These are definitely the times that try
men’s souls. And yet, how many of us are failing
that test?]

economies in the IDB first—like the Gulf states, Brunei
and Malaysia—said its chief executive officer Mumtaz
Khan in an interview.
“The Fund is to provide investors with attractive
returns in addition to promoting Islamic finance in that
order,” said the 52-year-old Khan, who is a also a
managing director of Washington-based Emerging
Markets Partnership (EMP) that will run the Fund.
The Fund has two pools—$1 billion for equity capital
and $500 million as a complementary finance facility to
underwrite and boost Islamic financial practices in
projects which it would invest in.
It has attracted $850 million so far with the IDB as
the largest single backer with $250 million.
But the Fund, said Khan, would have full
independence in deciding where it would put its money.
Approval from the global Islamic bank is needed only for
investments outside the 53 IDB countries.
“The decision in which country to invest, in which
project, is ours and ours alone. We don’t provide 100
percent financing of every project, we will put in a
certain amount to act as a catalyst and bring together
other financing needed for the project.
“We can go up to $100 million per project in equity
and on per-country basis, it can go up to $200 million,”
said Khan.
In fact, the independence of decision-making had
been a key question for investors of the Fund which was
mooted two years back by the IDB to boost its existing
government-to-government efforts to aid Muslim
countries, he added.
It expects to invests in three core sectors: power,
telecommunications and transportation. It would also
back major Islamic financial initiatives or help institutions
to get on their feet.
Khan said over the next 10 years, a conservative
estimate $750 billion was needed for infrastructure
projects in IDB countries and most governments face
capital shortage for such development.
He said, while Malaysia had embarked on
privatisation of projects, many other Muslim countries
were just starting.
The Fund would also be eyeing to invest in listed
companies in Asia—as many were restructuring after the
economic crisis.
“We are thinking 20 percent of the fund would be
invested in listed companies to take advantage of certain
very attractive opportunities because more projects are
getting restructured providing the opportunity for a fund
such as ours to come on,” he said.
Khan said the Fund would help broadened Islamic
financing by becoming a platform for the growing
Islamic market, not only in Muslim countries but also
Muslim communities living in Western countries.
Another EMP managing director, Michael Lee, said
the demand and investments from Islamic financial
institutions were “very, very big” and just from the Gulf
states alone, an estimated $600 billion to $800 billion was
invested outside the region in conventional markets.
“Behind that tremendous amount of investments that
are presently in the conventional market, they will switch
into Islamic format if they are comfortable with return
opportunities in Islamic format,” said Lee, a former
banker with Dean Witter and Merrill Lynch.
Khan said the Fund was also interested in regional
listing for its investments and package them attractively
for Islamic investors.
“In the country in which we make any investments,
the stock market, however, may be very small. We are

FUND TO BOOST INFRASTRUCTURE
IN MUSLIM COUNTRIES
By Tham Choy Lin, BERNAMA—MY, 12/16/00
SINGAPORE—It’s a first in the Islamic financial
world, a private investment fund to boost infrastructure
projects in the 53 member countries of the Islamic
Development Bank (IDB).
The planned $1.5 billion ($1=RM3.80) IDB
Infrastructure Fund, expects to go into business in
February next year by investing in the strongest
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quite open in looking for a regional market which offers
the highest returns.
“We will try to structure our projects such that they
can appeal to Islamic investors to go into certain
industries which are Syariah compatible,” he said.
[JR: The Islamic financial world has long needed
their own structure for investments that meet their
specialized Syariah requirements (no-interest loans).
This will also make them independent and less
vulnerable to the usury, interest-bearing rules in
most the world’s banking institutions. Many ethnic
groups have established special investment funds to
promote ethnic enterprises and benefit those of
similar national or religious-heritage ventures such
as the Jews, Greeks, Italians, Japanese, et al. It is
about time these oil-rich Islamic countries join
together and establish their own worldwide Syariah
financial institutions by pooling their resources to
promote a fair and equitable financing for their
people in business worldwide and remove them from
intimidation and abuses of non-Islamic (usury)
banking.]
NASA SPACE TECHNOLOGY
SHINES LIGHT ON HEALING
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center, 12/21/00
Doctors at the Medical College of Wisconsin in
Milwaukee have discovered the healing power of light
with the help of technology developed for NASA’s Space
Shuttle. Using powerful light-emitting diodes, or LEDs,
originally designed for commercial plant growth research
in space, scientists have found a way to help patients
here on Earth.
Doctors are examining how this special lighting
technology helps hard-to-heal wounds, such as diabetic
skin ulcers, serious burns, and severe oral sores caused
by chemotherapy and radiation. The project includes
laboratory and human trials approved by the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration and funded by a NASA Small
Business Innovation Research contract through the
Technology Transfer Department at NASA’s Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala.
“So far, what we’ve seen in patients and what we’ve
seen in laboratory cell cultures, all point to one
conclusion,” said Dr. Harry Whelan, professor of
pediatric neurology and director of hyperbaric medicine
at the Medical College of Wisconsin. “The near-infrared
light emitted by these LEDs seems to be perfect for
increasing energy inside cells. This means whether
you’re on Earth in a hospital, working in a submarine
under the sea or on your way to Mars inside a spaceship,
the LEDs boost energy to the cells and accelerate
healing.”
Dr. Whelan’s findings will be summarized in
upcoming issues of Space Technology and Applications
International Forum 2001 and in The Journal of Clinical
Laser Medicine and Surgery. Other related peerreviewed journals have published articles on Whelan’s
medical research with light-emitting diodes.
Dr. Whelan’s NASA-funded research has already
seen remarkable results using the light-emitting diodes to
promote healing of painful mouth ulcers caused by
cancer therapies such as radiation and chemotherapy.
The treatment is quick and painless. The wound-healing
device is a small, 3.5-inch by 4.5-inch (89-millimeter by
114-millimeter), portable flat array of LEDs arranged in
rows on the top of a small box. A nurse practitioner
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places the box of LEDs on the outside of the patient’s
cheek about one minute each day. The red light
penetrates to the inside of the mouth, where it seems to
promote wound healing and prevent further sores in the
patient’s mouth. “Some children who probably would
have had to be fed intravenously because of the severe
sores in their mouths have been able to eat solid food,”
said Dr. David Margolis, an oncologist at Children’s
Hospital of Wisconsin in Milwaukee and an assistant
professor of pediatrics at the Medical College of
Wisconsin. Margolis, whose pediatric cancer patients
are participating in the study, explained that, “Preventing
oral mucositis improves the patients’ ability to eat and
drink and also may reduce the risk of infections in
patients with compromised immune systems.”
Dr. Whelan’s collaboration with NASA began when
Ronald Ignatius, owner of Quantum Devices Inc. in
Barneveld, Wis., learned about Dr. Whelan’s brain cancer
surgery technique using drugs stimulated by laser lights.
Laser-light surgical probes are costly and cumbersome in
the operating room because they are heavy, with
refrigerator-size optical, electrical and cooling systems.
Ignatius originally designed the lights for plant growth
experiments through the Wisconsin Center for Space
Automation and Robotics, a NASA commercial space
center at the University of Wisconsin in Madison. “The
LEDs needed to grow plants in space produced the same
wavelengths of light the doctor needed to remove brain
tumors,” said Ignatius. “Plus, when we developed the
LEDs for NASA, they had to be lightweight to fly aboard
the Shuttle and have small cooling systems. These traits
make the LED surgery probes easier to use in the
operating room and thousands of dollars cheaper than
laser systems.” Quantum Devices altered the surgical
probe to emit longer wavelengths of red light that
stimulate a photodynamic drug called Benzoporphyrin
Derivativeä. Doctors at the Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin recently completed the first-ever surgery with
the improved probe and medicine. The drug also has
fewer side effects after surgery. The ongoing brain
surgery study is described in a 1999 peer-reviewed
journal article in Pediatric Neurosurgery.
“At NASA, we work with companies like Quantum
Devices to take technologies developed for use in space
and bring the benefits back home to Earth,” said Helen
Stinson of Marshall’s Technology Transfer Department.
“NASA is proud to support a program that helps children
with brain cancer—and promises to help even greater
numbers of people with technology to accelerate the
healing process.”
In the laboratory, Whelan and his team have shown
that skin and muscle cells grown in cultures and exposed
to the LED infrared light grow 150 to 200 percent faster
than ground control cultures not stimulated by the light.
Scientists are trying to learn how cells convert light into
energy, and identify which wavelengths of light are most
effective at stimulating growth in different kinds of cells.
To expand the wound healing study, Whelan—a
commander and diving medical officer in the U.S. Navy
reserve assigned to Naval Special Warfare Command
(Naval Special Warfare Group TWO)—is working with
doctors at Navy Special Warfare Command centers in
Norfolk, Va. and San Diego, Calif. They reported a 40
percent improvement in patients who had musculoskeletal
training injuries treated with the light-emitting diodes.
A wound-healing device was placed on the USS Salt
Lake City submarine, and doctors reported 50-percent
faster healing of crewmember’s lacerations when exposed
to the LED light. Injuries treated with the LEDs healed in

seven days, while untreated injuries took 14 days.
The LED research project will continue for the next
18 months, with doctors studying 100 patients at two major
teaching affiliates of the Medical College of Wisconsin.
Researchers will continue to examine the influence of LEDs
on cells grown in the laboratory, and will explore the
benefits that LEDs might provide to counteract possible cell
damage caused by exposure to harmful radiation and
weightlessness during long space missions.
[JR: It’s been a long time since the taxpayers have
derived any public benefits from the money that is
poured into the NASA space program. This LED
light treatment will benefit the children and the
adults who must endure the debilitating radical
cancer treatments. If they won’t allow us a sure
cure, then at least give us better cancer treatments.]
UN APPROVES LOWER PAYMENTS FROM U.S.
Straits Times, 12/24/00
UNITED NATIONS (AFP)—After months of tense
negotiations, the 189 UN member-states on Saturday
unanimously approved a resolution lowering U.S.
contributions to the UN budget from 25 percent to 22
percent [Whoopee!].
But the General Assembly affirmed U.S. dues could
be bumped back up in 2003 if the country shirks on
paying its arrears, expected to be at $1.3 billion, by then.
UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan said of the deal: “It
is the best possible seasonal gift for our organisation. This
agreement should remove a major source of tension among
member states, and between them and the organisation. In
particular, we can now look forward to a normal and
constructive relationship with the U.S. administration.”
For the first time since 1973, the General Assembly,
in a second resolution, undertook a revision of the
contributions scale for its peacekeeping operations budget,
currently twice as large as its administrative budget.
Beginning July 1, each member-state’s contribution
to the peacekeeping budget will be determined based on
wealth, with the nine-year resolution grouping countries
into nine categories. This will give poorer countries a
90-percent discount from their original assessment and
wealthy countries no discount at all.
The five permanent UN Security Council members—
the United States, Russia, Britain, France and China—will
pay a surcharge because of their particular responsibility
for maintaining peace according to the resolution, which
was also passed by consensus.
The U.S. Congress has agreed to pay $826 million
in arrears to the UN if the world body agrees to lower
the U.S. share of the UN budget.
The United States asked for a reduction from 25
percent to 22 percent of the administrative burden and a
decrease from more than 30 percent to 25 percent of the
peacekeeping budget burden.
The size of the country’s arrears to the UN is still
disputed by UN and congressional officials.
The budget re-assessment will reduce the U.S.
contribution to 27 percent of the peacekeeping budget for
next year and to 26 percent in future years.
The amount paid by the European Union, still the
greatest contributor to the international body, is
unchanged under the new scheme, while some 30
emerging-economy countries were left to finance the
difference created by the reduction of U.S. dues.
Japan, which has the world’s second largest economy,
saw its share of the UN budget decrease by almost one
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percentage point, from 20.5 percent to 19.6 percent.
South Korea and Brazil, two of the “newly-wealthy”
economies that were asked to substantially increase their
commitments to the international body, will see the
greatest increase in their dues under the new scheme.
Those increases were deferred until 2002, thanks to
a pledge by U.S. media mogul Ted Turner to provide
$34 million to cover the difference between the old U.S.
contribution level and the new in the first year.
Brazil’s UN Ambassador Gelson Fonseca called the
arrangement “unjust”.
[JR: I can’t reason why every nation goes along
with these assessments to support the UN for its
finances, equipment and manpower. The UN is a
parasite that produces nothing of its own, just like
any other taxing body, only this one is lethal. They
acquire the troops when necessary to march in and
take over any country or just bomb them into
submission. We are feeding a growing monster that
someday is going to destroy us all.]
FINNISH EXPERT RAPS FRENCH BULLY TACTICS
IN NICE EU SUMMIT
Helsingin Sanomat, 12/20/00
A week after the Nice summit, it remains unclear what
exactly was agreed upon at the meeting. On Monday,
the secretary of the Finnish delegation, Alexander Stubb
summed up the result by saying that the meeting brought
“much bad news and some good news”.
The greatest loser in his view was the EU decisionmaking system. The assessment is a serious indictment,
considering that the purpose of the present InterGovernmental Conference (IGC) has been to streamline
the system so that it would be ready to take on the
enlargement of the EU.
Speaking at an event arranged by the European
Security Forum of the Department of Political Science of
the University of Helsinki, Stubb said that the goal was
just barely achieved.
“It is a fact that it (the decision-making system) was
made more complicated. I am also not at all convinced that
we have a Nice agreement yet. There remains an awful
lot to clarify, and the questions will probably have to be
brought all the way to the Stockholm summit,” Stubb says.
The Nice agreement involved negotiations lasting ten
months. The process involved 30 delegate-level
meetings, 10 ministerial-level meetings, three European
Council sessions and about 370 hours of sitting at the
negotiation table. In spite of this, there are still differing
views on issues such as the vote thresholds for majority
decisions, and the number of members in the European
Parliament. As Stubb sees it, the main cause of the
confusion is France, which in his view lacked the
necessary objectivity, organisational ability and leadership.
Stubb says that France’s actions were guided by
cynical criteria, rather than any objective considerations.
“The decision-making was mere raw power politics.
France completely lacked an overall view and a
strategy,” Stubb continued.
Stubb feels that only three prime ministers, Belgium’s
Guy Verhofstadt, Finland’s Paavo Lipponen, and
Portugal’s Antonio Guterres understood what should have
been going on, and were willing to examine the situation
from a community point of view. “For many the main
question seemed to be what the agreement looks like
from my point of view in tomorrow’s newspapers, when
it should have been whether or not the Union is
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From a mountain bunker three miles inside Serbia,
looking across a snowy valley where he claimed Serb
forces were massing, Cdr. Xhemaili added: “We know
they are planning an offensive. Down there they have
between 600 to 800 men, and at least three tanks. We
have asked NATO to do something about them, but if
they don’t we’ll attack soon, in the next days.”
The Liberation Army for Presevo, Medvedja and
Bujanovac, or UCPMB, names itself after three towns in
southern Serbia with an ethnic Albanian majority. It
occupies about 80 square miles inside Serbia in a security
buffer designed to keep NATO and the Serbs apart,
known as the Ground Safety Zone.
The UCPMB claims the Presevo valley as part of
Kosovo in an attempt to free local Albanians from Serb
rule. Since January it has launched a string of guerrilla
attacks on Serb military positions and police checkpoints.
Both the United Nations Security Council and President
Vojislav Kostunica’s government have condemned the
presence of the 4,700-strong rebel army.
The NATO Secretary-General, Lord Robertson, said
the NATO peacekeeping force in Kosovo was taking
action to stop guerrillas using the buffer zone for
“extremist violence”. He said the guerrillas faced
growing political isolation, adding: “Very effective
patrolling of that area is making sure that it is very difficult
for these extremists to continue with the job that they
have been doing in the area.”
“Of course, the Serb government is frustrated. That
is why we are taking active measures politically and
militarily to stop the violence going on.” Mr. Kostunica
has called for the area to be “cleansed” of terrorists, and
NATO fears that the Yugoslav army, accompanied by
paramilitaries and Interior Ministry special police will be
sent in, resulting in hundreds of Albanian deaths.
Under the agreement between NATO and Belgrade,
only lightly armed Serb police can enter the safety zone.
In June, Serb special police ethnically cleansed, looted and
destroyed the village of Mali Trnovac, an Albanian
settlement well inside the zone. Four Serb policemen
were killed by the UCPMB in November.
About a mile inside the zone, near the village of
Dordjevac, Cdr. Xhemaili said: “The Serb army were
here until Oct 28, and we beat them off in a six-hour
gun battle. It’s simply not true to say they aren’t inside
the safety zone.” Serb military intelligence sources fear
that an attack carried out by “thousands” of Albanian
rebels could take place as early as tomorrow.
[JR: The ethnic Albanian guerrillas want NATO to
honor their agreement to protect the Albanian
rebels and yet would not honor their agreement that
they would be disarmed by NATO once the Serb
army was driven out of Kosovo. NATO violated
International law by consensus, but is now caught in
the same conflict as was the Serb army in dealing
WE’LL FIGHT NATO TROOPS,
with these Albanian terrorist guerrillas. They do
WARN ALBANIAN REBELS
not honor agreements or international law and will
defy world opinion or UN mandates and will do
By Christian Jennings (Dordjevac),
whatever it takes to get what they want, as the end
Telegraph—UK, 12/22/00
always justifies the means. Doesn’t this sound like
Albanian rebels fighting Serb troops over a disputed a Middle East policy?]
area of southern Serbia said they would fight NATO
peacekeepers unless they forced the Serbs to withdraw.
UN COUNCIL
An ethnic Albanian guerrilla commander, Muhamet
APPLIES MORE PRESSURE ON TALIBAN
Xhemaili, said: “NATO came to Kosovo to help
Albanians, but if they come here without reaching an
By Nicole Winfield, EXCITE News, 12/20/00
agreement, we would resist them as we resisted the
Serbs. We know we could not win, but we would take
NEW YORK (AP)—The United Nations Security
some of them with us.”
Council voted Tuesday to impose broad sanctions on

institutionally ready for enlargement,” Stubb said.
Before the meeting there was much discussion in the
big member countries of how the votes are divided in the
Council of Ministers. “France’s first proposal was
downright shocking. After that it reduced its own share
by degrees and bought the small member countries with
one vote,” Stubb says.
He emphasises that the issue was not one of a
mathematical exercise, but rather that of how many
member states are able to block decision-making in the EU.
The model achieved in Nice makes it “much easier” for large
countries like Germany, France, and the UK to do this.
In the future, a qualified majority decision will
require a triple majority: the qualified majority, the
threshold of which has not yet been determined, 62% of
the population, and half of the member states. Stubb
suspects that the European Commission will not make
legislative proposals very easily without first checking the
views of Berlin, Paris, and London.
Stubb hopes that the latest IGC will be the last of its
kind. The next is scheduled for 2004. Stubb is in favour
of Prime Minister Lipponen’s idea that the agenda for the
next IGC would be prepared by an extensive convention.
This would make it possible to link the national
parliaments and non-governmental organisations to the
process. The European Voice, a weekly appearing in
Brussels, has already called this the “Lipponen Plan”.
Stubb feels that the way forward is “smart
federalism”. He said that the small member states would
benefit from a U.S.-type federation model with a clear
distribution of jurisdiction among the regions of the
member states, and the institutions of the EU.
As an example (but not as a proposal) he mentioned a
model in which the Council would be turned into a Senate,
in which each member state would have two
representatives. The population of Europe would be
represented by a lower chamber in the European
Parliament. Then there would be a government, whose
chairperson would be chosen possibly by direct vote, and
whose members would be appointed by the chairperson.
[JR: The highest levels of power can decide on the
issues and the policies but if you can’t sell it to the
ones who will debate and vote on those proposals,
they have a problem. The smaller EU memberstates are more meticulous in their deliberations
because they know the bigger powers like Germany,
France and England can render them voice-less and
vote-less. The proposal to adapt our type of Senate
as a model for EU representation is a credit to our
quite relevant Constitution and our Founding
Fathers. We still have the best system of
government when it complies to the “rule of law” as
set forth by our Constitution.]
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Afghanistan’s Taliban rulers unless they close “terrorist”
training camps and surrender U.S. Embassy bombing
suspect Osama bin Laden.
A resolution sponsored by the United States
and Russia in a rare show of cooperation was
approved, with China and Malaysia abstaining.
Those Asian nations expressed concern that the
new measures would only further harm the Afghan
people, already suffering from a 20-year war,
poverty and drought.
The former superpower rivals over Afghanistan
lobbied the 13 other Security Council members
hard to adopt the resolution, arguing that the
country was a “haven of lawlessness” whose
Islamic rulers harbored terrorists at home and
supported terrorism abroad.
The sanctions call for an arms embargo on the
Taliban, including foreign military assistance
purportedly given the Taliban by Pakistan. The
sanctions impose a ban on travel by the militia’s
senior leaders and a broader flight ban than the one
imposed last year to force bin Laden’s surrender.
The measures require all Taliban offices
overseas to be closed and, in a bid to deprive the
Taliban of revenue from illicit opium production,
call for a ban on exports to Taliban areas of acetic
anhydride, used to manufacture heroin.
The sanctions will go into effect in 30 days if Taliban
authorities fail to close Afghan “terrorist” camps and
deliver bin Laden for trial in the 1998 bombing of the
U.S. Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania. The council can
renew the sanctions after a year if Taliban officials still
haven’t complied.
Taliban leaders have refused to hand over the Saudi
exile, saying the United States has provided no proof he
was involved in the blasts. They also have denied the
camps are used to train Chechen rebels, who are fighting
for independence from Russia.
Taliban officials have said they would boycott new
UN-mediated peace talks if new sanctions are imposed.
“For 21 years, Afghanistan has been burning in the
fires of war,” the Taliban’s deputy commerce minister,
Faizl Mohammed Faizan, said in Kabul. “If the United
Nations imposes sanctions, then the United Nations with
its own hand is putting people on fire.”
The UN withdrew the last of its international
staff from Afghanistan on Tuesday, fearing
retaliation by Afghans angry that the new sanctions
will deepen their international isolation. UN
programs, such as bakeries and clinics, will be run
by local staff.
“It is not going to facilitate our peace efforts,
nor is it going to facilitate our humanitarian work,”
Secretary-General Kofi Annan said.
Council members including France and Canada
have expressed similar concerns. But none threatened
the resolution’s passage because opposition would
amount to support for the Taliban.
[JR: The UN Security Council voted to improve
sanctions against Afghanistan, not by evidence
but by the lobbying tactics of the U.S. and Russia.
It clears the way for them to conduct military
strikes inside Afghanistan to get bin Laden and
the Taliban fundamentalists. The U.S. will be
assisting Russia to secure her borders and to
reclaim her mineral-rich Republics which are
Muslim. I don’t buy the reservations expressed
by Kofi Annan, Canada or France. They all caved
in and went along with the sanctions.]
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POLICE CLOSING IN ON GROUP RESPONSIBLE
FOR METRO BLASTS
By Jaime Laude and Marichu Villanueva,
philstar.com, 1/2/01
Crack police probers are closing in on a group
believed responsible for the five bomb attacks that
rocked Metro Manila last Saturday, Philippine
National Police (PNP) spokesman Senior
Superintendent Nicanor Bartolome said yesterday.
While Bartolome refused to identify the group,
Ambassador Ernesto Maceda, the President’s spokesman
for the impeachment trial, told The STAR that probers
are eyeing an ultra-rightist group that has reportedly
forged an alliance with “anti-Estrada forces”.
In related developments yesterday:
• The military has placed on standby a
company-sized composite reaction unit consisting
of about 100 troopers from the Army, Air Force
and Navy backed by armored infantry vehicles,
explosives experts and intelligence operatives.
• Immigration intelligence agents are on the lookout for
terrorists who may have slipped into the country on fake
travel documents, Bureau of Immigration officials revealed.
• Archbishop of Manila Jaime Cardinal Sin
ordered all churches in his archdiocese to offer all
their Masses from Jan. 1 to 9 in memory of all
those who died in the Dec. 30 bombings.
The release of two suspects detained since the
bombings and the offer of the Department of the Interior
and Local Government of a P1-million reward for the
arrest of the suspects has led to speculations that the
government still has no suspects in the attacks that
killed 14 and seriously wounded scores of others.
But Bartolome insists that they had no choice
but to release the two suspects because there was
no evidence linking them to the bombing.
“The two were released yesterday on condition
that they will be available if summoned by our
probers,” Bartolome said....
It’s the ultra-right—Maceda
“There is no evidence yet,” confirmed Maceda
but probers are also looking at “certain retired
generals”, allegedly including Chief Superintendent
Diony Ventura, a former Central Luzon police chief
who is associated with former President Fidel Ramos.
“Based on the suspects so far, we will not rule
out a right-wing conspiracy... They’re trying to
create gulo-gulo (disorder), trying to destabilize the
administration of President Estrada,” Maceda said.
However, he refused to say if the ultra-rightwing group belongs to the supporters of Ramos
who has led his fellow retired police and military
generals in pressing for the President’s resignation.
Since Saturday, groups such as the Moro Islamic
Liberation Front (MILF), the extremist Abu Sayyaf group
(ASG), a faction in the police and military organizations
and the New People’s Army (NPA) have been pointing
at each other as responsible for the bombings.
But a senior military intelligence official said
that all their leads point to the MILF.
“All our leads strongly point to the MILF. There are
also indications that the Abu Sayyaf and the communists
could have been involved but they lack the capability to
undertake successive bombings,” the official said.
Armed Forces Civil Relations Service chief
Brig. Gen. Jaime Canatoy echoed the official’s
statements, adding the explosives used in two of
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the bombings are familiar to the secessionist rebels.
“The traces of ammonium nitrate found in the
LRT and the airport bombings point to the MILF.
They have been using that from the time they were
still with the Moro National Liberation Front,”
Canatoy told The STAR in a phone interview.
But the MILF had earlier denied involvement in
the bombings and pointed responsibility instead on
the government.
MILF spokesman Eid Kabalu said the MILF had
information that the Estrada administration had long
planned to conduct such moves to divert attention
from Mr. Estrada’s ongoing impeachment trial,
which resumes this afternoon at the Senate.
Foreign terrorists involved?
Other military-intelligence officials likewise referred
to supposedly confirmed intelligence reports that MILF
elements have undergone bomb and explosives training
in Afghanistan under the auspices of notorious
international terrorist leader Osama bin Laden.
Bin Laden, the prime suspect behind the bombings early
last year of the U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania, has
financially supported the MILF and the Abu Sayyaf and
has sent his agents to Mindanao to further train the two
groups in the manufacture and use of explosives....
Masses for the bombing dead
As police and intelligence officials scramble to get a
handle on the bombings, Cardinal Sin ordered all churches
in the Archdiocese of Manila to offer all their Masses from
Jan. 1 to Jan. 9 for those who died in the bombings.
“In solidarity with the victims of the bombings, their loved
ones and friends, we shall remember all those who died in the
bombings in all our Masses in the Archdiocese of Manila
from Jan. 1 until 9, 2001,” Sin said in a statement.
Sin likewise offered prayers to the perpetrators
of the heinous crime, that they change their ways
for the salvation of their souls.
“Our Masses from Jan. 1 to 9 will also be
offered for the conversion of the perpetrators of
the crime so that their hearts may be pricked and
the spirit of repentance come upon them,” Sin said.
“Our celebration is marked by shock and grief and
sadness over the senseless bombings that rocked our
metropolis last Saturday. Innocent lives, promising lives,
holy lives were lost because people chose the way of
terrorism rather than the message of peace that the angels
proclaimed on Christmas night,” Sin lamented.
Meanwhile, Metro Manila’s cell-phone owners
again received a provoking thought through their text
message system yesterday as several government
officials were linked to the bombings in a text
message that spread throughout the metropolis.
The text message read: “Maceda, Enrile, Honasan
brains behind bombings. Mercado, Zamora, Lacson
and Lim were against the idea. Information leaked by
a staff of Usec. Santiago. The staff will talk.”
But Interior and Local Governments Undersecretary
Narciso Santiago Jr., the alleged boss of the person who
supposedly revealed the information, vehemently denied
the message.” That was merely a part of the
misinformation that certain groups were trying to feed
the public to further destabilize the government,”
Santiago told The STAR in a telephone interview.
“I don’t think any of my staff will do what was
alleged in that text message,” Santiago added, hinting that
such “misinformation” could just be similar to the
“wild and untrue text messages circulated in the
past.—With reports from Paolo Romero, Rey
Arquiza, Sandy Araneta, Cecille Suerte Felipe
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BUSH ADVISERS WARN VS. AFP INTERVENTION
By Christina Mendez, philstar.com, 1/2/01
A team of foreign policy advisers associated with
U.S. President-elect George W. Bush warned
yesterday against the intervention of the Philippine
military in the ongoing political crisis in the country.
Speaking on condition of anonymity, a team
member said the U.S. would not support a
government established through military intervention.
“The Bush government would never recognize
any government in the Philippines won through the
barrel of a gun,” said the team member, a retired
U.S. military official who will soon be joining the
U.S. Department of State.
Bush recently designated retired Gen. Colin
Powell as the incoming U.S. Secretary of State and
sent a foreign policy advisory team two weeks ago
to meet with anti-Estrada leaders and to asses the
political situation in the Philippines.
The team member warned that the Philippine
military should only be allowed to intervene in the
political crisis to prevent “anarchy and chaos”.
“(The) military would only be allowed to
intervene to stop the country from falling deeper
into anarchy and chaos,” said the team member, an
expert in Asia-Pacific affairs.
The warning came on the eve of the
resumption of President Estrada’s impeachment trial
and while police are grappling for clues on five
fatal bomb attacks in Metro Manila.
Mr. Estrada was impeached by the House of
Representatives on charges of bribery, corruption,
betrayal of public trust and culpable violation of the
Constitution.
The team member described as “devastating”
the testimonies at the Senate impeachment tribunal
but he also recognized that President has enough
support in the Senate to get an acquittal.
“I have the impression that President Estrada
has enough support in the Senate, despite the
devastating testimonies, to avoid impeachment (sic)
and that the public will not accept such Senate
vote,” the source said.
In a letter to one of the anti-Estrada leaders,
the team member expressed hope that the military
would not lead too prominent a role in calls for Mr.
Estrada’s resignation.
“If the public must force resignation, I do hope that
you can keep the military from playing a prominent
role,” he said, warning that the consequence would
be criticism from the Bush administration.
“If the military is seen leading the charge, there
will be great criticism out of Washington and the
legitimacy of the government to follow,” he added.
If Mr. Estrada is militarily forced to resign, the
team member explained that military intervention will
bring doubt on the credibility of the next government.
“Even Vice President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo
will be brought into question,” he added.
Instead of “leading the charge,” the retired U.S.
military official advised that “military and police
involvement must be seen as a stabilizing force
that contains social strife.”
The anti-Estrada leaders said that they will
adopt peaceful means to remove Mr. Estrada from
office and will exert all efforts to preserve civil
society, he said.
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God And Creation
Are Not Mystical
PLEIADES CONNECTION
RETURN OF THE PHOENIX
VOLUME I
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #22 (1990)
INTRODUCTION
This will be a bit tedious as an “Introduction”
because I wish to share insight of a much higher
understanding—rather than simply dump you into your
relationship with your brothers from Pleiades. To
understand your connections with more advanced
brothers you must understand that you are simply
struggling within the learning processes of growth into
the wholeness of God/Creation Love and Balance.
I herein DEDICATE this volume—this
“Introduction” to one, Albert Monette of Joshua Tree,
California. I ask that his most recent correspondence
be reprinted here in full. We must all learn to separate
that which is the whole into pieces of “chewable” size.
Whatever is written in the Journals in no way
discounts the truths which have been brought forth prior
to our accounting. I have utilized Al’s correspondence
dealing with the subject of “Loving thine enemies into
change” and I am humbly grateful to this man for his
in-depth thoughts on the subject material and his
sincere and time-consuming expression of his thoughts.
It may appear that we enjoy scattering the
tatters of pain upon you as a sleeping society—nay,
but you must awaken unto that which IS. Then,
and only then, can you move into the effection of
change and within the truth of actions and intent.
Unfortunately, thus far, the Journals of necessity
have had to contain the shocking uncloaking of the
evil and pain upon your place. Now, we may also
move more quickly into the spiritual aspects of
balance through the individual attachment unto
that which is truth in spiritual development.
To be released in the very near future is a threevolume projection from Sananda through a beloved
servant, “JOY”, who outlays in brilliance and glory that
which is both individual and massively encompassing for
humanity. I have requested that America West
publish the material and make it available unto you.
You see, we of the higher energies most certainly work
in concert. For those of you who need confirmation
and “proof”, however, all does not come from a single
source. Neither may it come as ONLY through the
Journals. This set of writings, you will find, totally
balance the Journals in truth but bear the truth of
spiritual necessity and “how to” of a distant receiver—
not working in conjunction with Dharma. This does

two things—it spreads the responsibility and allows all
of you readers to understand the diversification of the
bringing forth of truth and the fact that if truth is
truth—it varies not from pen to pen. This series, as
indicated, I believe will be entitled: SOLUTIONS FOR
OUR
TOTAL
GLOBAL
SPIRITUAL
STARVATION. I apologize in that you will have to
contact America West for further information, for I
have naught to do with the material. I believe it shall
be available around the first of the year [1991]—at
least the first volume.
In direct response to Al Monette, I would ask that
he, and YOU, recognize that most of the JOURNALS
come forth from my own projections as a
COMMANDER in only slightly advanced form than
are you of Earth plane. Things of physical
manifestation must be tended in the manner of
presentation—physically. Spirit is ultimately ALL, but
man must come again into recognition of that which is
placed asunder—and then he can grapple with regaining
balance from the chaos. This means, dear ones, that
the chaos MUST BE CONFRONTED, ISOLATED
AND BROUGHT AGAIN INTO ORDER!
I ask that we write portions from the letter in
italics, Dharma, and I shall respond in [ ] in formal type
style, for I do wish to respond as I move along. I
further request that this be placed at the forefront of
the next Express newsletter. I am pained that Al
presents the publishing of this document in the form of
a formal challenge but none-the-less it bears the thought
of the multitudes and, therefore, shall be handled as
such. I do suggest that you ones would not, however,
write such challenges unto say, “Bo” Gritz and/or Alvin
Toffler. Perhaps the very fact that you do handle the
information differently indicates great impact on the
consciousness—I sincerely hope so. Salu.
[QUOTING:]
December 14, 1990:
The Phoenix Journals/Express offers us
truthful but negative information which
enlightens us as to what the “Dark Forces”
are doing to control us; however, this form of
information also has a tendency to instill in
our minds, condition us or incline us to:
a) Hate, anger, resentment, revenge and
hostilities.
[Do you cast blame upon the Journals, dear
friend? Are these emotions absent in your lives
as is? Do these feelings only stem from learning
truth of circumstance or is, perhaps, the problem
already present in over-abundance?]
b) Lose faith, hope and trust in our brothers.
[Do you have faith, hope and trust in your
brothers? If so, why has your world become so
ill that the truth hurts so much? Have your
“brothers” not gained the deserving of loss of
these higher qualities to great extent? Is it the
JOURNALS AND EXPRESSES that have singlehandedly presented this new phenomenon of
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mistrust unto you the people? I think perhaps
you give unto us a bit more than our share of
credit, for there have been some very daring
authors and speakers bringing like truths unto
you regarding your plight. Or, is it that this
information is somehow unacceptable from
the Hosts of Heaven and precursors of
God’s return to your placement? You ones
of Earth cannot have it both ways—you must
come into the light or remain ever in the
darkness, for that is simply the way of it.]
c) To become fearful, combative, offensive
or defensive.
[Do you speak for self or for all of your
brethren? We have not received other material
of such content other than to thank us for the
new feelings of “we must do something about this
situation”. It is not the feelings which are
erroneous and should be subjugated—it is the
action taken in thoughtful RESPONSE instead of
Our mission is to awaken
REACTION.
mankind—he has had the lessons of LOVE
(totally misunderstood by all save a tiny few) and
he has only gotten deeper into the mire—
therefore, it must be assumed that mankind has
lost his way and he must see where he is in order
to regain a path, be it positive or negative in
portent.]
d) Reject, blame, judge and condemn our
brothers.
[I would hope this is not true, but I am
confident the statement is all too true! I would
hope, rather, that you look within and see what
rejection, blame, judgment and condemnation is
appropriate for SELF and then, only then, can
correction be brought about. It is never the
brother
at
“blame”;
it
is
YOUR
PERCEPTION AND RESPONSE AND
ALLOWANCE OF THAT BROTHER
WHICH PRECIPITATES THE PROBLEMS
IN WHICH YOU NOW FIND SELVES.]
e) See the gloomy side of life and have a
negative frame of mind!
[I most surely do hope so! Do you indicate
that there is no gloomy side of life nor negative
perspective except now that the Journals have
brought the causative factors into focus?
Could it be that you of the lie want to continue
to hide the gloom and negative aspects under
the carpets, to be out of sight? Will this legacy
of refusal to focus on the CAUSE be sufficient
to the generations to come—for that which you
in your generation fail to correct?]
f) Feel disappointed, frustrated, disgusted
and depressed without destiny.
[Oh, beloved brothers, NO, NO, NO! Be totally
disappointed, frustrated, disgusted and depressed with
that which has come to be about you. BE IN
GLORIOUS PRAISE OF THAT WHICH IS YOUR
DESTINY! GOD AND TRUTH ARE YOUR
DESTINY AS YOU CORRECT THAT WHICH HAS
PRECIPITATED THE CIRCUMSTANCE AS YOU
DESCRIBE OF IT. IF YOU BELIEVE IT CANNOT
BE DONE, YOU HAVE LIMITED GOD AND
RELEASE THE NEGATIVE
CREATION.
SHACKLES AND REJOICE IN THE TRUTH AND
KNOWLEDGE THAT WITH GOD ALL IS
POSSIBLE AND SHALL BE SET TO RIGHT
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AS SOON AS MAN UNDERSTANDS.]
g) Feel divided, rather than united and
integrated for Peace, Love with harmony and
balance.
[You are already totally divided, disunited
and unintegrated. You have no Peace, true
Love or Harmony—certainly, you have no
Balance! You must understand that which IS,
lest you continue your path of the downward
spiral while those—who understand how to
manipulate these tatters—destroy the
remainder of the course chosen by you ones
as experience. IF YOU ALLOW IT, IT SHALL
COME UPON YOU. ONLY TRUTH SHALL
GIVE YOU FREEDOM FOR ONLY THROUGH
THE KNOWLEDGE OF THAT WHICH IS IN
TRUTH GIVES YOU INSTRUCTIONS FOR
THAT ACTION WHICH MUST BE TAKEN.]
h) Lose sight that we are all part of the
ONENESS as well as an extension of the
INFINITE, DIVINE source of Cosmic
Consciousness, LIGHT and LOVE.
[If we have failed in this projection, then I
bend in humble apology—for ultimately this is
ALL there IS! For not one moment nor word of
projection is it intended to indicate a separation
of the above outlaid connection. THIS IS WHY
YOU MUST TAKE CONTROL AND COME
INTO UNDERSTANDING OF TRUTH SO
THAT YOU REGAIN THE POWER OF THIS
WONDROUS
CONNECTION
AGAINST
WHICH NO DARKNESS CAN PENETRATE,
MUCH LESS, PREVAIL!]
i) Be narrow-minded and biased, rather than
open-minded, to see other points of view, different
than ours, in order to find a solution to our
problems, disputes, disagreements or differences.
[I know not to what you refer. It is time to
be narrow-minded and biased toward Truth and
God. It is a LIE OF LIES projected upon you
ones that you must accept that which is heinously
done unto you and your species by those who
project “total open-mindedness” and “accept
ALL things good or bad” in majority rule and/or
allowing! You have all but destroyed your entire
species and planet through this type of action and/
or inaction. Is it not equally “right” to take a
stand for God as it is to ALLOW all manner of
EVIL to surround and destroy you? Have we
ever suggested you not debate, bring public the
points in question, disagree or have differences of
opinions? Nay, please brothers, do not effort to
dump blindness upon your higher brothers!
Stand responsible—RESPONSIBLE—for your
blunders and errors; do not denounce us for
pointing out the truth which has so completely
deluded and eluded your attention. Can you not
be gracious unto these ones who bring forth this
truth in actual line of gun-fire and targeted
destruction and death? Can you sit in your
sanctimonious and pious blinders and cast stones
at these ones who stand forth and give ALL
THEY HAVE OF WORLDLY GOODS AND
PLACE THEIR VERY LIVES ON THE
EXECUTION BLOCKS IN ORDER TO SERVE
GOD AND YOUR DESTINY! Please, I ask for
more from each of you than that attitude. I am
accused of repetition and boring repeating of,

“YOU ARE GIVEN FREE-WILL CHOICE AND
IT IS UP TO YOU THAT WHICH YOU WILL
DO WITH THIS TRUTH!” Does this actually
portend intent as you have laid it forth?]
j) Instead of the above negative emotions,
let us learn to pray for, forgive and love our
brothers and sisters.
Have we forgotten what Matthew 5:44 states?
“But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless
them that curse you, do good to them that hate
you, and pray for them which despitefully use
you, and persecute you”. AREN’T THE DARK
FORCES OUR BIGGEST ENEMY?
[Do you also believe in eye for eye and tooth
for tooth—death for death regardless of cause,
etc.? Why do you ones so selectively present
your Biblical passages unto us? Is not each
grouping upon your place claiming truth of their
own “Holy Books”? Could it be that ones deny
GOD in favor of man’s interpretation of that
which is correct and usually mistranslated? I
care not which, but let me also do a little
quoting from that same good book! Let us
look at JAMES 4: “... You are like an unfaithful
wife who loves her husband’s enemies—the evil
pleasures of this world—makes you an enemy
of God? I say it again, that if your aim is to
enjoy the evil pleasure of the unsaved world,
you CANNOT also be a friend of God.”
And, how about 1 JOHN 2: “... Stop loving
this evil world and all that it offers you, for
when you love these things you show that you
do not really love God...”. As we have gone
along with these Journals we have efforted to
remind you over and over and over again—you
must love your brother and love your enemy—
but you must abhor, disdain and despise evil
actions. Did the Master Teacher not cast the
money-mongers and -changers from the
temple? Well, is not the planet, herself, the
temple? Is not your own self, within, the
temple of God? Would you misunderstand
LOVE AND ALLOWANCE for the keeping of
that which is evil, deceitful and corrupt
within???? Do you perhaps confuse the
precious creation for the actions thereof? “If
thine wife gives you a dish of food with salt
rather than sugar in the pie, do you hate your
wife for the error—or do you cast aside the
pie as that which it is, unpalatable?” Would
you be expected to eat it? Suppose the
error is of poison—wouldst you go ahead and
eat it? If you would, oh, brother, then you
do not understand the lessons of God.]
The Dark Forces represent the following:
1. The Bolshevik/Zionists and supporters.
2. One-World Government Cartel/Elite and
supporters.
3. Trilateral Commission and supporters.
4. The Council on Foreign Relations and
supporters.
5. The Communist Party and supporters.
[So be it, as far as it goes. You have said, it
appears, that which we have brought to your
attention. Wherein lies the problem?]
To refresh our memories, let us define
“UNCONDITIONAL LOVE”, shall we?
Unconditional Love is a total acceptance of all
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entities, whether they be positive or negative
without blame, without judgment, without
condemnation and without expectations.
[Dear ones, it is one thing to “accept” the
presence of these entities—it is quite another to
continue to allow the actions of the entities to
destroy others of God’s Creations, enslave and
prostitute the nations, as well as the peoples and
planet herself. To ALLOW THESE ACTIONS
INDICATES SANCTION OF THE ACTIONS—
AND IT IS UPON THIS MISCONCEPTION OF
THE MASSES THAT THE WOULD-BE
CONTROLLERS THROUGH EVIL ARE ABLE
TO ACCOMPLISH THEIR HEINOUS DEEDS!]
All this negative information, even if truthful,
which the readers receive in The Phoenix Journals or
Express is compounding the situation and our
problems on this planet. As we all know, negative
emotions and thinking encourage the negative or
dark forces of energy to continue whatever they’re
doing! Instead... educate the readers with more
emphasis on how we may all improve or generate
more LOVE and raise our Spiritual Consciousness.
By the way, we need this desperately at this time.
We should all know that the negative or dark
forces of energy can not operate and flourish in an
environment filled with love! The more love we can
generate on this placement, the quicker we can
eliminate or rid ourselves of these negative and
dark forces of energy which try to manipulate,
control and enslave mankind. You may want to
call these forces the “False Jews”, The 13th Tribe,
The Khazars or the Zionists or even the Satanic
Forces! But whatever name you use, they are all
“Dark Forces of Negative Energy”, are they not?
[We call them by their proper labels SO
THAT
YOU-THE-PEOPLE
DO
NOT
MISINTERPRET
AND
LABEL
THE
PRECIOUS AMONG THE RABBLE. As for the
projections that LOVE will cure all—ah, yes, it
would do so, no doubt about it. I suggest,
however, that there are thousands of books
suggesting that we simply love one another and
the bad monsters will “just go away”. No, they
will not, for you must know who and what are the
bad monsters to impact them in any manner
what-so-ever—Love or Hate included. AS MAN
COMES AGAIN INTO UNDERSTANDING OF
GOD
AND
CREATION—HE
WILL
AUTOMATICALLY BEGIN TO TURN AGAIN
INTO TRUTH AND LOVE; HE WILL DO THIS
BY RECOGNIZING THE ERRORS AND LIES
THRUST UPON HIM SO THAT HE CAN
UNDERSTAND THAT PORTION OF HIS
ACTIONS AND BELIEFS THAT HAVE LED
HIM ASTRAY IN THE FIRST PLACE!
We do not suggest that you do not “Love
the evil MAN—but despise his evil”! Most
ones involved in, say, the Zionist “movement”,
are totally unaware of truth of the situation. If
we do not give unto you the explanation and
point out the difference, how are you to come
into truth in time to allow for a Godly destiny?
This is why we are presented unto you, so that,
at what you will classify as “judgment”, you
beloved ones of the planet shall have some
idea as to the truth of your circumstance—’tis
what is “within” which shall be coming into
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inspection by self and God. God now decrees
that “the time of ignorance” is to be put
behind you as a species—it is graduation time.]
If you dear folks in Tehachapi mean well, and
I am sure you are out to do the Will of The Infinite,
Divine and Creative Source, if you are dedicated to
serve mankind and are out to promote Peace, Love,
Truth and The Light, then kindly print this letter
with your response, whatever it may be, in The
Phoenix Journals, for all to read and discern for
themselves with our “FREE WILL”.
If you are truly Light Emissaries filled with
Truth and Love and you’re not afraid of losing a
few dollars from the sale of these books, then you
will not reject or ignore this request.
Should you decide to refute this letter, then
sadly you will be showing your true colors. This
letter has been written with sincerity and Love for
all concerned.
[So be it! There is gross misunderstanding,
however, as to who is who and what is what. The
ones who write and publish only do so as WE ask
them to do so.
They do not make the
decisions—for they work in true service unto the
God who brings this message of truth unto you.
They remain hundreds of thousands of dollars in
debt for the presenting of this information—so it
is not of kind service unto them to suggest they
would withhold truth or sharing in order to glean
“a few dollars” by not printing your thoughtful
information. We KNOW that your message is
sent with great LOVE FOR ALL CONCERNED,
ESPECIALLY YOUR FELLOW-MAN, so please
KNOW that we KNOW! Further, please
understand that even though you did not fully
understand WHY YOU FELT COMPELLED TO
SEND THIS DOCUMENT—GOD KNOWS AND
APPRECIATES YOUR RESPONDING TO HIS
CALL THAT OTHERS MIGHT SHARE THE
EXPRESSION YOU WOULD TAKE THE TIME
TO PRONOUNCE.
Please accept our humble dedication unto you,
brother, for service which might appear to be
responded with egg on the face. Nay, it is giving
a forum for expression which is not of such value
simply stated unto the ethers.]
May the abundant Blessings from God-Light be
with you always, and may you all have a beautiful,
holy and happy holiday season.
In Divine Love and Affection,
Albert Monette
60353 Latham Trail
Joshua Tree, Ca. 92252
[I give his address, for he has given us
permission to print same, along with his
documents (permission on file).
Be in
appreciation to ones like this brother who will
sort and attempt understanding that all of you
might find your way in truth without fear of
countering or questioning. God expects use of
that wondrous gift given unto you of the human
species—only through thought and sharing can
you perfect that wondrous gift and again come
into oneness with thine own Source. I would
hope that ones of you readers who have
appreciation in a special manner, might write unto
this one in the same Love as given forth from him
unto you. He simply fears that you as a creation

will be somehow misled as to the ultimate
purpose of soul journey. I honor this man greatly
and give humble appreciation unto his service.]
P.S. I’m not saying that no one should read
The Phoenix Journals or Expresses nor that we
shouldn’t be keeping an open mind to Political
Truths presented in these writings! I’m only trying
to emphasize the idea that we shouldn’t forget what
Jesus, Esu, Emmanuel or Sananda stated in
Matthew 5:44. We should have a firm and solid
foundation and be Spiritually prepared to
comprehend the meaning of “Unconditional Love”
and not lose sight of this!
Unfortunately, the average person or reader
and Church-goer is not Spiritually prepared, so
they quickly forget the Scriptural passage from
above and they do not fully comprehend the full or
true meaning of Love. SO BE IT!
[Ah, and so be it!
Let us not be
misunderstanding the intelligence and ability of
human intent—we must not place limits on that
which man can grasp and will grasp as truth is
unfolded. He has simply lost his bearings, his
way, and will rekindle Spiritual Oneness as he
remembers. We are ALL BUT ONE and to
lessen the ability or intent of ONE only lessens
ourselves within the ALL.
WE MUST
CONFRONT THE ERRORS IN THE LIGHT
OF TRUTH, CORRECT THE ERRORS
THROUGH THE LIGHT OF TRUTH IN LOVE,
FORGIVENESS AND UNDERSTANDING—
THEN THE REVERSAL SHALL COME AND
AGAIN WE CAN JOIN IN THE ONENESS IN
RETURN INTO THE WHOLENESS OF OUR
SOURCE. AHO!]
This requires an understanding of placement in the
Universe, the Cosmos and Source of journey through
heritage, ancestry and awakening to the unfolding of
the MYSTERIES! NOT THE MYSTICISM! GOD
AND CREATION ARE NOT MYSTICAL—
THEY ARE WONDROUS MYSTERIES IN THE
PROCESS OF UNVEILMENT!
MAY WE
SHARE THIS WONDROUS REVELATION AND
UNVEILING TOGETHER!
I am Hatonn
CHAPTER 1
REC #1 HATONN
WED., NOV. 21, 1990 6:52 A.M. YEAR 4 DAY 97
LET US REMEMBER TOGETHER
I am Hatonn, come in the Radiance of the Lighted
Source! I am come forth as truth-bringer and to
awaken you, my brethren, from your lodges and beds.
I come, that you might be given to understand that
which has been brought to you prior to this and mostly
denied—while persecuting those who brought the truth
unto you. I come as one—no longer to simply “test
the waters” but to actually participate in preparation for
the returning of God to your placement. I tend to want
this job done well and, therefore, may appear a bit
abrupt in the alarm-clock ringing! Remember that God
is quite capable of doing that which He deems
appropriate for, as Creator, His truth is manifestation.
I speak as a representative of those from your
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home galactic system who have now again come to
help you through a time of transition and change—for
your planet has gone about as far as She can go
without horrendous consequences. I only ask
audience, for reason is a gift unto man—FROM
GOD—and I see and understand not why you find
it difficult to believe God has others in such a
magnificently ordered universe! So be it, for it shall
be outlaid and again, as with prior truth-bringers, you
may accept or deny—but I suggest to you, THE
STORY IS YET UNFINISHED AND YOU AS A
SPECIES ARE IN GRAVE TROUBLES! GOD
WOULD NOT LEAVE HIS CREATIONS IN
IGNORANCE AND WITHOUT ASSISTANCE—
GOD WILL NOT ABANDON HIS CREATIONS—
EVEN IN ILLUSION—SO PERHAPS YOU CAN
READ TRUTH WITH AN OPEN MIND AND
THEN YOU SHALL BE ABLE TO FIND YOUR
OWN LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING AND
CONFIRMATION. THANK YOU.
Some of you will have instant understanding of
things I will briefly cover—others will have a complete
blockage of perception. I make no effort herein to do
other than outlay a few “space-brother” aspects, for
it is time to make known our presence and purpose
as come from God and there is no intention to
mislead nor frighten your species. Our wings are of
the “silver clouds” of ancient reference—and we
are come to help you find your way HOME!
The last Great Teacher to come upon your place
as Wayshower, went to prepare a place for you—we
are now come to prepare a place for His return
upon Earth—it is the time of sorting and separation;
may you be given understanding in your individual
aspects to comprehend this which I give unto you. We
come in the open revelation and service unto the ONE
GOD OF CREATION—MOTHER/FATHER/ALLCREATOR AND WITHIN THE GLORY OF THE
CREATION. OUR INTENT BEARS NO FORCE,
FEAR NOR EVEN PERCEIVED HARM. THE
HARM AND FEAR IS BORN OF MAN IN THE
DENSITY OF EARTH PLANE.
YOUR
CONSPIRATORS, AGAINST HOLY GOD, SHALL
PROJECT OTHERWISE TO MISLEAD AND
CONTROL YOU—GOD COMES ONLY IN LIGHT
WITH ALL SECRETS REMOVED. SELAH. “IN
THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD—AND THE
WORD IS GOD!” SO BE IT! AMEN.
Some of the things I shall outlay for you will
seem quite primitive, for I speak to all, and some of
your fellow creations may possibly not be able to
think and treat with spirituality and understanding
that which we bring. At this time of awakening
unto truth, most still lay captured too much in the
issues of purely human inclinations of feelings,
physical participation and indoctrined “instructions” as
given forth by other humans who would mostly set
forth to control of him in some manner or another.
We do not force our way into the thoughts of
another; it is not even of importance to penetrate the
thoughts of others than those who would find this truth—
for truth IS and will stand on its own merits for infinity.
I make no objection to your perceptions that there
are false speakers who claim contact from our
brotherhood—they have their intent to play games and
cause you to disbelieve truth when it is brought unto
you. There must always be caution and concern, when
“UFO” contactees pretend their friends from the stars,
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among other things, communicate with telepathy! If
they pronounce any instruction that deviates from the
LAWS OF GOD AND THE CREATION—they do
not bring forth total truth and, therefore, must be
considered deceivers. God will give only truth for your
consumption. These “speakers” do exist. Their
communication was either originally telepathic, or they
simply allowed the flapping of their tongues in selfprojection and/or entertainment. Some of the so-called
“speakers”, “channels”—whatever you label them, are
simply deceivers and the facts can always be witnessed.
All of those could-be contactees who USE others
are but dupes and it is not for any of us to judge.
We come not as regards the “Christian
RELIGION”. We come in truth and knowledge
of that which IS—it bears on Christ-ness and
perfection of the Sacred Infinite Circle but we
come not as “religious” anything.
Although many deceivers exist as “receivers”, there
are many who have had and still have contact. There
are thousands who have witnessed and been given the
privilege to actually photograph the presence of the
brothers from the cosmos. Only a very, very few have
actually had personal, physical contact with the higher
brotherhood—and they have been discredited and
persecuted—so, personal appearances which all of you
demand, did not work either. It has reached the point
that ones having personal contact have simply ceased
to speak out and tell what they witness. The
misinformation troops have had a field day in the
deception business! Ones who have come from our
domain are badly used and misprojected. “Little Gray
Aliens”, indeed! Come to dismember and terrorize
you? “Hold your government hostage?” Dear ones,
come, come!
Some of the cosmic brotherhood come from
different worlds and systems than do we, for there is
now a window of perception which allows participation
and observation of your planet—but it is still cosmic
law: KEEP HANDS OFF! Some come from other
races unto your place on expeditions and have collected
different things which could serve their investigations.
Some have participated in conjunction with various
Earth people to research necessary information
regarding evacuation of your place if need be and to be
ground crew at the arrival of the cosmic brotherhood.
Some “aliens” look exactly like you—for they are
your ancestors and some are quite different in
appearance having evolved into the “selection” of
natural evolution to be best suited for their own
experience and environment. They have come to
many recently, in your current generations, to bring
truth of spirituality and work with you in silence
of understanding until comprehension is full
enough to be acceptable. If one comes from and
in service to God—He/She/It comes in total love.
Some of these members of the brotherhood are
quite new at space travel, and so perform their
expeditions to expand their knowledge and
understanding. Hereby, it also can happen that
they come into contact with Earth humans quite
unexpectedly, and then never return.
These are not hungry and thirsty for might and
power and such, and are happy to finally have some
calm and order in their own worlds of experienced
existence. It can also happen that they, here and there,
take communication with Earth humans, bring them
within their craft and sometimes examine them very

carefully. But any being capable of coming a great
space distance from out of your solar system is
technically oriented, indeed, and would inflict no pain
nor trauma. The humans thus participating are, in
every instance, released—for there is not intent to harm
you ones in any manner what-so-ever. If ones coming
from space at this time of planetary evolution and transition
are able to reach your orb—they are allowed entry only
through the absolute guidelines of the Cosmic Code of
behavior. In every instance—any visitor from “out
here” is more humane than any upon your place in the
form of human as you recognize the label.
There have been some quite barbarous creatures
who have also traveled through the cosmos, and
have come to Earth, too, many being power hungry
and quite wicked, indeed—how do you think evil
was introduced upon your place—from a snake in an
apple tree? They have sometimes kidnapped Earth
humans, as well as other planetary human beings
from other systems, and abduct them away to their
home planet. There these poor creatures might then
have been caused to be placed on exhibition,
etc.—as you do with aliens who are captured
voluntarily or involuntarily—by your governments.
It is now come to be that in these times of closing
cycles upon your planet that the evil is already
perfected upon your sphere—working now in your own
density of perception—you are already infected and
infested and you must awaken to your plight, for YOU
have let the demons within. These ones carry great
power in some instances and they are malignant in
nature, for they use the power of “feelings” and other
physical human characteristics and movements which
are often quite strange for them and thus, a life means
very little to them, for they do not abide by Cosmic
Law—although now, they cannot get off your planet
in these closing days of sorting and separation.
This is why I tell you again and again that, “It is what is
already on your planet which you must attend—not we
who come in these days of perception, to assist you!”
Many deceivers have come forth with their
fantastic UFO tales and gained great publicity but there
are MANY who do not deceive. There are ones who
have encountered our ships and even have made
contact and physical radio contact with our craft or
other ships from strange visitors. These ones have
been discredited and often simply “murdered” to
stop the stories of truth, and ones sent from the
CIA, etc., to start cover-up stories to denounce and
spread panic and fear. The worst scenarios are yet
to come as your Conspirators and One World
Global Cartel set up actions which will be blamed
on the space brotherhood—I ask you to mark my
words NOW for it shall be in the coming.
Earth human is very difficult to convince of
anything and you are so focused and centered on the
false projections that you no longer know which is
false and which is truth—so you cling to the physical
elements—but I remind you that life-span is only
averaging about 75 years of counting seasons and I
suggest that there is something of which you are not
aware, afoot. If it is not of the physical plane as you
know it, does it not stand to reason that it might perhaps
come from the Heavens, as you refer to the Cosmos?
If you are EXPECTING A RETURN OF GOD,
AND YOU HAVE, BY MAJORITY PROJECTION,
STATED, YOURSELVES, THAT IT IS “SOON”
OR “NOW”—WHAT IS IT THAT YOU DO NOT
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UNDERSTAND? WHY WOULD YOU DENOUNCE
THE VERY TRUTH-BRINGERS WHO WOULD
BRING YOU INTO TRUTH AND BRING ABOUT
THE RETURN OF GOD WHICH YOU EXPECT?
HOW LONG WILL HU-MAN OF EARTH DENY
GOD?
HOW LONG WILL YOU CHOOSE
RIDICULOUS FABRICATIONS WHEN THE
TRUTH OF THAT WHICH IS COMING IS SO
MUCH MORE PERFECTED AND WONDROUS?
ALL OF YOU WISH TO TAKE YOUR HUMAN
FORMS; WOULD IT NOT BE MORE CREDIBLE
TO SUGGEST TAKING THEM TO PLACES
PREPARED FOR HUMAN FORM THAN TO
RESIDE ON FLOATING CLOUDS WHERE
HUMAN FORMS WOULD SIMPLY FALL BACK
TO EARTH? I SUGGEST IT IS NOT “OUR”
TRUTH WHICH IS IN QUESTION, BROTHERS!
BROTHERS ARE NOT SUPER-BEINGS
Most of the assistants from the cosmos are
NOT super-beings, as Earth men like to call them
in their imagination. Most are not even teachers,
missionaries, or way-preparers for that matter—
only a few for, with God, it requires very few!
There is an obligation in duty to preserve the
existing life already developing in this universe.
This means that we endeavor to keep order and
maintain peaceful presence.
Now and then, especially we, your Pleiadian
brothers, make contact and open communication
with inhabitants of different worlds, search out
single ones and give explanations unto them, that you
might become informed of that which you perceive
to be beyond you. Most of your cosmic brothers
are only “advanced” from your status and the
contacts are for the purpose of allowing growth
and the ability to realize that you are not the only
thinking creatures in the universe.
I, Hatonn, come as an etheric being “leader”,
experiencing in a format which can be better
understood as the times of transition come and the
higher beings make presentation upon your place.
Our roots, yours and mine, are in the Pleiades and,
therefore, the fleet most involved with your evolution
is from Pleiades—YOU ARE HUMAN AND
THAT REQUIRES PHYSICAL CARE.
CLARIFY MATERIAL INFORMATION
In the bringing of historical knowledge to fill in
some of your missing links, I must point out that I
have the information per scanner—I am a
Commander—not a historian and do not even wish
to spend this time in contemplation of such, but the
barrage of inquiries are great and I will share that
which is most frequently under question.
What about longevity in the other experiences?
Man can become a thousand, or even hundreds of
thousands of years old, in your mode of counting,
when he reaches a certain level of spiritual
development and evolution. BUT BEYOND
THIS STATE, THE SPIRIT NO LONGER
NEEDS A MATERIAL BODY. HE THEN
DOES LIVE IN PURE SPIRIT AND WITHIN
SUCH HIGH SPHERES THAT ONE CAN NO
LONGER COMMUNICATE WITH HIM IN
TYPICAL HUMAN MANNER.
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I would give you some comparison at this point
for your own historical research projects. The 1,000
or so years of average [lifespan] experience of
ones of Pleiades coincides with that reported for the
average longevity of Earth humans PRIOR to that
which is known as the “Great Flood”, when the
dense vapor envelope surrounding the Earth came
down in torrents everywhere for scores of days.
Loss of the vapor envelope reduced the atmospheric
protection of Earth’s creature species from the harsh
radiations of your Sun, and the lifespans of all
creatures decreased dramatically and rapidly to well
under a century for humans. Vegetable and plant
yields were reduced accordingly.
Oh, you ask, “Well, how did the Sun get through
the vapor envelope?” Very simply—your Sun was
young and easily pierced the veil.
Perhaps you could better understand the
possibilities herein in considering the historical
documentation and myths that your ancestors,
when they were upon your place long ago, your
1,000-year Biblical longevities might now take on
more meaning and acceptance in perspective.
Loss of atmospheric protection has shortened
your lifespans in great measure and you accepted
this restriction, in concept, by limiting your own
creative ability to have it otherwise. You chose
shorter lifespans rather than bring about natural
evolutionary alterations which would give
protection—then, in the perception of limitations
of time and space—you forgot and accepted that
which was thrust upon you.
You ARE having trouble with your
ionosphere—but it is not that which the scientists of
the Conspirators outlay for you. What you are
being told by the controllers upon your place is to
intimidate and frighten you—what is happening in
the ionosphere is of a magnitude and “cause”
beyond your Earth projections and worse, your more
learned scientists know what it is and what could be
done to shore it up and yet, are not allowed to do so.
You will note through the ages that even
drawings of space creatures appear and have
protective coverings about their beings—these are
not in the form of bubble suits as you would
recognize them relative to your astronaut uniforms.
From Pleiades, for eons there is ability to
encapsulate both the craft and the person, when out
of the vehicles, within energy fields which give
protection from your atmospheric environment which
causes the same level of aging and damage as is
done to Earth humans. In Pleiades, for instance, to
be some 500 “years” of age is but barely bordering
on approaching mid-life and would more likely be still
considered very youthful. Furthermore, it might be
advantageous for you of Earth to understand
something about your brothers and sisters, who
come from Pleiades most predominantly—they are
beautiful in human form which surpasses your own
physical stature and beauty—it would be most
advantageous to have them for ancestors, for
they are wondrous, indeed, as relative to
yourselves. They are not unlike you—nor or
they monstrous beings of mutant origins—they
are a more perfected reflection of your races.
Fear of monsters and mutants are thrust
into your minds by those who would control you
in fear and terror. There is no basis in fact.
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JMMANUEL
A perplexing aspect of your unfolding truth unto you,
is your refusal to even look at that which contradicts in
any manner that which you have been told—BY MAN,
IN MAN’S NAME AND WITH AND THROUGH
MAN’S TRANSLATIONS. HOW CAN YOU
LEARN IF YOU REFUSE TO LOOK?
Why does it disturb man so much to come into truth
regarding extraterrestrial (which means—not of
terrestrial; nothing more and no lesser). Ones stand in
the pulpits of your “Churches” and pronounce that his
or her knowledge is directly from God or Christ—do
you now denounce your own truth of the projection by
discounting extraterrestrials and/or communication with
them? By all definitions, God and/or “Jesus” Immanuel
are extraterrestrials as you define the term—both are
etheric and “speak” to “receivers” in this same
manner! Why do you pronounce our words to be of
evil, Satanic content and methods?—Satan is a very
physical, earthy worker, brothers—who is he more apt
to tamper with—YOU OF EARTHBOUND WHO
CAN STILL BE DECEIVED OR WE, WHO
ALREADY KNOW HIM FOR THAT WHICH HE
IS?? EARTH IS IN THE AGE OF CHAOS AND
SATANIC RULE—WHO DO YOU BELIEVE
MIGHT BE GIVING YOU A SONG AND DANCE?
Extraterrestrials have had many experiences in
events as outlaid in that which you call your Bibles. I
again make reference to the scriptum about Jmmanuel
(Immanuel, Emmanuel, Iisa, Essa, Esu, “Jesus”).
The scriptum is a document written by one, Judas
Ischarioth, one of the few disciples with an education,
my friends. He could read and write. The facts are
such that his written words bear the truth and the
projectors of the false history as projected upon you,
would be in great panic to have truth presented and
blow away the lies. Because Earth man doesn’t like
the truth does not in the least change the truth of it—
for TRUTH IS! EARTH MAN CONFUSES THE
HISTORICAL TRUTH OF ONE, JUDAS
ISCHARIOTH AND ONE, JUDA IHARIOTH. Is
this such a hard disclosure to accept that perhaps in
2,000 years someone might make translation and
typographical errors? Come now, allow him who is
without error to cast of the first stone! I can only
suggest that you obtain and read carefully indeed, AND
THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL (Phoenix
Journal #2). The Master “Jesus”, as you label him,
oversaw the translation of the Arabaic scrolls—there
are some misunderstandings of projections in some
instances due only to lack of common definition of
translated words. If you become enslaved to a
point of record some 2,000 years past, you miss the
point of the Christ’s manifestation at that time. He
came to teach, lead and show you the fact of
immortality. He experienced as a human and
suffered as a human—YOU OF THE HUMAN
MISSED THE POINT OF THE JOURNEY!
I am speaking of Pleiadian perspectives at this time—
I speak of more spiritual matters in depth elsewhere—for
we serve differing purposes and missions, your
Pleiadian brothers and myself! We are from two
different levels of dimension—and I believe we will
clarify that matter by the ending of the writings.
Another sarcastic projection thrust at this scribe and
other receivers is, “How is it that these extraterrestrials
always speak the exact and proper language?” Simple,
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indeed—THEY DO IT THE OLD FASHIONED
WAY—THEY LEARN THEM! Most can speak or
understand “universal language” but many cannot
decipher clearly in Earth dialects and when contact is
made it is with ones whose language is studied and
communications can be clearly translated. I, on the
other hand, being etheric in experience, need no
language and as I communicate, as with Dharma, I
utilize frequency beams and “pulse” information which
her mind is programmed to receive and place into
English and sometimes into Native American—
specifically Lakota Sioux extraction because the
ancient truths shall come forth onto paper from a
Lakota Sioux receiver of the Oral Teachings and the
documents must be compatible. Dharma does not
speak native language in any manner what-soever—nor any other language, save English.
Pleiadian extraterrestrials must learn languages.
They possess all Earth languages, present and past,
that were ever spoken and/or utilized. They have
detailed knowledge of them in most different ways.
From them, language training courses are given. This
work is performed by language “scientists” and
machines, similar to what you call computers.
Machines of similar sort serve then to transmit the
desired language and instill it into the student—directly.
This is performed in a machine-induced hypnotic-like
state, and by this method the language terms and senses
become implanted and registered. The processing of
a new language requires about 20-30 days. Then there
is allowed another week or so to practice correct
usage—in all, a new language can be quite well
perfected in about a month of your counting.
Is this so difficult to comprehend? For several
years now, on your own place, language institutes are
using recorders and sleep-learning techniques. These
techniques are in great use in the training of your socalled surveillance (spy) groups and are called
programmed learning. Further, you have developed
Robotoids who are totally programmed with imitation
memory banks and are constantly manipulated by
pulsed beam mechanisms for ongoing control of
input and manipulated actions. Why would it be
difficult to believe that higher societies than your
own would have perfected the technology?
Dharma, allow us to close this segment at this
point. There are physical things to be accomplished
and we must allow you to “live” in your Earth format
also. Tomorrow is labeled “Thanksgiving” and I
recognize great thanks and appreciation for allowance
of participation and we acknowledge the need for
comradry with brothers and families. Go do that which
needs doing in the physical and we will meet with this
document this evening. I cannot give you the day off,
chela, for we must write at least once per day as our
time grows shorter and we must come into
understanding regarding the information—therefore, I
ask you to allow time for our work. I, too, have no
words to express my thanks and appreciation to you
with such willing hands to serve—may we all bow in
wondrous gratitude unto God for his Grace and may He
accept our joy and gratitude in the wondrous
participation of our service. May we be given
understanding into that which is unfolding before us.
Salu. Hatonn to clear, please. I remain on circuit—
go in security. Saalome’
[END OF PART 1]
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PHASING-OUT SALE
Since we have little idea how far the
Federal Government will follow the false
information given by its mind-controlled
informers, we are assuring your opportunity
to gather all the invaluable material presented
through the years from this source—at goingout-of-business sale prices.
Phoenix Source Distributors now offers all
Phoenix Journals at half price—$3.00 each, plus
the usual shipping charge. This means
ownership of a complete set of published
Phoenix Journals is now domestically
available for less than $300.00, most locations.
A modest price for an almost complete
treatise of Truth on this era of planetary
civilization. Please request foreign shipping rates.
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